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PREFACE

this thesis is a revision of a longer history of the

los angeles california stake of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints I1 was contracted to write and which was

published in 1987198t as part of that stakes sixtieth year

celebrations while most graduate students hope that some

day their thesis will become a book my hope was that this
book which interrupted my graduate studies would one day

become a thesis
although it is a brigham young university policy to

encourage the use of publications for theses as a result of

a misunderstanding I1 have reworked my earlier history in

anymanywany ways this misunderstanding has been a blessing in

disguise as it has allowed me to bring my thesis closer to

the history of the los angeles stake I1 would have written if
I1 had not been a contract historian it has allowed me to

delete many of the items which I1 had included for the

benefit of stake members but which I1 felt were not vital to

understanding the growth of the stake more importantly it

ilchadchadilchak M orton more faith than fear the los
angeles stake story salt lake city bookcraft inc 1987

iv

L
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has allowed me to include many items which I1 felt were vital
to the story and which the publisher deleted it also
allowed me to expand the number of footnotes undertaking

these changes has produced a thesis geared more towards the

scholarly audience although the outline remains the same as

does much of the language which is directed towards the

faithful mormon audience for whom the work was originally
wr itten

while making these revisions I1 felt that a more

scholarly title was also in order in using the phrase the

secular city however I1 am not undertaking an analysis of

mormonism in light of harvey coxs book of the same title 82

rather I1 am using secular in the sense in which the term

was used several centuries after the time of christ when it
came to mean the present age as compared with an earlier
age in this sense the title connotes the expansion of

mormonism into a twentieth century urban environment from

which most nineteenth century cormonsmormons tried to escape

largely by gathering to utah this work looks at how a

religion nurtured predominentlypredominantly in nineteen century isola

harveysharvey cox the secular city new york macmillan
1965.1965 coxs thesis is that scientific and technological
advances have made urbanization inevitable and that
urbanization has led to secularization which in turn has
destroyed traditional christianity and that the whole
process calls for celebration

for2forifor a look at the issue of secularism as it relates
to mormonismkorNor seemonism james L clayton the challenge of
secularism dialogue 3 autumn 1968 647664

v

76

written

2
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dialogue 3 autumn
1968 41 this article is an introduction to a series of
essays on cormonsmormons in an urban enviornment see dialogue 3

autumn 1968 39 108

vlvi

tion has progresedprogressedprogre insed one twentieth century cosmopolitan

sett ing

such a study is needed since most indepth studies of

mormonism in the twentieth century tend to focus on utah in

spite of the fact that most cormonsmormons now live outside of utah

and a majority face the challenges associated with living in

major urban enviornmentsenvlornments many of the problems and issues
important to the large urban centers of the united states
such as changing demographics have barely touched the

church in utah while church members living outside of utah

have had to face the challenges head on in a small way

this thesis answers the twenty year old call of mary L

bradford and garth L mangum for research into the influence
of urbanization on mormonism 4

it is logical to begin the study of urban mormonism

with the los angeles stake since it was the first stake

established in a major urban setting because of their
location members of the stake have had to develop an

approach to their religion applicable to their environment

and challenges while maintaining devotion to the fundamental

doctrines of their religion in so doing they were able to

make their religion relevant to a major urban setting
consequently the stake has been very important to the

amarymary4mary L bradford and garth L mangum cormonsmormonsMor inmons
the secular city an introduction

setting

Dialoguelue
wary
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churchchurchy not just in los angeles but also far beyond stake

boundaries several of the programs introduced to meet

stake needs have been later implemented on a church wide

basis the stake has also been a training center for many

local leaders in southern california and throughout the

world of operation at this writing five of the present

general authorities received part of their training there
I1 anam endebtedindebted to many people without whose help this

thesis would never have been possible president william W

tanner of the los angeles california stake not only intro-
duced me to twentieth century urban mormonism and provided

freely of his insights and time but also has encouraged ieme

to see my study to this end arthur wallace and the stakes
history committee gathered invaluable information and

identified areas which needed to be studied I1 have been

aided also by many former and present stake members who

willingly furnished information reviewed the manuscript

and provided financial assistance dr james B alienallenailen of

the BYU history department and G wesley johnson of the

center for family and community history studies at BYU

recognized the value of this project and generously provided

assistantships as well as their knowledge dr alienallenailen also

sacrificed countless hours refining the manuscript gordon

irving of the LDS church historical department has contin-

uously offered encouragement and support as did also the

other members of the historical department staff finally

vii
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a special thanks belongs to my wife elizabeth for her

support and sense of humor throughout this twice told story
and for amy laura spencer and taylor for their patience

viliviiiv i i I1
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CHAPTER I11

ONE OF THE GREAT FIELDS IN WHICH THE CHURCH WOULD THRIVE

outside utah the greatest concentration of members

of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints Is

located in california at the beginning of 1987 church

membership in the state exceeded 650000 and the number of

stakes exceeded 140 A11 such a presence is remarkable when

viewed in light of the fact that during the era of its
beginnings in california some church members despaired that
a significant number of latter day saints would ever be

located within the statesstatedstaten boundaries

the prominent role the latter day saints played in

the settlement of utah and the great basin has been well

publicized however the important role latter day saints
played in the history of california is not as well known 2

they were among the first anglos in los angeles san

desereteseretaseret news 1987 church almanac salt lake city
deseret news 1986 ppap 207 255

the2theathe best account of mormon involvement in the
settlement of california is eugene E campbell A history
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
california 1846 1946 phd dissertation university of
southern california 1952
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2

francisco san diego and san bernardino and were present
when gold was discovered at suttersSut millterslers through their
experiences in california from 1846 1857 latter day saints
left not only an important heritage for the people of the

state but also an interesting history of individual and

group struggles successes and failures As a result of

the several early failures associated with efforts to

establish the church in california the church conducted

very little activity in the state for over thirty years and

when formal activity resumed in the 1890s the heritage of

the past played an important role in a renewed determination
to build up the kingdom in california

the history of the church in california begins on 31

july 1846 one year before brigham young called salt lake

valley the right place on this date a group of 231

latter day saint emigrants under the direction of samuel

brannan arrived at the small mexican settlement of yerba

buena now san francisco on the ship brooklyn by co

incidence this group of saints had left new york on the

same day the first company of saints had left nauvoo

illinois 4 february 1846 and was to rendezvous with the

main body of saints in the west following an ocean voyage

around cape horn 3

upon arrival in california which at that time was

under the control of mexico part of the brooklyn colony

bidibid p 42
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3

stayed in yerba buena while brannan sent the remainder east
to the san joaquin valley to establish an agricultural
colony which they called new hope at these colonies the

brooklyn saints spent the winter of 1846 1847 during which

time they established schools a newspaper a saw and grist
mill a store and successful agricultural concerns but no

formal church organization because the number of saints on

the brooklyn was greater than the number of inhabitants of

yerba buena the cormonsmormons were also instrumental in changing

the name of the settlement to san francisco after a mission

in the vicinity
after a winter of prosperity in the relatively mild

california climate sam brannan hoped that california would

be the right place for the saints in the west and left san

francisco to meet with brigham young concerning that
possibility brannan a young man of twenty seven and a

relatively new member of the church met brigham young on

the banks of the green river but failed to persuade the

prophet to move his followers to california brannan

remained with president youngyoungs party and was with the first
company that entered the salt lake valley in july 1847

after remaining there for a few discouraging days he

andrew4andrewcandrew jenson as cited in leo J muir A century of
mormon activity in california 1847 1947 2 vols salt lake
city deseret news press 1951 134 35

whi le

broo

act ivityivirty calif ornia
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4

returned to san francisco and his successful business
vent ures

in june 1847 while brannan was meeting with brigham

young addison pratt landed at san francisco on his way home

from a mission to the society islands to which the prophet

joseph smith had called him in 1843 upon arrival in san

francisco pratt noticed evidence of spiritual degeneracy

among the colony and noted that mammon was making decisive
inroads although he had been away from his family for

nearly five years pratt determined to stay with the colony

for a time to try to provide its members with spiritual
guidance and to rejuvenate faith among them his task was

made easier because brannansbrannannBran influencenans in the colony was

beginning to decline as dissensions began to arise
pratt with the permission of brannan organized a

branch among the saints in december 1847 brannan whose

business ventures were occupying most of his time wished

only to retain the title of first elder and was only too

happy to let pratt run the affairs of the branch brannan

was not only neglecting the spiritual welfare of the saints
but he was also setting a questionable example and teaching

doctrines contrary to church teachings he opposed the call
for the colony to gather to zion advised his followers

campbellocampbellampbellcampbeli history of the church in california
ppap 57 58

ibid61bid p 138

ventures 5

I1 n whi le

0

t he sa i nt s

9
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ppap 131 135

bid

encourenczur aged

5

against preaching religion to non cormonsmormons and encouraged

marriage outside the church 7 in the spring of 1848

following the discovery of gold addison pratt closed down

the branch and he along with many of the colony moved to

utah

following the disbandment of the branch brannan

went throughout the gold region trying to make gain from

the cormonsmormons who had joined in the gold rush clearly in a

state of apostasy from gospel teachings brannan was later
disfellowshippeddisfellowship by elder parley P pratt one of the

activities leading to disfellowshipmentdisfellowship was brannansbrannannBran

organizing

nans
of the first vigilante committee in san francis

co having been a mormon in name only these many years

brannansbrannannBran onlynans tie with the church was now severed he

would eventually go on to help establish sacramento and yuba

city own large tracts of land in los angeles san francis
co and sacramento establish a lucrative trade with china

build the first great wharves in san francisco and the

states first two railroads and become californiasCali firstfornias
millionaire he would also die one of its many paupershauperspau

in

pers

march 1849 elder amasa M lyman of the council of

the twelve apostles was called to san francisco to save

those saints who remained in the city from the intoxication

ampbelltcampbell history of the church in california

p 133

aga I1 ns t pr eachl ng r e 11 g i on t 0 mor mons

7

wh 0 0

91bid 1

ped

ment
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6

of the gold rush and to direct missionary efforts in the

state he was replaced by elder charles C rich of the

council of the twelve who arrived in february 1850 and

stayed in san francisco until october however their
efforts were not successful and the two apostles became

convinced that there was no place for a church colony in

northern california although they held some hope for the

church in southern california
in july 1851 elder parley P pratt arrived in san

francisco and in addition to disfellowshippingdisfellowship brannan he

re established the branch when eight converts were made in

the city in july 1852 elder pratt was replaced by george

Q cannon who later became a member of the first presi-

dency cannon stayed in san francisco until 1857 not only

providing spiritual guidance to the colony but also direct-
ing the churchschurchchurche missionary efforts in california partially
through publishing a newspaper the western standard when

brigham young recalled all the saints to utah in september

1857 as a result of the utah war the faithful in san

francisco left
for thirty years after that no official attempt was

made to re establish church activity in the city most of

those who stayed in san francisco eventually fell into

inactivity and many joined the reorganized church of jesuslesus

ibid191bid

dency

p 165

franc I1 sco unt 11

eff orts

9

act ivityivirty

ping

estabi ish
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7

christ of latter day saints when it began formal organiza

tion in the city
on 26 june 1846 one monthmont before the brooklyn

landed in california captain james alienallenailen of the US army

arrived at the mormon settlement of mt pisgah iowa with

orders to raise a battalion of five hundred men to assist in

the united statesstates1 war with mexico captain allenallensailenaliens request

for volunteers was the national governmentgovernments response to

brigham youngs efforts to find means of helping the saints
financeinancecnance their migration west in 1844 president james

K polk had run on a platform which called for the annexa

tion of the republic of texas to the united states and the

resolution of the dispute with great britain regarding

ownership of the pacific northwest

president young knowing of polspolkspois desire to

populate the oregon territory thereby reinforcing americasamericans

claim to the area by sheer numbers felt he might be able to

secure a government contract to build stockadesockades and block

houses along the oregon trail building these stockades

would help the government by providing protection to

settlers heading fortor oregon and at the same time give the

saints badly needed money to build these forts would slow

down the progress of the pioneers but not force them to

deviate greatly from their intended route which ran parallel
to the oregon trail with this idea in mind president
young wrote jesse little then on a mission in new hamp

2 6 J une 18 46 h be f or e t he br ook lyn

ef forts f ind

f

f or

s ecurcecur e gover nmentament cont ractbract t 0 bu 11 d s t bl ock
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shire asking him to go to washington to let government

officials know of the saintssaints1 financial difficulties and to

embrace any facilities for emigration to the western coast

which our government shall offer 10ILO

however by the time little presented youngs plan

to polk the crisis with great britain concerning the oregon

territory was nearly resolved since populating oregon was

no longer a vital aspect of resolving the conflict with

great britain president polk rejected the saints offer to

build forts but accepted their offer of assistance polk

suggested to little that the saints could be of assistance
in americas more pressing concern a war with mexico which

had begun the previous year over the annexation of texas

at first many cormonsmormons viewed the call for volunteers
as unfair and unreasonable in light both of past difficuldifficult

ties with the government and of the desperate need fortor all
able bodied men to assist in the westward migration

however when church leaders made the request throughout the

mormon settlements in iowa and at nauvoo the response was

favorable while calling the battalion was not the type

of government assistance they had hoped for church leaders

realized that the pay the battalion members would receive
would greatly assist in financing the westward migration

brigham1obrigham young to jesse C little 6 july 1846 as
cited in muir A century of mormon activity 1150

campbell history of the church in california
p 77
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on 16 july 1846 the mormon battalion was mustered

into the US army for a period of twelve months four days

later it began the longest infantry march in US history a

march that would take the recruits to san diego and los

angeles before they were discharged from the service
accompanying the battalion were thirty five women and

several children from the government members of the

battalion had received assurance that they would remain

together for their period of service from brigham young

they received assurance that not one of those who might

enlist would fall by the hands of the nations foes that

their only fighting would be with wild beasts and that there
would not be as many bullets whistle around their ears as

did around dr willard richardsrichards1richardso in carthage jail 12

after a two hundred mile march to fort leavenworth

the battalion was outfitted for the remainder of its journey

to california at fort leavenworth each battalion member

was given 40 as clothing money for the year instead of

purchasing clothing however most of them sent the money

back to help support their families and to assist the

migrating poor and seriously ill111lil
from leavenworth the battalion headed south along

the santa fe trail by the time they reached the arkansas

river several men had taken sick and were ordered to

daniel tyler concise history of the mormon
battalion in the mexican war np 1881 p 118

21

ap
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pueblo colorado while the rest of the battalion continued

the march towards santa fe at santa fe eighty six of the
more infirm and almost all of the women and children were

also dispatched towards pueblo under the leadership of

captain james brown As the battalion left santa fe its
numbers had been diminished to around four hundred

at that point the battalion had only a sixty daysdaysi

supply of food to ensure that there would be enough

rations to last until they reached california the men were

placed on rations or worse for the remain

der of the trip the roads along this stretch of the

journey were almost impassable the sand was so deep in

places that the men already burdened down with heavy packs

had to help pull the wagons because of these conditions

another group of fifty fivef sickivelve and worn out men were sent

to pueblo

on 9 december 1846 the battalion fought the first
and only battlebattie of its journey this battle was in accord

with brigham youngs prophecy with wild bulls and lasted

under an hour As the column passed a herd of wild cattle
around one hundred of the bolder bulls attacked goring to

death several pack mules and draft animals and throwing

several wagons about the men fired at the bulls killing
several before driving off the rest 13 finally after six

months and nearly two thousand miles of marching through hot

muir A century of mormon activity 1150

three quarters

f

batt ae1e

13muir
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deserts the mormon battalion reached san diego on 27

january 1847

on 1 february 1847 the battalion was ordered to the

mission san luis rey where they began twenty days of intenanten

sive military drills the war with mexico had ended on 16

january 1847 eleven days before their arrival in san diego

and this training was carried out in case the terms of

surrender should be disregarded by the local residents
on 19 march 1847 the main body left san lulsluis rey

for los angeles the former spanish california capital
arriving at their destination on 23 march the mormon

soldiers camped on the eastern edge of los angeles

in the latter part of april as rumors of possible

mexican uprising and attacks by indians became prevalent

the order was given for the battalion to build a fort on a

hill overlooking the city the first public structure in los

angeles work continued on fort moore named after a

US army captain who had recently died until it was

completed by I11 july on the fourth of july at the forts
formal dedication the battalion raised the american flag

for the first time over los angeles on a liberty pole made

from the tallest tree thathat could be foundoundaund in the mountains

near san bernardino the men then gave nine cheers for the

stars and str ipes I11

174

f ort s

f rom t he taltai lestiest t f
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at the same time that the main company had left san

luis rey for los angeles company B had left the mission

for san diego these men made such a favorable impression

upon the cityscites citizens through their hard work moral

living and community service that a group of san diego

residents wrote the commander of the military district
requesting that another company of cormonsmormons be raised to take

the place of company B and stating that they did not wish

any other soldiers quartered there 1

on 9 july 1847 company B was reunited with the

mainmaln force in los angeles and on 16 july 1847 the mormon

battalion was mustered out of the united states army after a

year of service following their release most battalion
members prepared to rejoin their families whom they had left
on the plains and at nauvoo after organizing themselves as

the israelites of old into hundreds fifties and tens they

bade farewell to los angeles on 21 july few if any had

any reluctance to leave the city which they had found to be

a sink of iniquity a cesspool of profligacy drunkenness

debauchery thievery gambling cruel bull fights and other

forms of degeneracy e

once they left los angeles the former battalion
members headed north through the san joaquin valley with

Tyler15tylertyler15 concise history of the mormon battalion p
290

muir A centurycenturv of mormon activity 161

m in f orce

battal ionlon af ter

t le

2muir
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the idea of heading across the sierras to salt lake at

suttersSut fortterslers the mormon volunteers camped overnight with a

disappointed and disgruntled sam brannan who was returning
from his meeting with brigham young brannan presented a

gloomy picture of the salt lake valley and recommended that

the volunteers stay in california fortor he predicted the

cormonsmormons in salt lake would soon be forcedorcedarced out by the

harshness of the valley

after brannan had left for san francisco battalion
members also met captain james brown who had led the pueblo

sick detachment to the salt lake valley and was on his way

to monterey to collect the back pay of that detachment

brown brought an official announcement from church leaders

advising that only those with means of subsistence in utah

should continue the journey and that the remainder should

stay in california until spring about half the company

wintered at sutterssuttersSut fortterslers while the other half moved on to

utah while at sutterssuttersSut fortterslers some of these former ba-
ttalion members were involved in the discovery of gold on 24

january 1848 thus helping to set off the famous california
gold rush

those who left for salt lake arrived there on 16

october 1847 and spent the first winter with the saints in

the valley for thirty two however their joy at reaching

salt lake was short lived as they found their families were

ibid 162 63

f

11r1bid
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still on the plains tired from their long journey and ill
equipped for another these men nevertheless headed across

the plains to be with their families on 18 december 1847

the march of the mormon battalion finally ended for this

little band of frozen and hungry men as they were reunited
with their families at winter quarters nebraska 9

once the saints were headquartered in the salt lake

valley brigham young began laying plans for the creation of

the state of deseret whose territory would encompass all of

present day utah and nevada and parts of colorado wyoming

idaho oregon new mexico arizona and the southern portion

of california small groups of saints were called to settle
areas outside the salt lake valley as brigham young began

colonizing his imposing state of deseret
an important aspect of the state of deseret was the

so called mormon corridor to the pacific through southern

utah and nevada to the ports of san diego and san pedro by

establishing a series of mormon settlements between the salt
lake valley and the coast church leaders hoped to provide a

more convenient way for immigrants to migrate to salt lake

city than across the overland trail and also to develop a

useful trade route

for a detailed history of the mormon battalion see
john F yurtinus A ram in the thicket A history of the
mormon battalion in the mexican war phd dissertation
brigham young university 1975
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although national concerns over slavery doomed the

state of deseret from the start mormon leaders still tried
to make their plan work by establishing communities such as

las vegas as resting points along the route and by planting
a mormon colony near the shores of the pacific at san

bernard i no

in 1851 brigham young called apostles amasa

M lyman and charles C rich to lead a company of saints to

california and settle the san bernardino valley one of

those who volunteered for the duty was jefferson hunt

formerly a captain in the mormon battalion who had scouted

the valley east of los angeles during his stay in that

city while a member of the battalion he wrote brigham

young that the saints had an opportunity to purchase land in

the san bernardino valley if they wanted it 1 he also
promoted the idea that it would be to the benefitbenefbelef of the

church to establish a latter day saint colony in southern

california an idea with which church leaders agreed

president young desired a party of approximately

twenty to fifty men to establish the settlement to his

great alarm 437 men women and children volunteered to go

to california after the company had leftlef payson utah for

california president young wrote I1 was sick at the sight

campbell history of the church in california
p 183

rest ing

bernardino
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of so many saints going to california 2021 the reason for

this feeling was clear he saw thesehese men as going after the
god of this world 21

church leaders had encouraged the saints to stay in

utah and avoidavoldavol thed goldt fieldshe of california in spite of

these pleas many saints went searching for gold and many

as a result were lost to the church the great number of

volunteers for san bernardino convinced president young that

the same spirit existed among many in that group

among the members of the san bernardino company were

parley P pratt recently called as president of the pacific

mission and eight missionaries on the first mission to the

non cormonsmormons of the state the missionaries journeyed with

the group to san bernardino and then headed to los angeles

arriving in the city on 16 june 1851 there they spent two

weeks preaching the gospel with their efforts rewarded on 26216

june when pratt baptized and confirmed james warren as a

member of the church 22 from los angeles these missionaries
went by boat to san francisco where as noted earlier elder
pratt reorganized the san francisco branch most of the

missionaries went on from san francisco to labor in the

south pacific islands

2omanuscript20manuscriptManuscript20 history of brigham young as cited in
campbell history of the church in california p 191

ibid

parley P pratt mission to california 1851
california historical society quarterlyuarterlx 13 march 1935 74

calif ornia r easaas on f or
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after the missionaries had left the main body at san

bernardino valley the saints there were able to obtain

title to the rancho del san bernardinosBernar 35000dinos acres for

77500 they immediately set out to improve the land

they planted 1300 acres in wheat dug canals built roads

erected a bowery which served as both school and chapel and

built grist and saw mills they also laid out a city in

accordance with joseph smiths plat of the city of zion

with the center site set aside for a temple and they estabbestab

lisheddished the san bernardino ward and the san bernardino stake

of zion the first in california additionally they were

instrumental in the creation of san bernardino county from

the eastern half of los angeles county

by 1853 the colony had grown to almost nine

hundred but factions were arising among the saints and

problems were developing with the non cormonsmormons in the area

in april 1857 the days of the colony seemed numbered as

elders lyman and rich were called on missions to europe

the end fortor san bernardino as a church colony came

in the fall of 1857 when brigham young recalled the settlers
after president james buchanan sent an army to utah to put

down a rumored mormon rebellion and replace brigham young as

governor on 24 july 1857 the saints were celebrating

their tenth anniversary in the salt lake valley when they

received word that an army was enroute to invade utah

territory brigham young having received no official word
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on why troops had been sent and remembering the missouri and

illinois persecutions had the saints prepare for war

martial law was declared the territorial militia the
nauvoo legion was mobilized supplies were stockpiledstockpilerstock andpiled

missionaries were recalled from the eastern states and

europe in addition the call went forth for all the saints
to abandon outlying colonies and return to salt lake

however only 55 percent of the saints in san bernardino

answered the call showing that almost half the colony would

rather abandon their church than their homes 23 the

preparations for war proved unnecessary as the utah war was

brought to a peaceful end in the early months of 1858

following the end of the utah war church leaders

made no effort to re establish the california mission nor

did they make an official effort to re establish the san

bernardindoBernar colonydindo for the losses especially of church

members far outweighed the gains of keeping the colony

instead church efforts were concentrated on estabbestab

lishing the church in the intermountain area as church

leaders encouraged members to gather to utah missionary

efforts continued to be centered in europe and the eastern

united states where the churchschurche ventures had not cost more

members than it gained as was the case in california

campbell history of the church in california
p 282
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nevertheless there continued to be a sizeable mormon

presence in the state
beginning in the summer of 1858 and continuing for a

number of years many families returned to join those who

remained at san bernardino often bringing new arrivals with

hemthem those who arrived at san bernardino did not always

make that valley their home the los angeles star in

january 1860 reported that san bernardino has received a

considerable accession to its population with a few weeks

past A large number of families from utah have arrived and

are locating in different parts of california 24 however

a majority of these were members in name only as most

faithful members had caught the spirit of the gathering and

returned to utah in san bernardino there Is no evidence

that religious services were held after brigham young gave

the call to gather to utah in 1857 11 most of those who

stayed behind in california had developed a negative

attitude towards the church and its teachings especially
polygamy and viewed brigham young as a high handed authoriauthortautuori

tarlantariantar ianlan

even if those who stayed in the state had maintained

their faith the lack of religious ac

tivitiestivi forties over thirty years further contributed to a

los angelesanzelesankeles star january 1860 as cited in muir
A centurycellCeticeil oftury mormon activity 193

campbell215campbellcampbeli history of the church in california
p 282 muir A century of mormon activity 1100

t
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I1 n sacramentsacramento wherwhereaher a smallsmail branch was organized

in 1871 by a group of utah cormonsmormons who had joined with the

reorganized church and later became dissatisfied 2

however the branch was not begun with official church

approval

another reason why the church failed to establish

itself in california during these years in addition to its
emphasis on establishing the saints in the great basin and

the mostly negative experience of attempting to establish
the church in the state was the practice of plural
marriage during this time opposition mounted not only in

public outcries but also in congressional legislation which

threatened not only the churchschurchchurche practice of plural mar

riageariage but also the church itself
As early as 1831 joseph smith had received a

revelation commanding his followers to practice plural

marriage 2721 in 1843 this commandment was announced to a few

leading church members who practiced it secretly until 1852

when it was announced to the world that the saints were

obeying this commandment of god almost immediately an

brief histories of this branch are given in
campbell history of the church in california

relrei iviousigious

ppap 292 296
and muir A century of mormon activity 1 95 96

james2rjames B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of
the latter day saints salt lake city deseret book co

20

generation of california cormonsmormons being lost to the church

the one notable exception to the lack of religious organiza

tion was in

1976 ppap 69 70
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outcry was heard throughout the nation for action to be

taken against the mormon practice
in 1862 congress passed the morrill antibigamyAnti actbigamy

which prohibited the practice of polygamy in the territorterritoryterri
ies

tor

but made no provisions for its enforcement largely
because of the civil war then occupying the nation

following the war the nations efforts at reconstructing the

south continued to allow the saints to live with minimal

outside interference in the 1870s however the cry was

again raised for a crusade against plural marriage in utah

As a result church leaders believing that the antibigamyAnti

law

bigamy

would be stricken down because it violated the constituCons

tionseions
titu

provision guaranteeing religious freedom wished it
to be tested in the courts in 1874 george reynolds

brigham youngs personal secretary volunteered to go on

trial for practicing plural marriage after the morrill act

was upheld in the lower courts the case was appealed to the
supreme court which unanimously sustained the laws consticonati

tutionality in january 1879

in 1882 congress passed the edmunds bill which

declared polygamy a crime and polygamous living a middemisde

meanor and power was given to enforce the law in october

1884 the first of many convictions for plural marriage was

handed down rather than obeying what they felt was an

unjust man made law however many cormonsmormons followed the

out cr y t hr oughout t he nat I1 on f or act i on t 0
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passive resistance example of president john taylor and went

underground to practice this commandment

because the saints continued to practice plural
marriage congress passed the edmunds tucker act in 1887

this bill increased the governments power to enforce the

law by incorporatingdisincorporatingdis the church and allowing the govern

ment to escheat church property in excess of 50000 by

june 1888 most of the churchy property including the

nearly finished salt lake temple was in receivership
inasmuch as church membersmembers1 continued practice of plural
marriage threatened the very existence of the church

president wilford woodruff after much consideration and

prayer issued his famous manifesto in september 1890

declaring his intention to obey the law of the land and

advising all members to do the same stating that he did so

underfundertunder the necessity of acting for the temporal salvation of

the church 2 with this announcement many of the problems

with the federal government ended and the church began a

renewed emphasis on missionary work

it was the governments attempts to end plural

marriage that helped bring about the expansion and growth of

the church in california during the raid on polygamists

in the 1880s several saints went to california to hide

wilford2owilford woodruff journal 25 september 1890 as
cited in B H roberts A comprehensive history of the
church of jesus christ of latter daydav saints 6 vols provoproveprovo
brigham young university press 1967 6220

2 2

28

1
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from the US marshals because of the antiantl polygamy

prosecutions and the ill feelings which existed towards the
cormonsmormons during this time most saints in california found it
advantageous to keep their religious affiliation quiet

joining with a few faithful members already there they

would form the nucleus for church activity and missionary

work when it was re established in the state
one man who left utah for california to escape the

law was mark lindsey in july 1890 two months before the

manifesto lindsey described as an elderly man moved

with a wife and two children to oakland fortor his health and

because he was in hiding 2 A native of england lindsey
was responsible for the first baptisms in northern and

southern california as the church was re established in the

state
while walking the streets of oakland looking for a

place to stay he saw a man and the spirit said he is a

saint follow him the man a bishop cutler from lehi
utah had also come to california to escape prosecution for

plural marriage he informed lindsey that there were

several in california on the undergroundunderground1 and that
they did not want to be known too extensively 30

california mission manuscript history introducintroduceintro
tion

duc
to vol 2 archives historical department of the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
utah hereafter cited as the LDS church archives

ibid 20 july 1890
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among thesehese saintssa wasi JWnt picketts who had made

acquaintance with alfredaifred and charlotte nethercott their son

charles and daughter in law rebecca the nethercottsNether werecotts
members of the church who had left utah for the california
gold fields because there was no church organization in

the mining districts they joined with the reorganized

church of jesus christ of latter day saints although never

fully accepting its tenets As a result of alfred
outspoken opposition to aspects of the RLDS church and his

attempts to make converts to the LDS church from among the

congregation he was excommunicated the family then began

associating with the small latter day saint colony in

oakland which had started holding meetings following the

manifesto alfred also wrote an old friend seymor B

young off the first council of seventy asking what his

family must do to be rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre a

in addition lindsey also wrote the first presidency

concerning the nethercottsNether tocotts this letter president

woodruff replied that lindsey and pickett were authorized

to act as missionaries in the midst of the people who you

havehalve sojournedsojournsojourney among and to baptize and confirm any who by

sincere repentance show they are worthy of these bless
ings 32 on 6 december 1890 lindsey rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre the

ibid

wilford woodruff to J W pickett and mark
lindsey nd copied into ibid 11 december 1890

t J W pi cketceet t
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nethercottsNether intocotts the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints in the font in the RLDS chapel in oakland

from the nethercottsNether lindseycotts learned of norman B

phillips a recent RLDS convert whom alfred nethercott had

tried to convert to the beliefs of the utah church which

missionary effort resulted in excommunication by this
time however norman phillips had moved to los angeles for

the winter and then decided to make redondo beach his home

in june 1891 lindsey took his family on a vacation

to redondo beach where he hoped to contact phillips of his

first sunday in los angeles county elder lindsey wrote in

his journal there being no saints in this place where we

can meet together and worship god we spent the day on the

beach 33 unknown to elder lindsey there was indeed a small

group of saints in los angeles county who had been living

there for several years and were anxious for the kind of

contact with the church that he could have provided

on 2 july 1891 norman B phillips was baptized into

the church in the ocean at redondo beach the first convert

in the new era of the church in southern california
because of his baptism phillips wife left him and shortly

thereafter he returned to oakland to be with the branch of

saints in that city not knowing of the small mormon colony

in los angeles elder lindsey returned to utah also without

making contact with the saints in the county

As cited in ibid 14 june 189133as 1
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A year later in august 1892 the california mission
of the church was officially reestablished as john L

dalton of ogden utah was called to work with the saints
at oakland before the year was over three other mission

aries were called to california and john dalton was

appointed president of the mission most missionary

efforts however were centered in the oakland and sacramentsacramenSa

to

cramen

areas where most of the saints in california were known

to reside by 1893 the presence in los angeles of three

families containing twelve baptized members including two

priesthood holders and three children under eight were

known to mission leaders 3 but the lack of numbers prohib

itedcited president dalton from sending missionaries to assist
them

president dalton continued to preside over the

california mission until he was replaced in january 1893 by

dr karl G maeser a former president of brigham young

academy dr maeser was sent to california primarily to

arrange and direct a latter day saint educational exhibit
for the church at the san francisco mid winter fair
through the exhibit at the fair church leaders hoped to

overcome some of the prejudices against the cormonsmormonsMor duringmons

the fair the numbers attending the oakland branch were

increased by visitors from utah but as the mission

historian recorded the seeming impetus given the work here

ibld 31 december 1893

34
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by this increased attendance only served to intensify the

loneliness of the few saints in the city 3011 while newspa

per accounts of the exhibits indicated that it had helped to

overcome prejudices it had failed to bring in the hoped for

converts
on 26 july 1894 henry S tanner of ogden utah

received a call from the first presidency to take over the

leadership of the california mission on 15 august presiprespresl

dent tanner was barely past his twenty fifth birthday when

given this heavy responsibility he was however not

without mission experience A week following his marriage

to laura woodland on 5 march 1890 he left for a mission to

the southern states on one occasion being driven out of

town by a south carolina mob in june 1894 he was called on

a six week mission to the mining camps around park city
utah prior to being called on his mission to the mining

camps tanner had graduated from the brigham young academy

with a bachelor of pedagogy teaching degree

when the call came for president tanner to go to

california the finances of the church the california
mission and of the young president tanner who had spent

most of his four and one half years of marriage in school or

on a mission wouldnt allow him to take his family with

him leaving his wife laura and two children with her

parents in idaho until finances would allow them to follow

ibid251bid
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him to california tanner left on his mission 30 he arrived
in oakland and was greeted by elder henry B williams a

missionary who had served under both presidents dalton and

maeser and agreed to extend his mission until president

tanner became acquainted with his duties
from the time henry tanner set foot in california

liehelleile felt that the adversary was determined that he should not

fulfill his mission 3727 two days after his arrival he was

stricken with a case of typhoid fever at first he thought

it was a return of the malaria he had contracted while in

the southern states with the help of elder williams and

george hyde a member attending medical school tanner

treated the illness the best he knew how he remained sick

for nearly two weeks when finally the fever made him

delirious elder williams called fortor a doctor who diagnosed

the illness as typhoid in its most advanced form and moved

him to a hospi taltai
three days later the doctor recommended that the

next of kin be notified to prepare for the worst as there
was no hope for president tanners recovery the first
presidency was notified and quickly telegraphed laura tanner

with the news of her husbands condition on 10 september

she left the railroad depot in ogden utah arriving in

laura3glaura tanner to leo J muir 6 december 1946
photocopy los angeles stake collection LDS church archives

ibid
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oakland 12 september when she went to the hospital she

found her husband strapped to his bed as in his delirious
condition it was impossible for two strong men to handle

him 38

the local brethren had arranged to give president

tanner a blessing following the blessing the downhearted

saints concerned about their new president gathered at the

church where a prayer was offered in his behalf norman B

phillips recalled
when we rose from our knees there was not a sad face
nor gloom in the building the spirit testified to us
each and all that all would be well with brother
tanner that he would get well and be amongst us again
shortly notwithstanding the unfavorable report given
by the doctors 3

on 14 september 1894 president tanner regained

consciousness three weeks later on 8 october he was

released from the hospital sufficiently strong to continue

his mission laura tanner was given a church call to take

care of the mission home and she remained with her husband

except during the time of the birth of their third child the

foil owing year

on 15 november 1896 after two years and three
months of service henry S tanner was released as president

of the california mission when he assumed the leadership

ibid
norman B phillips historical sketch of the

california mission p 12 as copied into the california
mission manuscript history vol 2

9
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of the california mission the only functioning branches
were in oakland and sacramento by the end of his adminis

trationarationtra branchestion had been organized in stockton san diego

fowler latrobe and los angeles church membership in the

state had grown from less thanhan 120 to over 400

following their release the deseret news commented

on the mission experience of the tanners

when elder tanner arrived in california the outlook
for proselyting among the people was anything but
encouraging indeed it looked as though mormonism of
all religions would receive a very cold reception and
but little or no consideration from the people
but things changed in time

and change they did not only did the feelings of

the people in california change concerning the church but

also the churchschurche attitude towards california changed gone

were the days when it was held as a religious tenet that the

church and california were incompatible and to move to the

state meant spiritual death not only could the church

survive in california but it would also thrive nowhere

would this be more evident than in the los angeles area in

general and the los angeles california stake in particular
perhaps laura tanner best summed up the feelings of

those who helped establish the church in the state
none except those who took part in the early

missionary experiences of breaking down the prejudices
and the indifferencesdifferencesin of the people toward the church

deseret news 3 december 1896

ibid
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in california can appreciate the struggle and sacri-
fices made by the elders and the saints

through the struggle we felt confident that in time
the mission would be one of the great fields in which
the church would thrive and develop

3 1

sacr I1

f ices

conf ident t ime
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A SUNDAY SCHOOL A BRANCH AND A MISSION conference

during the first few months of 1895 the number of

missionaries serving in the california mission climbed to

sixteen with the increase in missionaries president

tanner opened new cities to missionary work including los

angeles the first two missionaries assigned to los

angeles elder john R smith of sugar city utah and moroni

H thomas of ogden utah arrived in that city on 16 march

1895 they brought with them the name and address of eliza
W woollacott who had written mission headquarters request

ing that missionaries be sent to los angeles

eleven years previously on 5 july 1884 henry

J and eliza W woollacott had arrived in los angeles with

them were two of their daughters nellie and winnifred and

two grandsons albert henry thomas and william howard

thomas they had moved from salt lake city so that their
family might be together since their oldest son henry jr

muir A century of mormon activity in california
1109

323 2
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had earlier moved to los angeles to make his fortune much

of the credit for the beginnings of the church in los
angeles belongs to the woollacottsWool

when

lacotts
henry and eliza moved to los angeles in 1884

there were only two other known latter day saints in the

city august L and freda H hedberg swedish immigrants who

had moved from ogden utah the year before 2 within five
years however several other cormonsmormons were engaged in

business enterprises in the city including hans C jacob

son later to be firstirstarst president of the los angeles branch

who opened a bakery on the same block where henry wool

lacott jr ran a wine importing and exporting business it
was also during this time that eliza was left a widow henry

having died in may 1888 after a long illness
because of a lack of records almost nothing is

known concerning the church in los angeles during the years

prior to 1895 what is known is that because of limited

contact with the church resulting from a lack of missionary

activity in california the emphasis placed on the

gathering and the federal governmentgovernments crusade against

polygamists these families were mostly left to provide for

their own spiritual needs

the first stop elders smith and thomas made in los

angeles was at eliza woollacottsWool homelacotts elder thomas wrote

in his journal that when eliza saw that missionaries had

ibid2ibidbibid 1108 109
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been sent to los angeles she wept tears of joy and told
them that she had been praying to the lord that he would

send missionaries to her home 3

with her prayers answered eliza worked to assist
the missionaries in their work the woollacott home at 220

north grand avenue became the cradle and refuge for church

members and missionaries during the infancy of the church in

los angeles as its doors were always open for missionary

cottage meetings elizasalizas encouragement of the missionary

program and her influence and enthusiasm paid dividends as

elders thomas and smith were able to baptize eleven people

during their first six months in los angeles and located a

number of saints who had migrated from utah

in addition to being open for missionary work the

woollacott home was also used for sunday school and for

sacrament services as well as social activities with the

increase in church membership and with the growing number of

investigators larger quarters were soon needed according

ly the elders rented a small storeroom at 516 W temple

the rear portion of which was used as a missionary apart

ment

by june 1895 however these quarters also were

outgrown eliza therefore gave to elder thomas a letter
of introduction to her son henry jr As a result thomas

bid 1109

deseretigdeseret news 20 october 1897
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was able to obtain at no cost the use of a large third story
room in henrys business on spring street thus this
building known as the foresters lodge hall became the

third meeting place in three months for the small los

angeles mormon colony while the foresters lodge could be

used only on sunday and occasionally on a week day evening

it could seat more than one hundred comfortably and provided

space for socialssociatssocia
only

ls
seven months after elders thomas and smith had

arrived at eliza woollacottsWool doorlacotts a branch of the church

was organized in los angeles on 18 october 1895 president

henry S tanner arrived in the city to attend the first
meeting of the southern california conference of the

california mission and to organize the los angeles branch of

the mission of this first conference held 20 october

1985 elder thomas informed the deseret news

friday afternoon elder henry S tanner arrived
from san francisco and arrangements were made for
a sunday school a branch and a conference organiza
t ionlon

this morning sunday we met and organized a sunday
school with about twenty pupils elder william N

woodland was appointed superintendent

at 2 pm the meeting was called to order after a
devotional exercise elder parley T wright was chosen
president of the southern california conference
A branch of the church was also organized with hans
jacobson as president and emile berg as clerk there
were forty at our afternoon services

there were eighty at our evening services who
listened attentively to elder tanner depict the rise
and progress of the church

tion
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sister woollacott will give an entertainment for the
saints in this city next thursday evening she
deserves special mention for her extensive hospitalispitalihospitalsho
ty she has done everything in her power to make thispart of the mission a success 8

with a branch of the church established in los
angeles membership continued to grow until by the end of

1895 there were seventy members including children listed
on the tolion records within a year of its organizationc
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angeles branch was the largest in the state A major

portion of this increase was the result of migrants from the

intermountain area coming to california for its expanded

educational and economic opportunities and its warmer

climate which often aided in the recovery from illnesses
also the missionaries laboring in los angeles were meeting

with good success in the five months following the

organization of the los angeles branch forty seven cottage

meetings were held eight hundred tracts and five thousand

article of faith cards were handed out and several new

converts were made prior to the completion of the adams

chapel baptisms were performed in a covered municipal

swimming pool on the corner of third and vermont which the

city let the missionaries use on the fourth saturday of each

monthmont h

1976 untranscribed audiotape los angeles stake
materials BYU
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in november 1896 thirteen months after he organized

the los angeles branch henry S tanner was replaced by

ephraim H nye as president of the california mission like
eliza woollacott president nye was born in england and

joined the church there before immigrating to utah he

later returned to serve a mission in his native england

prior to being called to preside over the saints in cali
forniaornia

unlike many other areas of the world where mission

aries labored and the church expanded during this time

anti mormon feelings in california seldom if ever reached

a fever pitch in england missionaries were tarred and

feathered mobs gathered against the cormonsmormonsMor andmons rocks were

thrown at chapels as vicious stories circulated concerning
mormon polygamy and tunnels which led to salt lake city
the strong opposition however did not hurt the missionary

efforts as large numbers of the converts continued to be

made the same was true in the southern states mission

where persecutions and anti mormon feelings ran high and

where baptisms were the greatest of any mission in the

church however while the church grew in california the

numbers were far less than in areas where open opposition

brought the church to the foreground the problem in

california was one of indifference to the missionaries
message one missionary informed those at home if we were

to judge from apparent apathy manifested in religious

af ter

f
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matters we would be compelled to say that the honest in

heart are extremely scarce 17

street meetings were the normal means of preaching

the gospel with special emphasis placed upon reaching those

attending holiday events like the annual los angeles

celebration la fiesta street meetings normally con

sistedaisted of missionaries gathering on a street corner singing
a hymn to attract attention and then delivering sermons to

those who would listen As a missionary tool these

meetings were successful for large intelligent audiences

approaching the hundreds would often gather with the

results that friends of the church were made many prejupoeju

dices disappeared sacrament attendance increased and some

baptisms realized during one four month stretch eight

baptisms resulted from street meetings the sphere of

influence of street meetings held in los angeles however

was not limited to the city but extended throughout the

nation since many of those reached by the missionaries were

vacationers from the east who then returned home with better
impressions of mormonism and often asking for missionaries
to be sent to their homes 10

rdeserettdeseretrDe newsseret 12 april 1896

californiascaliforniaalifornia mission manuscript history 18 april
1897 LDS church archives

ibld91bid 26 april 1897

conferenconference redartreportredort rfof the churchchnrnh of jesus christ of
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under the direction of president nye the los angeles

branch was perfected on 21 april 1897 george L matthews

and frederick brown were sustained as counselors to presi

dent jacobson in the branch presidency the following

month on 7 may 1897 a relief society and mutual improve

ment association were organized in the branch eliza
woollacott was called as the branchsbrancesbranc firsths relief society
president and H E peterson was sustained as MIA president

As branch membership continued to increase the

branch once again outgrew its quarters and a small chapel

was acquired on 10th street just east of grand avenue

this building had been used by a scandinavian lutheran
congregation until they also outgrew their quarters and

offered them for rent

in 1899 hans and margaret jacobson returned to utah

and george L matthews became the new branch president

also freda H hedberg replaced eliza woollacott as the

relief society president records show that as the twenawen

tiethbieth century approached branch membership fell to 107

including children with attendance at meetings ranging from

forty five to eighty seven persons the decline resulted
from many saints like the jacobsons being caught up in the

spirit of the gathering and moving to utah

this spirit of gathering to zion presented a real
problem as the church attempted to grow in california at

pre
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the churchschurche 1903 general conference joseph E robinson

addressed this issue
we can only make converts fast enough to replace

those who come to zion in spite of the fact that we do
not preach to them to gather we would rather have
them stay with us to strengthen the branches but as
president rich has said the spirit of gathering comes
upon them when they have taken upon them the name of
the lord jesus christ

in the spring of 1901 president nye was released as

the california mission president after four years of service
to become president of the southern states mission the

responsibility for the work in california then fell upon

thirty three year old joseph E robinson

born in pinto utah and raised in kanabcanab utah

robinson was a merchant by profession and was active in utah

politics he served in the utah state legislature and was a

member of the utah constitutional convention which drafted
the states constitution in 1895 he was called as a

missionary to california in june 1900 and then called and

sustained as president of the california mission in may

1901 a position he would occupy until april 1919 a total
of nearly eighteen years

following his call as mission president elder

robinson moved his family from kanabcanab utah to the mission

headquarters situated in san francisco here the family

remained until 1906 when the mission headquarters were moved

to los angeles following the san francisco earthquake and

ibid april 1903 p 44
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fireirelre when the great earthquake rumbled through san

francisco at 513 am on 18 april 1906 the mission home at

609 franklin street survived with little damage but did not

escape the resulting fire
on 28 april 1906 president robinson moved his

family to los angeles and initiated construction of a

mission home on west temple near conference headquarters

president robinson did not make clear the reason for the

move but like many in the city he probably worried about

future earthquakes 12 additionally life in san francisco
had been disrupted and would remain so for some time

therefore a new location would provide the most conducive

environment for continuing missionary work furthermore by

the time of the earthquake there were more saints in los

angeles than in san francisco and within a dozen years los

angeles would experience what president heber J grant

called the greatest church growth of any city in the

history of the world 13 with the mission headquarters in

los angeles the way was opened for the church to have the

necessary local leadership in the city when migration from

the intermountain west then a trickle became a flood

following world war I1

william G hartley saints and the san francisco
earthquake BYU studies 23 fall 1983 455

deseret news 3 february 1923
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after a short period of time on west temple the

mission home and office was moved to a house on loth street
next door to the los angeles branch chapel rooms of the

mission home were then available for use as sunday school

classrooms by the branch

also in 1906 george and julia handy moved to los

angeles from idaho and introduced the first parents class

into the los angeles branch sunday school prior to this
time sunday school instruction had only been for children

also during this time church leadership began evaluating

the lessons of the various organizations in the hopes of

better correlating them As part of this effort george D

pyper general church sunday school superintendent wrote

president robinson regarding the viability of sunday school

instruction in the california mission robinsons reply

stated that he found sunday school to be the best organi zed

missionary if I1 may be permitted to designate it that way

as throughout the mission non cormonsmormons attend the meetings

because of the very atmosphere of genial fellowship 14 he

also found the manuals to be for the most part very

pr of i tabletabie
however in one of the first articulations of what

has come to be known as the wasatch syndrome he identididenti

fied two problems in using sunday school manuals written

joseph E robinson to george D pyper 11 january
1911 joseph E robinson letterpress copy book LDS church
archives emphasis in original

4 2

organized

t

profitable
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mainly for mormonismsMormoni ruralsms majority in utah and trying to

adapt them to urban california in particular and the

mission field in general first these manuals often dealt
with many questions peculiarpecullar to our people in their own

villages etc such as taking care of city parks which

could not easily be applied outside utah second many of

those in attendance were either new converts or investi-
gators who usually had not graduated from anyone of the

lower grades of the sunday school and did not have the

background to jump from nephi to helaman then alma mormon

or moroni for some doctrinal point for they do not

know who these men are nor the conditions of the people of

their day and time As a result the saints in california
studied the standard works chronologically to give them this
background and then seized upon the doctrinal points as

they have been met 10

during these early years visits by general authoriauthora

ties of the church to los angeles were common and helped

strengthen the mormon community frequent visits were made

possible by the completion of a railroad line in 1905

directly connecting salt lake city and los angeles often

the brethren visited the branch on their way to other areas

and at other times they came primarily for the healing

effects of the ocean breezes the church even purchased a

ibid
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retreat home in santa monica in 1913 where members of the

first presidency could go to relax
in 1912 hyrum G smith the president of the los

angeles branch became one of the general authorities of the

church smith had moved from salt lake to los angeles to

attend the university of southern california dental school

and following graduation had remained in the area to

establish his practice when george L matthews was

released as branch president in 1911 hyrum smith became the

new branch president serving until he was released to

become the patriarch to the church the following year

that same year the churchschurche membership in los

angeles received a boost from pancho villa and the mexican

revolution when wilford woodruff issued the manifesto

forbidding the practice of polygamy in the united states
many saints moved to canada and mexico to continue this
practice several mormon communities were established in

northern mexico when these families were forced to flee
mexico and the revolution some returned to utah others

helped lay the foundation for the establishment of the

church in arizona and texas and several families migrated

t 0 los angeles 9

even though the church was growing its numbers were

still relatively small in 1912 it was estimated that there

orson180rson haynie questionnaire los angeles stake
mat er lais
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were only three hundred church members in all of southern

california and these were spread over large distances the

los angeles branch embraced an area extending from orange

county to the san fernando valley
because of the distances involved in going to church

and because relatively few members owned automobiles those

who did seldom went to church with only their family but

would usually pick up others and take them to meetings for

those without access to cars attending sunday services was

often a journey elise connover dyesdyers family for example

lived near griffith park to attend sunday services her

father drove their horse and buggy to western avenue and

hollywood boulevard where the family caught the red street
car to downtown and then the yellow line to a stop near the

meeting place a trip that took nearly two hours 17 because

of the distances involved it is hardly surprising that no

attempt had been made to organize a primary and that the

relief society and MIA meet irregularly for a period of

time sacrament meeting and sunday school were even sched

leduledaled back to back

by 1912 there was a measurable church membership in

the southern portion of the county As a result a sunday

school was established at long beach 1 sixteen members

attended the first meetingmeet helding in the home of sussana

dyer talk to westwood ward relief society
muir A century of mormon activity 1115
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D morrison subsequent meetings were held in the morrison

and lars J larson homes two classes were taught one in

theology for the adults and the other in primary instrucinstruct

tion A relief society was organized in december 1914 with

christina larson as president and the following month an

MIA was organized while the saints met in long beach for

thesehese meetings theyhey came to los angeles sunday evenings for

sacrament service these organizations dependent upon a

mother branch not only allowed local leadership to more

fully develop in preparation for the day when an independent

branch would be established but also assured that the

mother branch still had sufficient strength to thrive
in 1913 a sunday school was established in ocean

park and santa monica unlike the long beach organizations

however it was dependent upon the california mission and

not the los angeles branch 18 therefore missionaries

rather than members filled the leadership positions and

continued to staff those positions they could the one

position usually filled by local members was relief society
president because of the lack of sister missionaries in

july 1918 a relief society was established in ocean park

with adelaide snyder as its president

because of the creation of the ocean park and long

beach sunday schools the sunday schedule of the saints in

these areas became much more convenient instead of

ibid 1116
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traveling to los angeles twice each sunday once for sunday

school and again in the evening for sacrament meeting theyhey
now could stay home for sunday school and had to go downtown

only once this also relieved some of the overcrowding at

the los angeles branch sunday morning

nevertheless church membership in 1913 was still
greater than the south spring street facilities could

accommodate and the decision was made to build the first LDS

chapel in los angeles 20 robert taylor was given the

assignment to draw up the plans and president robinson

appointed samuel dailey a building contractor and recent

convert to supervise construction A large piece of land

was purchased on adams boulevard for 5500 and construcconstruecon

tion

struc
of the los angeles branch chapel began

early in 1913 a cornerstone containing a brief
history of the los angeles conference of the california
mission and the standard works of the church was laid in

the right front corner of the new building by president

anthon H lund of the first presidency and elder george

albert smith of the council of the twelve apostles on 4

may 1913 president joseph F smith dedicated the building

which was referred to as the los angeles branch chapel or

the adams chapel

90 brief history of several of the chapels of the
los angeles stake including the adams ward is found in
michael evan ensign the buildings of the los angeles
stake in chad M orton more faith than fear the los
angeles stake story salt lake bookcraft 1987 ppap 331 339
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I1localocal leaders did

not anticipate the growth to come and the chapel still was

not large enough to handle the membership of the church in

los angeles following world ward 1I within ten years a

chapel ten times the branchsbrancesbranc populationhs would have over

flowed north of the chapel a new mission home and mission

ary quarters were also built
these structures not only provided adequate facilifaaili

ties for church activities but also served as a valuable

missionary tool the adams chapel was an attractive place

where members could bring non cormonsmormons and functioned as a

visible symbol of the presence and viability of mormonism to

belbei I1 eved t 0 supplysuppi the needs of the saints for many

years yet in spite of such foresight

48

construction of the chapelchape cost 20000 with most of

the funds being donated by the church and only a minor

portion being raised locally it was built of red brick

accentuated with red sandstone imported from president

lundsbunds hometownhome oftown manti utah the adams chapel served as

an important focal point for the church in the southland for

many years as the first two stakes in california following

the discontinued stake in san bernardino were created

within its walls and immigrants from utah in the 1920s would

often make it one of their first stops in los angeles an

important feature of the building was the chapels size it
was built to accommodate four times the branchsbrancesbranc populationhs
and was believed to

cons t r uctact I1 on t he 1 cos t 6.6
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the larger los angeles community of this point president

robinson stated
people who before were indifferent towards us when

they see what we have done have been led to interest
themselves and to seek our society to ask advice and
counsel at our hands and they want to know what we
think of various conditions other than that which we
call religious this offers an opportunity for telling
something of the gospel

prior to 1919 there is no record of primary being

held in los angeles however with permission of branch and

mission leaders ada gygi hackel organized the first primary

association at her home on east santa barbara

the year 1919 also saw the appointment of elder

joseph mcmurrin of the churchschurche first council of seventy as

president of the california mission to succeed president

robinson who was to be released after nearly nineteen years

of service on 21 april 1919 a testimonial was held in

honor of president and sister robinson in attendance were

president heber J grant and elder rudger clawson of the

council of the twelve

at this testimonial president and sister robinson

were presented a cashiers check fortor the sum of 3838 by

president william J reeve of the los angeles branch as a

token of the love and esteem of the saints for his years of

service to the church in california this money had come

from the saints throughout the mission and was given with

conference2conference report october 1913 p 115
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the suggestion that it be used to build a home preferably
in california 22

this gift would eventually be used to purchase a

home in los angeles where the robinsons resided until they

died in the meantime however as president robinson told

liahona the elders journal whilst it is not expected

that one could leave a lifeilfe work without some heart throbs

and pangs of regret at separating from friends and loved

ones yet it is with joy I1 turn my face homeward to the

stakes of zion where the house of the lord is and his holy

servants preside 23 in this brief statement robinson

underscored the importance not only of expanding the

blessings of zion and its stakes to the saints in califor
nia but also those blessings which can be had only in a

t empletempleempietempie

during president robinsons administration the

california mission which covered california nevada and

arizona had experienced remarkable growth from 1901 to

1919 church membership had grown from less than 600 to 5000

located in fifteen branches presided over by local leaders
and fourtour branches presided over by the elders church

possessions had grown from some meager pieces of household

furniture and furnishings to real estate and buildings

liahona the elders journal 16 27 may 1919 1448

ibid 16 10 june 1919 1464

lifes
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with furnishings valued at more than 100000 2c in

addition the saints had experienced a rich outpouring of

t he spirit
at the close of president robinsonsrobinson administration

it was indeed apparent that remarkable progress had been

made in california not only were church members moving to

the state but most immigrants were viewing california as an

ideal location for permanent residency where before many

would only stay for a short time before gathering to utah

to these saints were added a growing number of converts who

helped the church to become viable the members of the

church who resided in california were not the less faithful
church members as in the past nor were they necessarily
perceived to be the prevailing feeling was that zion could

also exist outside the intermountain area this feeling was

fostered by the new pioneers of the church in california
such as eliza woollacott who showed that church members

could indeed live in the world and not be of it their
examples paved the way for the first steps in the extension

of zion in california the creation of branches and the

building of chapels which in turn were the motivation for

saints to come and the impetus for those already there to

stayslay partially as a consequence of the faithfulness of

those living the gospel in california church leaders while

ibid
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not encouraging the saints to leave utah were no longer

publicly encouraging them to gather there
during the twenty four years between the creation of

the los angeles branch and the time that joseph robinson was

released as mission president the number of saints in los

angeles grew ten fold from around 40 to nearly 400 not

only were they enjoying the blessings of california but

they were also enjoying many of the blessings of the church

and laying a foundation to build upon few members could

have anticipated the remarkable growth of the church upon

that solid foundation laid by the faithful saints of the los

angeles branch and the california mission
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CHAPTER 3

EXODUS AND PROMISED LAND

few periods of growth in the church have paralleled

its expansion in california during the first eight years of

joseph W MurrinsmcmurrinsmcmurrineMc leadership of the california mission

when president mcmurrin took over the mission in 1919 there
were eighty five church organizations conferences branch

es relief societies MIAs primaries and sunday schools

in california within a year that number had increased to

115 organizations and by 1921 it had grown to 160 the

significance of this growth can be seen in the fact that
between 1919 and 1927 nearly one third of the branches

established in the missions of the church were created in

the california mission 1 between 192319263 and 1927 over 60

percent of all wards and branches created in the stakes of

the church were created in california most of them in the

los angeles area 2

based on figures published in the deseret news 1987
church almanac p 253
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by 1923 the membership in los angeles county alone

had mushroomed from a 1919 level of around four hundred to

nearly four thousand necessitating the creation of a stake

in 1927 the eighth year of president MurrinsmcmurrlnsmcmurrinsmcmurrineMc administraadminis

tion

tra
nearly eight thousand cormonsmormons lived in the los angeles

area requiring the creation of a second stake in the city
in addition to the nearly eight thousand latter day

saints living in los angeles in 1927 another four thousand

livedived in the bay area and a stake was organized in san

francisco therthere werwere alsoaiso sizeable mormon communities

located in san diego sacramento and gridley in the space

of eight years the number of cormonsmormons residing in california
had grown from less than two thousand to nearly twenty

t thousandhousand

this remarkable growth of the california mormon

community came not so much from convert baptisms as through

migration from utah and surrounding states following the end

of world war 1I between 1900 and 1920 utahs population

grew from 276749 to 449396 this growth was the conse

quence of the states larger than average family size
cormonsmormons gathering to utah and an influx of non cormonsmormons

coming to work in utahs expanding mining and smeltingeltingsmellingsm

industries with the outbreak of world war 1I utahs
economy was able to absorb this creasedincreasedliiitilil population as

greater demands were created for the states minerals

manufactures and agricultural products almost all areas

1
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of the economy doubled as compared with the pre war years

and even marginal farm land became profitable
when the war ended in 1918 and demands for its

products were reduced utah along with almost all states in

the union suffered a depression unlike most states where

the down swing was severe but short utah and other inter
mountain states would experience only a partial recovery

these states were far removed from the nations major

population centers and the cost of moving goods long

distances over underdeveloped transportation networks

prevented them from competing with products grown and

manufactured near those centers As a result farm income

in utah declined to less than one half the level of the war

years retail sales dropped even below the average experiexpert

encedencee a decade later during the great depression and the

liability of utah businesses that failed during 1921 1924

was greater than the liability of failures ten years later 3

because of such conditions at home utahnsutahna like
many of those in the nation hard hit by the depression

looked to other areas of the country for better opportuniportuniopportuneop

ties cormonsmormons went east to washington DC new york

chicago and other major cities where they helped form the

nucleus of church membership in those areas california
because of its climate proximity to utah and resilience to

thomas G alexander from war to depression in
richard D poll et al eds utahs history provoproveprovo brigham
young university press 1978 p 469
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depression was viewed by many migrants as the ideal place

to seek work no community in california better combined

these factors than did los angeles

following the war and for years afterwards thouhou
sands of cormonsmormons from the intermountain west joined the tide
of migration to the shores of the pacific almost every

sunday new arrivals from utah and the intermountain states
would join with the california saints who having been in a

similar position a short time before not only welcomed them

with open arms but also sought them out to discover where

they were from to learn what was happening in their former

residences and to share news of those who had previously

moved to the southland 4

the large mormon migration to los angeles carried
with it major challenges it was no small task to assimiashimi

late new arrivals both spiritually and temporally as

rapidly as possible into their new environment to procure

meeting places for the rapidly increasing church population

and to provide effective leadership for the new units which

this4thisathis desire for information lead to the publication
of the california intermountain news which was published

in the interest of former residents of the intermountain
states now living in southern california and included
information concerning the church in california and local
happenings in utah and other intermountain states in 1947
its format became more southern california oriented and its
masthead which had shown a plane car and train leaving the
rocky juntaln3mountains fr california was changed IIIin111ili 19s5 the
california intermountaInter an1nmounta news ceased publication
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had been created the responsibility of addressing these
new problems of mission management in los angeles and

throughout california and at the same time overseeing

missionary work in california nevada and arizona fell to

joseph W mcmurrin

in many respects a leader better able to meet these

challenges scarcely could have been found not only was he

the mission president but as one of the general authorities
of the church he had full authority to accomplish his task
one acquainted with president mcmurrin described him as a

man who knew church procedure and was tactful and methodi

cal in dealing with people aside from his

authority and perhaps transcending it this man was in his

own right a great leader of men he possessed tremendous

spiritual vigor he had a profound and unfaltering faith MB

joseph mcmurrin was born 5 september 1858 in tooelethoele

utah and as an infant moved with his family to salt lake

city As a young man he worked as a teamster in utah

mining camps at seventeen he was called on a mission to

arizona to help colonize the town of st joseph following

his release from that mission he married mary ellen hunter

on 1 april 1879 two years later he was again called on a

mission this time to the british isles where he served in

the scottish conference for two years

mulr A century of mormon activity 1104
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joseph mcmurrin went on a second mission to the

british isles in 1886 this time in england returning to

utah four years later in 1896 he was called to serve in

the presidency of the european mission while on this his

fourth mission he was called and sustained as a member of

the first council of seventy in january 1919 he was

appointed president of the california mission a position he

heldheid until january 193219321 when illness prevented him from

continuing in that calling
by the later part of november 1919 the saints in

los angeles county had outgrown the los angeles branch

chapel on adams street and the decision was made to create a

second independent branch of the california mission at long

beach to help relieve the overcrowding at least three

factors favored the creation of the long beach branch

first the church population in the southern portion of the

county was sufficient to sustain a branch organization

second by 1919 a sunday school relief society and MIA

were functioning in the homes of members located in long

beach while it was difficult for auxiliaries to function
on a large scale in an urban area such as all of los

angeles county they functioned well on a smaller scale

thus with these organizations the major nucleus of a

branch already existed with members experienced in running

them finally the saints had prepared themselves for a

branch by making arrangements for building a chapel they
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had begun a fund raising campaign and by september 1919 had

purchased a chapel site on atlantic boulevard the only

thing lacking was authority from church leaders to hold

their own sacrament services and the appointment of a branch

president to oversee the spiritual and temporal affairs of

the saints in the area
on 23 november 1919 the long beach branch of the

california mission was established under the direction of

joseph mcmurrin with george M tonks as branch president

the following week on 30 november the cornerstone was laid
for a chapel by early autumn 1920 the new building had

been completed at a cost of 22000 and dedicated to the

lord as a house of worship

by the spring of 1920 there were enough members in

the northwest portion of the county to justify the creation
of an independent branch there on 16 may 1920 president

mcmurrin organized the third independent branch of the

california mission in los angeles county 7 although the

saints met at the masonic hall in santa monica they

unanimously agreed that the name of the branch should be

ocean park otto J monson was sustained as the first
branch pres ident

As church membership continued to grow over the next

two years branches and sunday schools were established

ibid61bid 1115
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throughout los angeles county branches were organized in

alhambra garvanzagarvanzoGar hollywoodvanza huntington park and

inglewoodginglewoodIng sundaylewood schools were established in belvedere

boyle heights glendale and san pedro unlike the indepen

dent branches at long beach and ocean park these new

organizations were dependent branches and sunday schools

however the strength of the los angeles branch was such

that these organizations were dependent on the branch and

its president william J reeve rather than directly upon

the california mission

As the number of latter day saints increased

throughout the county they began to express a desire for a

temple in their area church leaders in salt lake city
listened to their request and investigated the possibilities
of building one in los angeles during the latter part of

1920 harry culver developer of culver city offered the

church a six acre tract for a temple at first this offer
was considered favorably by church authorities but after
pursuing the matter during the winter of 1920 21 theyhey
declined it evidently the brethren in salt lake city

felt that building a temple at this time would only increase

what was seen as an already alarming migration from utah to

california which large migration while strengthening the

mission was also adding a great burden on the missions
leadership they were also concerned that accepting this

ibid 1465 466
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gift would later involve thet churchhe in obligations not thenhen
foreseen

one monumental building erected during this time

however was the ocean park chapel in october 1920 the

saints in ocean park began laying plans for a fundund raisingraisrats
campaign

ing

to build a chapel in february 1922 these plans

were undertaken in earnest when a letter was received from

the masonic lodge informing the branch that it could no

longer use lodge facilities on 15 february a meeting was

held at the first presidencysPresiden retreatcys home in santa monica

to discuss purchasing a building site among those present

at the meeting were president heber J grant and elder john

A widstoe of the council of the twelve there it was

agreed that the branch should purchase a lot on the corner

of washington and strand in santa monica for 4000 1011

only seven months elapsed from the time the lot was

purchased until the ocean park chapel was dedicated on 24

september 1922 by president grant the chapel cost 41600

to build with the local saints contributing 1200090009.000 and

almost all the labor like the beautiful adams street
chapel the ocean park chapel was constructed to be the

finest the saints could build

there were at least three reasons why these new

pioneers working to establish the church in los angeles and

bid 1116
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california tried to make their chapels and their activities
the finest possible first all the buildings and activiacrivi
ties were dedicated to the lord and they desired to give

him their best second while the stereotypes portraying

the cormonsmormons as ignorant backwards people were disappearing

the saints in california wished to show the world that those

images had little basis in fact and that cormonsmormons did not

take a back seat to any other denomination finally
through these buildings and activities church members were

able to gain a sense of community among themselves by not

only getting together for activities in a beautiful setting
but also by making the membership proud of their collective
accomplishments in building chapels and organizing activiacrivi
t les

the need to create and maintain a sense of community

was especially important in an area such as los angeles

where members were few it was often difficult to achieve a

sense of identity with the church and as a church when there
was only one latter day saint for every three hundred

residents in the city especially after coming from areas

where cormonsmormons were the majority in utah where people had

constant contact with the church and its members andalid ward

boundaries often encompassed only a few blocks a sense of

community was relatively easy to achieve ward buildings

socialssociatssocia activitiesls such as plays dances and choirs
jervedervdjereed to reinforce that senflense of community rather thant rp 1nf rc7p slensearvd inf
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create it As the church expanded into california the
needs of the church members were different from those in

utah and different from needs of church members in a latter
day in california and therefore they approached socialssociatssocia

activities
ls

and chapels in a different way the saints felt
that as pioneers for the church they could not approach

anything half heartedly

chapels built in urban areas where latter day saints
were a minority gave church members something in which to

take pride because of their beauty they also served to

unite the saints socially in a common goal as they labored

together to build chapels that when finished served as

symbols that the saints were indeed a community and that

the church had made a commitment to remain in the area A

chapel also helped to legitimize the existence of the church

in the eyes of non cormonsmormons by providing a visible represenpresenrepresentre

tation of its existence
As a result of the fact that chapels became more

than just places of worship to these pioneers these

structures built during the early years of church expansion

in california were often more ornate than those in utah a

fact which many in the intermountain area saw as an

extravagance the need for chapels as symbols diminished

over time however as the church became more well known and

especially when a more lasting and more impressive symbol a

temple was built in the area
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socialssociats and activities serve the needs of church

members in much the same way as chapels while dances had

been a regular part of the mormon experience in utah they

became even more important in the urban centers and were

always of the finest quality in southern california these

activities helped assimilate new arrivals into the LDS

community by giving members of the group a sense of identity
with each other and with the church activities and socialssociats
were also used as missionary tools and as such the quality
of the event was always emphasized

while socialssociats and other activities were important

for all members they were viewed as particularly important

for the youth to ensure that they married within the faith
because there were seldom even a handful of cormonsmormons at

school the only major contacts with other latter day saints
for most youth of dating age came on sundays and at socialssociats
and activities therefore to help instill the values of

church leaders concerning temple marriage it was important

for young people to socialize in large gatherings with those

holding similar values 11

one of the major concerns of the latter day saints
has always been thathat of keeping family members active in the

church and as the saints moved from utah to gentile
southern california that concernconcerti was magnified parents

one meansmeanneans undertakenun-dertaken to facilitate socialization
wa the thrift chorus d I11 cnc I11t on of this cluru3
see orton more faith than fear ppap 47 48
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and church leaders were especially concerned because they

were a minority group and the values they had shared with

their fellow saints in rural utah were not shared to the

same degree by the majority in urban los angeles church

leaders therefore gave added emphasis to the importance of

the family in combating those forces that came in conflict
with church standards 2 shortly after his arrival in los

angeles president mcmurrin was encouraging the saints in

los angeles to set aside one night a week for the family 13

while church leaders worked to minimize the problems

associated with belonging to a minority religion in an urban

environment their expressed concerns led to a rumor

spreading through the ocean park branch that the brethren in

salt lake city desired all church members to return to utah

even though the church had publicly discouraged gathering to

utah for several years and had encouraged the saints to

build up zion wherever they resided the saints in ocean

park asked branch president otto J monson during the summer

of 1921 to write president heber J grant concerning the

sentiment among the leaders of the church against the

movement of the cormonsmormons to california 1 when president

russell R rich ensign to the nations provo
brigham young university press 1972 p 542

edna west sant questionnaire los angeles stake
mater lais

salt lake tribune 9 october 1921 as cited in
journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 9 october 1921192411924.1 LDS church archives
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assured the saints that the day of the gathering to utah was

over and that the idea of a permanent mormon settlement at

santa monica was in full accordance with church policy 115111

thus from the prophet himself the saints in the southland

received word that los angeles in the 1920s was as much the

right place as saltsait lake city and utah had been in the

nlnetalnet cent h century

not only did the saints in santa monica stay in this
promised land but so did most of the saints in los angeles

county and new arrivals were continually added to their
numbers in the april 1922 general conference president

mcmurrin reported on the migration and spoke of what it
meant to the church in los angeles

these newcomers are strengthening to a very
wonderful degree the branches of the california
mission I1 suppose the largest branch that has ever
been known in the church is located in los angeles
this branch has a membership of about three thousand
souls the los angeles branch is divided into a number
of subdivisions

I1 n t he

nineteenth

66

grant visited the ocean park branch in october

where sabbath schools are being
held where a preaching service is conducted every
sabbath and where relief societies have been or
ganizedgani 1zed

with this rapid growth it became apparent that the

needs of the individual saints in los angeles as wellweli as

the church would be better served by the creation of a

ibidbid
conference report october 1922 p 33
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just as stakes support a tent
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stake r thus early in 1922 president mcmurrin sent aZL

recommendation for a stake to church officials in salt lake
city who after studying the proposal concurred

during the month of april 1922 president grant

visited with george W mccune soon to be released as

president of the eastern states mission in the mission

offices in new york city president CunesmccunesmcclunesMc diary for 14

april noted I1 saw president grant and received first hand

word of my call to preside over a stake of zion to be

established in los angeles tft he accepted the new call and

made preparations to move california although his homehovie was

in ogden utah mccune had previously expressed the possi

bilityability that following his release his family would join the

thousands of utahnsutahna who were moving to los angeles

shortly before president mccune was released from

his mission president grant wrote him of his conviction

that the step they were taking was the right one I1

believebelleve

richard 0 cowan the
church in the twentieth century salt lake city bookcraft
1985 p 266

9s119as cited in rededication program of the los
angeles california stake center np 1978 p 3 photo
copy los angeles stake collection LDS church archives
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think of this organizationorganizat the better pleased I1 am with the

conclusion that we came to to have it organized 0

following his release at the end of june and a short

visit to utah mccune moved with his wife three sons and a

daughter to los angeles by september 1922 four months

prior to the stake organization the mcclunesmccunes had settled
into a new home in santa monica which had a reputation as a

strong family community

when the mcclunesmccunes moved to los angeles they were not

unfamiliar with the area having visited the city on family

vacations however the los angeles they moved to was

drastically different so far as the church was concerned

from the one they had previously known As president mccune

became acquainted with the stake over which he would

preside he could not help but notice the differences among

the saints since he had last visited the area three years

earlier while the members of the los angeles branch were

faithful members in 1919 mccune found them even more so in

1922 and admitted that he was astonished at the

wonderful devotion and interest shown by our people in the

gospel of our redeemer in that portion of the vineyard w20

he further noted that these people are taking a very active

interest in the gospel a keener interest even than they had

e report october I11922 ftp 152
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taken at home mccune also notedrioted the remarkable growth of

the church evident during his visits to the various
branches on his first sunday in los angeles he attended the

sunday school at ocean park and noted that the little hall
would not wholly hold our sunday school children As many

as twenty five children had to stand that same day he

also attended the services at the los angeles branch

when I1 left that place a little over three years
ago their chapel was ample to accommodate them all
when I1 returned I1 found that little chapel was wholly
inadequate for the sunday night meeting and every
available space was taken for standing room on the
next sabbath I1 visited another branch where the chapel
was built about a year ago long beach in thathat timet
the

I1

building
me

had become inadequate the next sunday I1

attended services in our little chapel in ocean park
it is estimated that about 1200 attended our services
there and the new chapel was inadequate to hold the
people al21

As indicated in this passage mccune used the four

months between his arrival and the stake organization to

visit every branch in los angeles county to become

acquainted with the members who would be in his stake and

identify those men and women qualified to be stake officers
and ward leaders not only were there sufficient numbers to

justify a stake organization but there was also sufficient
leadership to run it effectively

while mccune attempted to observe others for their
leadership abilities he himself was also being observed for

hishitshiishlis ability apparently president mcmurrin had not been
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apprised that george mccune was to be the stake president

but recognizing mccune as a strong leader he called him to

be the ocean park branch president in december 1922

although realizing that his calling would only be temporary

president mccune gladly accepted it in the same spirit in

which he had accepted all church assignments throughout his

life
As with the task of joseph robinson george W

mccune was well suited to the task of leading the first
stake in a metropolitan area born in nephi utah in 1872

he spent his boyhood in that city before graduating from the

university of utah in january 1896 he was called on a two

year mission to england where he first became acquainted

with joseph mcmurrin then a member of the european mission

presidency during the latter part of his mission mccune

joined with other conference presidents in england in

drafting a resolution urging the general authorities to

secure better places of worship for the saints in the

british isles
because he was soon to be released mccune was

designated to present the resolution to the first presiden

cy after hearing the resolution the first presidency

invited him to present the matter before the priesthood

session of the april 1898 general conference mccune

accepted the invitation and made an appeal for church

muir A century of mormon activity 1117
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membersmember to helpheip provide better meeting places for the saints
in europe 23 from his experience in england he learned the

importance of the meeting place and as president of the los

angeles stake he would insist that the saints seek out the

best possible environment in which to worship

following his mission to england mccune moved to

ogden utah where he was employed by john scowcroft and

sons a dry goods firm he married sara alice scowcroft

and their union was blessed with four children sara passed

away in 1931 and mccune married florence lysle schofield
to whom was born one daughter in 1919 he was called to

preside over the eastern states mission a position he held

until he was released to preside over the los angeles stake

while mccune became acquainted with the saints in

los angeles he also entered into successful banking real
estate and insurance ventures with a group of other
cormonsmormons in the santa monica area he formed the california
intermountain investment company which purchased a sizeable
tract of land in mar vista where the investors hoped to

attract a large latter day saint community many streets in

this development were given mormon names with the main

street originally to be named after president heber J grant

until the prophet asked the developers to change it 2421

muir A century of mormon activity p 272
heber J grant to george W mccune 11 january

1923191213 mccune collection LDS church archives
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mccune was alsoaiso an organizer of the bank of america and one

of its directors for many years which bank and its name

were later merged with the larger bank of italy
just as the direction of the united states was

shaped to a great extent by its first presidentpres georgeident

washington so also was the los angeles stake shaped largely
by the example of its first president its achievements

found their source of inspiration in the pattern of action

instituted by george W mccune who has been characterized
by almost all who knew him as a refined gentleman he

would never give less than his best and he refused to allow

stake members to give less than theirs
at the same time that mccune accepted the position

as ocean park branch president president heber J grant was

visiting los angeles upon his return to salt lake city he

announced on 22 december 1922191 that the time was right for

the creation of a stake in california and that this momen

tous event would take place on 21 january 1923 at the next

mission conference scheduled in los angeles while presi

dent mccune continued to direct the affairs of the ocean

park branch he also made quiet preparations for the

organization of the stake by the appointed day things were

ready for the creation of the first stake in the church in a
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major metropolitan area and one of the first outside the

inter mountain area 2026

the los angeles stake has often been labeled as
the firstirstarst stake outside the intermountain area after the
main body of the church moved to utah other stakes
however preceded it outside the conventionally defined
intermountain area in addition to the san bernardino
stake other short lived stakes were created in the 1850s
including one in st louis missouri in the 1880s stakes
were established in mexico and canada with the canadian
stake still in existence today in 1901 the union stake was
created in central oregon in each instance these were
rural stakes where latter day saints were either in the
majority or were a large minority the creation of the los
angeles stake however was the firstfir attemptst to establish a
stake in an urban area where church members were a small
percentage of the population
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CHAPTER 4

THE LOS ANGELES STAKE OF ZION

on friday afternoon 19 january 1923 a meeting was

held at the los angeles branch chapel on west adams street
as part of the quarterly conference of the los angeles

conference of the california mission 1 in attendance were

local and general church leaders including presidents heber

J grant and charles W penrose of the first presidency

elder george albert smith of the council of twelve presid

ing bishop charles W nibley president joseph W mcmurrin

of the california mission and a member of the first council

of seventy axel madsen and preston nibley of the YMMIA

general board and george W mccune this meeting marked an

important transition in the history of the church for its
purpose was to discuss the creation of the los angeles stake

of zion on the following sunday during the meeting george

W CunesmccunesmcclunesMc appointment as stake president was confirmed as

were those of leo J muir and george F harding as counse

lors in the stake presidency an important new era was

muir A century of mormon activity 1150
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dawning both for the church and its membership in southern

calicallcail fornia

the next day while the general authorities and

general church officers made the final preparations for the

conference sessions the new stake presidency considered

individuals to fill the high council and other leadership

positions 2 theirs was a herculean task for in one day they

had to create the framework for a stake organization where

none had previously existed by the end of the day

however sufficient progress had been made that a stake

could be organized with a majority of the presidenciespresiden

superintendenciessuperin

cies
andintendenciestendencies high council positions filledilledbilled

sunday morning 21 january 1923 was a beautiful
southern california winterswinter day as the saints gathered at

the adams chapel for this historic occasion A sense of

excitement pervaded the mormon community and in anticipation
of the large numbers that would attend the conference

unsuccessful attempts had been made to secure a larger

hall however as one newspaper reported an auditorium

twice the size of the chapel could not have housed the

large congregation for attendance at the two general

sessions and priesthood session exceeded three thousand 3

at the afternoon session alone twelve hundred people

bidibid 1150
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crowded into the chapel in addition overflow meetings for

the general sessions were held in the recreation hall
during the first session on sunday morning a

priesthood meeting presidents grant reminded the audience

of the momentous importance of the step they were about to

take for both the church and the saints in southern califor
nia commenting on the growth of the church in the area he

noted no city in the history of the world has had the

phenomenal church growth as the city of los angeles and

to start out at this time with a great stake of zion I1

firmly believe will lead to great development fortor the

church and its people in this district
he then submitted to the priesthood for approval the

general authorities of the church the stake officers and

the name of the stake the los angeles stake of zion the

vote for approval was unanimous in addition to the stake

presidency other officers sustained were james thomas

stake patriarch alexander nibley stake sunday school

superintendent and vern 0 knudsen YMMIA superintendent

eight members of the high council sufficient for a quorum

were also sustained
president grant presented the stake boundaries which

included los angeles county and embraced the cities of los

angeles ocean park long beach and san pedro and noted

that initially the stake would consist of seven wards ocean

41bidibid
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park long beach los angeles san pedropedr huntington park

boyle heights and hollywood alhambra belvedere garvan

za glendale and inglewoodginglewoodIng wouldlewood be branches of the new

stake

during the afternoon session president grant again

submitted the names of stake and general church officers
along with the name of the stake this time for approval of

the general membership in addition to those officers
submitted to the priesthood katherineKather Rlneine stewart was

sustained as stake relief society president and veda savage

as YWMIA president

in the closing session of conference held sunday

evening each member of the new los angeles stake presidency

as well as president grant spoke among topics covered

president mccune advised the latter day saints still in the

mountain west to consider carefully before leaving their
homes for california in order to ensure that the numbers

arriving in the state were not greater than employment

opportunities do not encourage members to come to

california if there is nothing for them to do when they come

here he counseled 8

with the close of the first los angeles stake

conference a new era of church history was inaugurated

although the los angeles stake was the 88th stake organized

ustave 0 larson the los angeles stake of zion
improvement era 26 march 1923 p 469
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in the church since the saints moved to utah in 1847 it was

one of the first stakes outside the intermountain west and

the irstfirstarst in a major urban area As a result the boundarboundary

ies of zion were officially extended to the pacific ocean

and for the first time in the churches history a stake was

created in an area where non members overwhelmingly outnumputnum

beredbared members of the church

although the saints were excited that zion had

extended her borders fears were expressed concerning

whether a stake could survive in such an environment the

church in los angeles has had to adapt to its environment

but its experience especially during the early years has

shown that the church not only could endure outside of utah

and a rural environment but also could flourish sixty
years after the organization of the los angeles stake over

1600 stakes were located throughout the world the majority

in areas where cormonsmormons were a small minority and many in

the worldworlds major urban centers

following the organization of the stake there was

still much work to be done before members could enjoy its
full benefits stake organizations needed to be staffed and

wards created which would take several months to complete

and stake offices needed to be established however

neither the adams long beach or ocean park chapels were

equipped to be conveniently used a9 take31 officer3 At ata
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of the hiberianberianberlanbiberian building on the corner of fourth and spring

streets each wednesday evening the stake presidency held

its meetings there and on the second wednesday of each month

it met with the high council other stake organizational

meetings and all stake conferences and conventions were held

at the adams ward chapel I1

creating a stake organization where one did not

exit presented both problems and benefits t j the california
saints the major problems included the fact that the

entire stake leadership had to be chosen largely from among

people who had no experience in running a stake organiza-

tion in addition stake leaders often did not know each

other and therefore faced special challenges in learning to

work t ogethertogetheragetherog

at

ether

the same time the new stake had some administraadminis

tive
tra

advantages for the new leaders were not tempted to

make the situation fittit too rigidly some preconceived

understanding of how a stake should be run instead they

were able to create stake programs and positions to fit the

special needs of the church in their area most church

organizations then existing were geared for rural or small

metropolitan areas and many of the programs with a utah

orientation were unworkable in the huge urban setting where

the saints were a minority local church leaders there

muirmuir A century of mormon activity 1153
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fore had to look to their own experiences and special
circumstances to determine what would be best for the

success of the church in los angeles since in many cases

church leaders in salt lake city could give little advice

having never had to address issues related to an urban

church organization As a result the early leaders of the

los angeles stake set a precedent for that stake to become

one of the most innovative in the church recognizing the

challenges which the stake was facing the deseret news

predicted at the time of organization the los angeles

stake should prove itself one of the most progressive in the

church

within a few weeks of the creation of the stake most

of the remaining leadership positions were filled william
G brown a recently released california missionary who had

helped organize the ocean park branch and a former mission

secretary became stake clerk and the vacancies in the high

council were filled it was over three months however

before cora W leaver was sustained as president of the

primary association and lars J larson became president of

the los angeles stake high priests
in addition to filling stake positions the new

stake presidency set about creating wards on 11 february

1923 three weeks after the stake was organized stake

deseretodeseret news 24 january 1923

muir A century of mormon activity 1151 153
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leaders met in the ocean park chapel to organize the first
ward in california since the closing of the san bernardino

ward in 1857 president heber J grant presided at and

conductedconduct this meeting david 0 stohl who had recently
moved to los angeles to establish california offices for

beneficial life insurance company was installed as the

first bishop he thus became not only the irstfirstarst bishop of

the ocean park ward but also the pioneering bishop in the
new era of the church in california

the formation of the other six wards was completed

by the end of april while most wards kept the name by

which they were known as branches the name of the los
angeles branch was changed to the adams ward after the

street on which the chapel was located inasmuch as the

stake covered all of los angeles city and county and the

ward did not the decision was made to identify the ward

with the area it covered this changed also eliminated any

possible confusion which might arise over whether the ward

or the stake was being discussed
by the end of the year church membership had grown

so rapidly that all five branches of the los angeles stake

had become wards in addition two new wards two indepen

dent branches and four dependent branches were formed out

of existing wards with bright prospects for the creation of

additional units on to10 june 192311923 the alhambra branch

became the alhambra ward and the gorvanzagarGor branchvanzainza became the

pr es I1 dent pr es I1 ded
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garvanzagarvanzoGar wardvanza on that same day the adams ward was divided

and the florence ward later matthews ward was created out

of the portion of the adams ward south of 54th street with

the creation of the florence ward the stake presidency was

hoping to relieve the congestion at adams ward which

continued to be the gathering place fortor new arrivals
on 26 august the glendale branch was reorganized as

the glendale ward and the same day boyle heights ward was

divided at the los angeles river and the belvedere ward

created out of the eastern part

during november 1923 the inglewoodginglewoodIng branchlewood became

the inglewoodginglewoodIng wardlewood and a branch was established at virginia
city now north long beach the following month the

huntington park ward was split and the home gardens branch

organized dependent branches were located at monrovia

pasadena lankershimLanker northshim hollywood and redondo beach

the monrovia branch was eventually transferred to the

cal1forniacalifornia miss i on

like previous growth most of this expansion was the

result of migration in spite of president CunesmccunesmcclunesMc plea at

the organization of the stake church members kept coming to

los angeles while most eventually found work few had

guaranteed jobs upon arrival As a result stake leaders
had to work not only to meet the spiritual needs of the

newcomers but often their physical needs as well mormore

than a decade before the church officially established its

calcai if ornia ionlon
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famous welfare program the los angeles stake began to use

its own resourcefulness to meet the demands placed upon it
one of the first actions taken by stake officials

was the creation of an information bureauemploymentbureau officeemployment

to help new arrivals in settling their new home at firstirstarst
the regular stake officers functioned in this capacity but

by july 1924 james A rasmussen was designateddesina asted manager of

vocational direction and employment for southern califor
nia 10 willard J anderson a member of the garvanzagarvanzoGar wardvanza

took it upon himself to gather surplus furniture clothing

and other goods that could be given to the poor and his

efforts can be seen as foreshadowingfore theshadowing establishment of

the deseret industries
the stake relief society played an active role in

meeting the welfare needs of the burgeoning latter day saint
community and it also assisted in various city county and

state welfare organizations during the first part of the

twentieth century auxiliary members tended to see their
role as encompassing the larger society as well as the
mormon community thus when the child guidance clinic
was established in los angeles the stake relief society
became a charter member relief society president

ibid 1466

thomas G alexander mormonism in transition A

history of the atterlatter day saints 1890 1930 urbana
university of illinois press 1986 p 125
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katherine stewart and her associates contributed generously

to the los angeles childrens hospital stake relief
society members not only attended conventions of the state
welfare societies but also sponsored several of these

conventions this involvement provided opportunities to

serve the larger los angeles community to learn of various

welfare programs which could assist church members and to

teach the gospel at one convention in sacramento the los

angeles stake relief society operated a booth where it
displayed quilts household textiles and articles of

clothing made by the sisters of the stake 13 the relief
society also desired to establish a maternity home in the

city and while nearly 3000 was donated by the sisters of

the stake the project was never brought to fruition 1

this same spirit of community involvement was also

exhibited by the other auxiliaries in the stake in some

other areas where the church was well entrenched some of

its members during this time became dubious about the

legitimacy of considering compassionate and social service

outside wards and stakes as service in the lords king

dom 115 this view would become widespread in the church

especially following the adoption of the welfare program

ibidbid
monies raised for the maternity home were later

transferred to the stakes building fund ibid

alexander mormonism in transition p 126
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however members in the los angeles because of their lack

of numbers and the need to draw strength from wherever they

could have not necessarily made that distinction and they

have found that in their service to the community they have

also been serving the church

by working to meet the physical needs of its
members the los angeles stake was able to progress in its
responsibility fortor the spiritual needs in april 1924 the

deseret news carried a report written by a member of the

stake high council david W cummings on the stakes
progress during its first years and the challenges it still
faced e cummings began by recounting some of the unusual

conditions the los angeles stake faced and in so doing

exemplified the true pioneering nature of the stake while

the unique characteristics of the stake were the exception

rather than the rule in 1923 they now 1989 typify the

majority of areas in which the church is established a ward

that doubled in membership in a year another ward that
encompassed 200000 people but only two hundred members

stake officers who must travel fifty miles or more each

sunday largely through dense traffic most members having to

travel between one and fifteen miles to go to church

these cummings observed are but a few of the strokes
one might use in painting a word picture of the los angeles

stake the only stake in the church located within a largelare

dccretDc
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allaliail the other wards are assembling in
rented halls scarcely any of which can be secured fortor
all the meetings it is desired to hold this fact has
proved a stumbling block to the organization of several
auxiliaries including the primary and relief society

in addition these quarters were proving inadequate because

of the phenomenal growth

another unique problem he identified was traffic
it is not uncommon for a church member to spend anywhere

from 30 minutes to an hour and a half to get to sacrament

meeting particularly if he must go by street car

I1 y

I1 t
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metropolitan area and consequentlyconsequent a staketake thathat presents

characteristics strikingly unique and interesting while
most large urban areas had branches of the church for

everalseveral years cummings noted

when it came to forming a stake the most intricate
subdivision in the church system in a city which
offers in the extreme the complexities of modern
metropolitan life there was encountered an entirely
new set of problems the working out of which is
providing one of the most interesting experiences in
church history

it was quite a novelty for example to set ward
boundaries in a city of a million people when only a
smallsmalsmailswaisaal fraction of thathat millionmi wereI1 concernedI1 withI1 oron
even knew anything about these boundaries it gave one
somewhat the feeling of trying to make chalk marks on a
pool of water

cummingscummmingscumnings further noted that widely lacking in the

stake was that

force for permanence and stability which emanates from
a ward owning its own meeting place only three
chapels have been erected prior to the organization of
the stake

consequently with the multiplied activities of a stake

this handicap became a serious obstacle to the efforts of
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stake members and leaders to travel to the many activities
they needed to attend

cummings continues that the most complicated

problem however was los angeles itself with its
perennial spirit of playplayplaipiai its rest lessness i t s hordes
of visitors and shifting populat1populationpopulate on ts orgies of
scandal and crime its waves of reforms its manifold
allurementsallure toments sunday amusement away from religious
observance ts dauntless optimism its fads and
fancies its amazing opportunities for wealth its
contantpontantpon excitementatementratementtant for greed its streaks of
puritanism through its mass of worldliness the
flashing fascinating hectic endlessly varied
movement and color in the rushing currents of life

these influences all have deep reactions upon the
minds and hearts of the saints which the stake as a
church organization must deal with some to temper and
some to completely counteract

with these new problems in this untried field of
church organization what success has been encount
ered measured in actual statistics it has been
ast oundaund i ng

in spite of these challenges cummings noted that
during the first month of its existence the los angeles

stake was the top stake in the church in the percentage of

members attending sacrament meeting a position which it
continued to hold nearly every month for a year in

december 1923 the los angeles stake established a then

church wide attendance record at sacrament meeting with a 67

percent average throughout the stake this percentage

stands out in contracontrast to a church wide average of less than

ibidbid
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20 percent attendance at the time 1 this statistic
reflects the fact that in such an environment where members

were few sacrament meeting attendance initially was a more

vital part of the church experience and commitment than it
had been in utah although a reorientation to the importance

of attendance at meeting was taking place throughout the

church 18

in addition to its high sacrament attendance

according to cummings the stake led the church in the other

two statistics published for december 100 percent ward

teaching and 77 percent of the ward teachers attending
sacrament meeting 20 moreover he continued in the

numerous ways which never appear in statistics and yet

which speak far more eloquently they are demonstrating an

aggressive fervor and solid unity that clearly explains the

phenomenal success of the stake this unity he concluded

began with the challenging period of settlement when the

members were part of the california mission and he said

todays harvest is the result of seeds faithfully and

skillfully sown

he also stated that in spite of what the stake had

accomplished there was still much work to be done includinclude

ing the completion of organizations finding quarters

cowan the church in the twentieth century p 69

alexander19alexander mormonism in transition p 114

deseret news 12121 april 1924
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providingrovidingproviding amusements under the proper influence and

furnishing opportunities for the youth to mingle with others

of their religion each of these problems is being dealt

with earnestly and intelligently and with an interest
perhaps all the keener because there are few precedents he

wrote the people were unanimous in their conviction that

the establishment of the stake was divinely inspired and

that it has already provided a great blessing to them it
may safely be predicted that during the next few years los

angeles will be the scene of a development which will have a

profound influence upon church history 21 and through the

efforts of stake members it has

shortly following the creation of the stake the boy

scouts of america and the los angeles stake became closely

allied what is believed to be the first LDS boy scout

troop in southern california was organized in december 1923

under the direction of the belvedere ward MIA wallace

E lund who arrived a month earlier from utah organized

the troop and served as its first scoutmaster the creation
of scout troops not only helped provide activities for the

boys of the stake but also served as an important missionary

tool in this first scout troop non cormonsmormons outnumbered

cormonsmormons eighteen to fourteen 22

ibid
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in addition to scout activities a stake recreation
committee was organized because there were so many worldly
temptations in the city such as pool halls and non LDS

dance hallshallhalishailshail special emphasis was placed upon appropriate

activities for the youth almost every friday evening

dances and parties were held in addition special dances

were also held on such occasions as christmas usually on

christmas day itself and valentines day these dances

were often elaborate affairs organized and sponsored by the
M men and gleanerscleanersGlea ofners the stake

athletics also played a large role from the early
days with most wards fielding basketball teams each year 23

in addition a track meet was held each may the young

women of the stake served as cheerleaders for their wards
team since the stake possessed no suitable hall for

amusements buildings had to be rented throughout the city
fortor youth activities

the building of new chapels also became one of the

primary concerns of the stake the need arose not only from

the desire for permanence and stability within the stake

but also from the inadequacy of outside halls few buildings

rented by the wards could be secured for all activities such

as primary relief society MIA and ward socialssociatssocia mostls

halls were also insufficient for the size of the wards

two teams from the los angeles stake glendale
ward in 1933 and arlington ward in 1941 took first place in
the all church basketball tournament

3 up n
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within a few years six new chapels were erected by the

matthews belvedere huntington park home garden lanker

shim and virginia city wards and an additional chapel was

purchased to house the alhambra ward 2

the growth of the latter day saint community in los

angeles not only necessitated the obtaining of larger

buildings but also compelled the creation of additional
ward 5 while there was no limits placed on the size of

wards it was recognized that it was in the best interest of

the members and the church to keep them small some like
the adams ward exceeded fifteen hundred saints for the

individual smaller units both stakes and wards allowed

for greater personal attention from leaders provided more

opportunities for service and created a more cohesive

community for the church it meant a greater chance of

progress by giving more people responsibility for the

success of the work in december 1924 the home gardens

later south garden and virginia city wards branches were

organized at pasadena and torrance in 1926 and the lanker

shim branch became a ward in january 1927

at the april 1925 general conference president

mcmurrin summarized the growth of the stake and then

discussed a problem even more challenging than growth the

near constant turnover of membership I1 do not suppose

he commented

muir A century of mormon activity 1154
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in any other mission it can be said that there
were received and recorded during the year 1924 over
thirty six hundred church members

ibadibid

hundrdundr ed chur ch membersmember have received their certificates
of membership during the year and have transferred to
other communities this of course causes changes in
officers there have already been in the los angeles
stake since its organization changes in four or five
different bishopricsbishoprickbish andoprics there have also been a number
of changes in the high council 2025

the problem of turnover has constantly plagued the

church in urban areas and there are several reasons for it
for one thing members who work for large corporations are

continually being transferred more significant it
appears is the fact that many saints in these areas do not

own their own homes when members have no tie to the

community which home ownership promotes they often tend to

move whenever things become rough or when even a slightly
better opportunity presents itself president mcmurrin

identified these problems as major reasons for the outflux

of latter day saints from los angeles 2

president mcmurrin closed his remarks by reaffirming

the plea made by president mccune when the stake was formed

for members not to move to los angeles without being sure of

the economic opportunities 27 such a plea was given not

conference report april 1925 p 142
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only to discourage the saints from moving into situations
which may be no better than the ones they left but also

hopefully to ease the problems faced by authorities in

connection with the constant growth and turnover as well as

the welfare problems which were growing out of these

problems in spite of such pleas church members kept

arriving in 1925 the membership of the los angeles stake

was nearly six thousand and by 1927 it was almost eight

t housandthousand

the growth of the church in los angeles was not

limited to anglo americans for during this time missionary

work began also among the citycites spanish speaking people

it was estimated that some fifty thousand hispanics lived in

los angeles and another twenty five thousand in adjacent

areas in august 1924 the first two spanish speaking

missionaries were assigned to work among the hispanics in

los angeles president mcmurrin had arranged with president

rey L pratt of the mexican mission to transfer two mission

aries to the california mission elders jessup W thomas

and frank copening were selected by president pratt for the

new assignments in los angeles 28 they labored among the

spanish speaking people until march 1925 when elder thomas

was released to return home and elder copening was called to

become mission secretary no one however was assigned to

campbelliffipbi11 history ofcf the churichurch in california
p 39
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replace them and so the spanish speaking community of los
angeles had no missionaries working full time among them for
over a year then early in 1926 the mexican government

began to enforce the provision of its constitution that
prohibited foreign missionaries from functioning in mexico

this forced the church to recall all missionaries from that
country and by august four of them had been reassigned to

work with the los angeles hispanic community most of whom

had immigrated from mexico 29

in august 1927 a conference was held for mexican

converts and investigators in los angeles with elder joseph

fielding smith of the council of twelve in attendance

there were 103 people at this first spanish speaking

conference in february 1928 another conference was held

with president anthony W ivins of the first presidency in

attendance having been raised in mexico he was able to

speak to over 120 people in their native language work

continued in the hispanic community and on 16 june 1929 the

los angeles branch of the mexican mission was organized with

juan migael gonzales being sustained as branch president a

position he would hold until 1944 earlier in 1929 the

mission home of the mexican mission was transferred from el
paso to los angeles but following the death of president

prattprat in 1931 it was transferred back to el paso and most of

ibid p 400
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the missions efforts again directed towards mexico and

texas

in 1936 the spanish american mission was created

from the mexican mission and had direct responsibility for

missionaryisionaryvisionary work among the spanish speaking within the united

states 3010 by this time however the los angeles stake had

been split and most of the work with spanish speaking people

was carried within the boundariesbun ofjariesJarleSlaries stakes IIIin111irliri thet

eastern

he

portion of the city where the hispanic community

resided missionary work among hispanics in the los angelesanaelesanacles

california stake remained nearly dormant until the 1960s

when revolutions in central and south america brought a

large number of spanish speaking refugees to western los

angeles and helped re establish the work among them

meanwhile the growth of the english speaking

congregations reached a point where the creation of a second

stake in los angeles became necessary if the stake was to

remain manageable with almost eight thousand members and

nineteen wards and branches the growth of the stake had

outstripped its capacity for providing the kind of effective
leadership personal attention and frequent contact between

the leaders and the members that church leaders deemed

essential especiallyesp inectally an area where church contactintact was

limited

ibid p 402
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on friday IS18 february 1927 presidents heber J grant

and charles W nibley of the first presidency met with stake
and mission leaders in the california mission home next door

to the adams ward chapel aa3a there the decision was reached

to divide the los angeles stake then barely fourtour years

old it was also decided that the division should take

place during the next scheduled stake conference which was

in may and that a campaign should be launched for raising
funds to construct one building to serve the needs of both

stakes following the division the idea of using one

building to serve two stakes was unusual in the early

twentieth century but was also reminiscent of the early

days of the church in utah when a tabernacle was builtbulit for a

city rather than for the exclusive use of one group of

saints the previous month in january 1927 in what

president mccune called a very remarkable deal bishop

david P howells of the adams ward completed arrangements

for the purchase of a parcel of land for 90000 on the

corner of manhattan place and country club drive near the

los angeles country club in one of the most exclusive areas

of los angeles 3212

A fund raising committee was appointed by the stake

presidency and on 27217 february 1927 immediately upon

muir A century of mormon activity 1154
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chapel to plan a fund raising campaign 3311 beforebefbea theore end of

march the fund raising drive beganbeyan in earnest and by 6 april
1927 over 105000 had been pledged towards thet newhe building

and a telegram was sent to president grant telling of the

success of the campaign during a session of general

conference president grant read the telegram and informed

those in attendance that the church would match whatever the

saints in los angeles raised towards the building of their
tabernacle As a result of the pledges of the local saints
he told the congregation there will be in southern

california quite a fine building as a further evidence to

the churchschurche critics of the decaying of the church 1

raisrals ing
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receivingreceivino it assignment the committee held its first
meeting in an automobile parked in

preparations for the new los angeles tabernacle did

not take priority over plans being laid for the creation of

the new stake the 98th in the church one of the first
decisions made was the name for the new stake hollywood

the proposed creation of a hollywood stake provided the

occasion for a bit of humor in the eastern press the

washington independent herald wrote if the cormonsmormons start a

church at hollywood they will find plenty of fellows there

mulrmuir A century of mormon activity 1154
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who have had a lot of wives already 38 the brooklyn times

of 29 march 1927 commented tersely cormonsmormonsMor announcemons they

will establish a church in hollywood thats carrying coals
t 0 newcastleNew aocastIecastle

by may all arrangementsarran hadementscements been completed for the

creation of the second stake in los angeles other major

metropolitan areas such as washington DC new york

chicago and san francisco were still preparing for their
first stake while los angeles was preparing for its second

washington3washinzton independent geraldyheraldy 18 april 1927 as
cited in journal history 18 april 1927

brooklyn3obrooklyn times 29 march 1927 as cited in journal
history 29 march 1927 the saying carrying coals to
newcastle has the connotation of wasting time and effort
and the use by the brooklyn times most likely refers to the
belief that the state of the movie industry at the time was
not compatible with religion
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CHAPTER 5

FORWARD HOLLYWOOD

on 22 may 1927 elders david 0 mckay and stephen

L richards of the council of twelve presided at an espe

ciallybially important quarterly conference of the los angeles

stake held at the adams ward chapel there the four year

old stake was divided resulting in the creation of the

hollywood stake the 98th in the church and the second in a

major metropolitan area outside los angeles church

members took little notice of what was happening for unlike

the wide publicity given the organization of the los angeles

stake only one short report appeared in the deseret news x

some thirteen years later the name of the hollywood stake
was changed to los angeles and the los angeles stake became

the south los angeles stake 2 the hollywood stake then

became the direct precursor of the present los angeles

california stake

deseret news 25 may 1927

for2forifor consistency records created by the hollywood
stake from 1927 1939 will be cited as los angeles stake
records since that is how they are filed in the LDS church
archives
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the boundary between the los angeles and hollywood

stakes as drawn during a meeting of local leaders and

general authorities on saturday 21 may 1927 consisted of a

more or less east west line beginning at the pacific ocean

north of redondo beach and progressing east to the los

angeles san bernardino county line 3 those wards and

branches north of this line became members of the hollywood

stake those south of the line remained in the los angeles

stake also at this time the adams ward was divided along

vermont avenue with the western half of the ward becoming

the wilshire ward of the hollywood stake and the eastern

half retaining the designation as the adams ward of the los

angeles stake

following the division the los angeles stake

consisted of the adams home gardens huntington park

inglewoodginglewoodIng longlewood beach matthews redondo san pedro and

virginia city wards and the torrance branch the hollywood

stake included the wilshire alhambra belvedere boyle

heights garvanzagarvanzoGar glendalevanza hollywood lankershimLanker andshim

ocean park wards and the pasadena branch the baptized

membership of the stakes was listed at 3401 for los angeles

eseret3deseret newsy 25 may 1927 stake minutes however
mention no eastern boundary but rather state that the line
dividing the two stakes extended indefinitely

nemsnews

los
angeles stake manuscript history 22 may 1927 LDS church
archives
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and 3269 for hollywood interestingly almost one third
of the hollywood stakes membership was in the new wilshirewilWll

ward

shire

george W mccune former president of the los

angeles stake was sustained as president of the new

hollywood stake while his former first counselor leo J

muir was sustained as president of the los angeles stake
george F harding former second counselor in the los

angeles stake presidency was set apart as the new first
counselor in the hollywood stake with john S mccune

becoming the new stake clerk however no second counselor

was sustained at that time

eight members of the hollywood stake high council

were sustained at the organization william J reeve was

sustained as president of the stake high priests and seven

elders quorums were organized for the ten units other

officers sustained included katherine R stewart as stake

relief society president alex nibley as superintendent of

sunday schools charles H norberg as YMMIA president

winifred W poulton as YWMIA president and cora W leaver as

primary association president

although the hollywood stake was created in may the

finalfinai break was postponed until I11 july 1927 to allow for

bothbolth stakes to begin with relatively complete organiza

tionseions two days following the split 3 july the wilshireWllwil

ibid41bid

shire

f ormer pres i dent
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wardwalrdwaard was officially organized at a meeting of the adams

ward until the wilshire ward could secure a place of its
own the two wards followed the unusual practice of meeting

together with each wards bishopric presiding on alternataltermatalt
ing

ernat

sundays B

when the new stake was created elders mckay and

richards recommended that the two stakes in los angeles

continue with the plan of building one stake center

however the los angeles stake soon expressed a desire to

build its own stake tabernacle and requested a meeting with

the first presidency regarding the matter on 15 july a

special meeting was held and the first presidency endorsed

the los angeles stakes plan for separate stake tabernacbernactabernackta

les it was agreed that the money pledged towards the

single building be split according to the pledges received

from the members residing in each stake president grant

recommended that since the los angeles stake had the

beautiful adams ward chapel which many members of the

hollywood stake had helped to build the los angeles stake

should give to the new stake an additional 10000 7

when this plan was presented to the members of the

hollywood stake high council they unanimously agreed that

muir A century of mormon activity 1170

losglos angeles stake manuscript history 30 september
1927 LDS church archives

birsttirst7first presidency to leo J muir 29 august 1927 as
cited in ibid 31 december 1927

f 01 1 owed t he meet I1 ng
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the stake should build a joint stake houseward house they

alsoaiso authorized president mccune to begin conferring with

the first presidency regarding the acquisition of a building

site because the site purchased for the two stake taber

naclenaele at the corner of manhattan place and country club

drive was within the boundaries of wilshire ward president
mccune approached the brethren for permission to use this
property for the joint hollywood stake house and wilshire
ward chapel and it was granted until this new structure
could be built or other quarters located the stake

presidency and high council continued to meet in the

berianhiberianbiberianHi building with all other stake meetings held in the

ocean park chapel

the first hollywood stake conference was held 28

august 1927 at this time president mccune outlined for

stake members the proposed building program for the stake

tabernacle an important matter of business was also

undertaken when arthur H sconberg was sustained as second

counselor in the stake presidency and ordained a high priest
and set apart in his new calling by elder mckay stake

clerk john mccune recorded in the conference minutes a note

that showed the wisdom of organizing two stakes on a smaller

scale thus allowing greater participation there were 756

in attendance at the afternoon session and except for the

conferences when the los angeles and hollywood stakes were

ibld81bid 24 august 1927

0
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created no larger crowd was ever recorded prior to the

division of the stake

the large attendance also reinforced the need to

erect a structure that could comfortably accommodate the

stakes membership when the hollywood stake was organized

only four of the ten units lankershimLanker oceanshim park alhamacham

bra and belvedere had their own buildings and they

contained no adequate facilities for stake offices were not

centrally located and were not equipped to handle large

crowds consequently building the stake center became an

important priority for president mccune who later recalled
that of the many challenges which faced the new stake the

chief source of discouragement was the complete lack of a

suitable place to hold our meetings the hollywood

stake literally had no place to lay its head 10 although

this was an urgent need president mccune was a man of

vision whose past experience with chapels in england would

not allow him to settle for second best As he recalled at

the new stake centers dedication
A large cheap structure could have been erected in

a comparatively short time and satisfied this deficiendeficientdefi
cy

cien
for the time being but in doing so the greatest

opportunity that has yet been given the church would
have been completely lost that is to preach the
gospel to the world by means of a structure that would
place mormonism on a par with her sister churches

ibid
program for hollywood stake taber

nacle hollywood stake herald april 1929 p 2 LDS church
archives

pr lor
9

al t hough

10dedication10dedicationDedication
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for president mccune and the members of the stake the answer

was a resounding no

105

should the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
take a back seat to any of these should we be satis
fiedfled with the commonplace when others are dwelling in
marble halls11

consequently they would erect one

of the finest edifices outside of the temples ever built
in the church although the stake had nearly 60000

dollars pledged towards the tabernacle which would build a

nice structure president mccune envisioned a building for

the hollywood stake of comparable magnitude to what had

originally been planned for the two stakes
an important element in this effort to erect the finest

building possible was the enlistment of someone who could

effectively translate the desire into reality fortunately

for stake members the junior partner in the salt lake city

architectural firm of pope and burton harold burton had

recently moved into the stake for health reasons and had

opened a los angeles office of the firm by september 1927

president mccune had engaged harold burton in drawing up the

plans for the new stake center 12

ibid

that the stake was even able to draw upon the
talents of harold burton was the result of the efforts of
joseph nielson a utah architect in the early 1920s the
church began experimenting with an architectural department
and standardized plans for meetinghousesmeeting howeverhouses in 1924
nielson had complained to president grant that such a policy
was unfair to local architects since what work they got on
the local level often made the difference between success
and failure after considering the matter president grant
changed the policy and announced that local units could hire

t he jes us chr I1 s t lat t er sa I1 nt s

11 ili111ull b I1 d

112that
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M orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape los angeles stake
collect ion BYU

los angeles stake manuscript history 31 december
1927
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while harold burton worked to design the permanent

home of the wilshirewilWll wardshire a temporary home was located on

the sixth floor of the odd fellows hall located at the

corner of oak street and washington boulevard there was

one minor draw back to this temporary home however A

radio station was located on the seventh floor and this
fledgling industry naturally created a great deal of

interest it was not unusual for some of the young people

therefore to skip a meeting in order to watch the excite
ment behind the stations glass windows ila13113lla nevertheless

these quarters so delighted president mccune that the stake

offices were also moved into the building 1

stake leaders soon found it necessary to make a few

adjustments among the units in the stake and in september

the decision was made to organize an independent branch at

edendaleevendaleEden whichdale would eventually become the elysian park

ward in october the belvedere ward was transferred to the

los angeles stake and the inglewoodginglewoodIng andlewood redondo wards were

transferred to the hollywood stake bringing to twelve the

number of units in the stake

local architects to design their buildings if they so
desired alexander mormonism in transition p 122

114los
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in november preparations for the combined hollywood

tabernacle and wilshire ward chapel had progressed to the
point where ground could be broken and the site dedicated
on 13 november 1927 the saints in the stake gathered for

ground breaking ceremonies for the new stake center tb in

attendance were charles W nibley of the first presidency

elder richard R lyman of the council of the twelve and

over two thousand members of the stake
major steps had been taken towards the construction

of the stake houshouse but there was still much to be done

fortunately those who were overseeing the work president
george W mccune bishop david W howells of the wilshire
ward and his wife adele cannon howells shared a similar

vision and would not settle for what they felt was second

besbest thus they were not willing to rush the process or

sacrifice quality
president mccune believed not only that the saints

in the hollywood stake were entitled to the finest facili-
ties available but also that their activities should be

worthy of the chapel he envisioned and demonstrate the best

in taste and at times even elegance perhaps the glamor

of their hollywood setting as well as the fact that many

saints in this area were both affluent and influential

journal history 14 november 1927 the deseret
news 29 november 1927 lists 20 november as the date the
ground was dedicated it is possible that ground was broken
one week and dedicated the following week

10 7
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I1 zatelletzatelleatelleTZ sessions oral history interview by chad
M orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape los angeles stake
materials BYU lucillelucilie C tate legrand richards beloved
aroapostlestie salt lake city bookcraft 1982 p 150
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contributed to these attitudes and practices that were not

necessarily common elsewhere in the church A rumor even

circulated in salt lake city that the general authorities
should take tuxedos with them when visiting the hollywood

stake xo this rumor actually had some basis in fact for

many social activities especially those involving stake

leaders were formal affairs requiring tuxedos for men and

gowns for women 17 outside hollywood dressing ones best

normally did not require more than a business suit but

since most major social affairs in that somewhat exclusive
community required tuxedos president mccune felt the saints
should do the same and not take a back seat to anyone

not only did he feel that stake members should dress

in their finest but behe also desired that all things be done

in the best way not just to help ensure that the church

would be held in the best light but also because the lord

and his saints deserved the best thus the numerous

cultural activities including concerts and plays and the

many dances were planned to be something special and they

were carried out in a grand manner that exhibited a touch of

class legrand richards would later say that he wished he

could hold up the hollywood stakes dances as a model for

samuel H hanks questionnaire los angeles stake
materials BYU
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e

p 6 LDS
church archives

souvenir20souvenir book prepared by the hollywood stake
for president heber J grant 1932 los angeles stake
collection LDS church archives the stake hymn forward
hollywood was sung to the tune of men of harlech the
stake rally song was set to the music of boolabeola boolabeola

109

all the church s in striving for the best a sense of

unity and a sense of satisfaction in belonging to the
hollywood stake apparently was achieved among most of its
members

some of the means implemented by president mccune to

give stake members a feeling of identity and unity have

seldom been used in other areas A stake seal or emblem was

created consisting of a beehive encircled with a holly

wreath and the inscription for the glory of god and stake

colors green and red were chosen 1 in addition a stake
hymn and stake rally song were written 20

the stake hymn forward hollywood was sung

occasionally at stake conference and both the hymn and the

hollywood stake rally song were sung at large stake

gatherings such as fund isingsraisingsra where active participaparti
tion

cipa

was desired they were especially popular during the

time the stake center was being planned and built
while george W mccune david P howells and adele

cannon howells were the driving forces behind the completion

of the new building their vision of a beautiful stake

str iving f or

sat isfiff act ionlon

119

sta ke

20
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center could not have been realized without the financial
and physical help of the members of the stake the wilshire
ward chapel was truly a stake effort

As 1928 began the architectural plans were nearing

completion arrangements were being made for fund raising
and president mccune was asking that the stake house be

given a top priority in the hearts of stake members 21211251 in

february work began on the new building with the lynch

cannon construction company as contractors and a major

portion of the labor being performed by volunteers from the

stake

unfortunately when the drawings of the new stake

center were unveiled many stake members were less than

enthusiastic harold burton greatly admired frank lloyd

wrights simplicity and had designed a structure which was

to be built of exposed concrete a style gaining popularity

at the timetibe many in the stake felt that a more elaborate
building was appropriate when it was completed however

it was apparent to almost all that burton had designed an

appropriate stake house whose beauty resulted in part from

its simplicity it was in fact a magnificent structure in

which church members could meet and one which contributed
to the beauty of the community it received high praise
from church members and non members alike indeed when

loslus angeles stake manuscript history 31 march
1928

simplcimpl icityicicy
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architectural concrete undertook a contest to find the

finest cement building in america the wilshire ward chapel
was awarded first prize 22

on 15 april 1928 the cornerstone for the new

building was laid by president mccune with a splendid

crowd in attendance and a good spirit prevailing among

stake members 23 two equally important priorities faced the

saints of hollywood stake in their quest for a stake

house buibut id ing the structure and raising the necessary

funds because wilshire ward members would receive the

greatest benefits from the new building they were asked to

work two nights each week while members of the other wards

in the stake were asked to volunteer one night each week

A goal was set to have two hundred men and boys

working each weekday evening and saturday usually this
number was exceeded as almost everyone in the stake con

tributedtributestri laborbuted on many an occasion stake members worked

well into the night pouring the 86400 cubic feet of

concrete the building contains 24 most evenings bishop

howells presided at the cement mixer making certain that the

architectural concrete november 1935 as noted
muir A century of mormon activity 1172

los angeles stake manuscript history 15 april 1928

muir A century of mormon activity 1172

building

12

23

24mu ir
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I1 n t he recreatrecheat I1 on hallhalhailhalihai when1 the work was done
we would be fed by the relief society and the gleanerscleanersGlea
and

ners
then we would build hugh bon tiresfiresires and have

community singing all seemed right with the world
the building of our great chapel was indeed a work of

memory book for wilshire ward annual reunion 19
january 1945

112

fifteen thousand bags of cement and the 640 fiveivelve ton trucks
of sand and gravel were properly mixed 2025

pouring cement was only one of the many jobs per

formed by stake members who also helped to place the beams

level the ground and do all the work that did not require

skilled labor the work on the stake house was not limited
to full time stake members and on one occasion even presi

dent heber J grant picked up a shovel while visiting the

chapel site and did his part that day in landscaping 2

recalling the days of working on their chapel the
memory book for the 1945 wilshire ward reunion recounts

the efforts of ward and stake members

working in the evenings sometimes under the lights
was like a big family gathering the women would serve
food and refreshments while the men would alternately
work and loaf and count the trips the different ones
would make to the water bucket blisters and aching
backs would soon turn into muscle and callousescallousedcal aslouses we
dug the basement drove the tractor held the scraper
shovelledshovel sandled and gravel into the cement mixer while
bishop howells would kid us on our feeble efforts the
hod carriers wore blisters on their shoulders and the
disposal of plaster refuse and scrap lumber seemed to
be an endless task but the real fun was scraping the
paint off the thousands of little glass panes in the
doors in the recreation

p 1 photocopy los angeles stake materials
BYU

photo included in hollywood stake souvenir
book

f
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love 27

while building the chapel required great effort in
many respects it was less work than obtaining the money to

purchase materials and to pay for the work of the contraccondrac

tors during this period the church usually built its
chapels with matches that is church headquarters would

match on a fifty fifty basis what the wards and stakes

contributed however the cost of the building the hol

lywood stake wished to construct was greater than church

authorities were willing to match largely because of the

increasing demands which were being placed upon church

resources As a result stake members had to come up with

the majority of the buildings 250000 cost consequentlyconsequent
the importance of fund raising was a constant exhortation
during the time of construction

even though over 60000 had been pledged a good

portion of this total still needed to be collected in

addition to considerable more money necessary to see the

building to completion A special fund raising committee

was established and few methods were left untried to raise
the needed money on I11 april a big pep rally for all
stake and ward members and workers was held in the wilshire
ward hall under the auspices of the stake president for the

purpose of arousing enthusiasm for raising funds to go on

memory book

t ors
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with the work at the stake house 28 every member of the

high council was asked to discuss fund raising on his visits
to the wards the garvanzagarvanzoGar wardvanza responded by placing tin
banks in every home in the ward to enable its members to

save fortor the stake house elysian park branch held a fund

raising bazaar several of the wards sponsored fund raising
dinners the children in the stake conducted newspaper

drives in their neighborhoods trying to beat the record of

one los angeles school which had earned two hundred dollars
in one day from collecting newspapers

additional help was provided by local businesses

pigglygiggly wiggly and safeway grocery stores offered a per

centage of their sales to church members towards the stake

center blackstone cleaners and dryers donated twenty

percent of its profits from business brought in by stake
members 29

stake members were also continually encouraged to

make contributions and to pay their pledges 30 one man who

los angeles stake manuscript history I11 april 1928

notices in hollywood stake herald july and
october 1928

the hollywood stake herald included several
notices reminding people to donate an example from the
october 1928 herald

B ecomeacome a helper mighty quick
U se your strength and never kick
D eterminationextermination always wins
G et on the job with friendly grins
E xcusesexcuses never build a church
T ry climbing down from your old perch

28los

mothe
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paid his pledge early good naturedlynatu advisedredly others against
the practice since stake leaders would then ask for addi
t i onaional money 31

As

tionaldional

1928 drew to a close it looked as it the stake
in spite of its efforts would have to go into debt to

finish the chapel however preston D richards argued

persuasively against the idea and stake leaders renewed

their determination to complete the building without

borrowing 3832 instead of going into debt a special gifts
committee which included adele cannon was created and a

special list was drawn up of individuals whose financial
situation would allow them to be approached to make special

donat ionslons 3313

As

donations

the timetine for the january 1929 stake conference

approached the decision was made to use the building itself
to spearhead the drive to raise the last 25000 on 27

january stake conference was held in the cultural hall of

the unfinished tabernacle and each session was filled to

near capacity president mccune told stake members that if

samuel3samuel H hanks oral history interview by chad
M orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape los angeles stake
materials BYU

los angeles stake manuscript history 12 december
1928

ibid helen wooley jackson oral history
interview by chad M orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape
los angeles stake materials BYU
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the additional money could be raised the building would be

dedicated in threehreeahree months at the next conference

during the months between conferences the hollywood

tabernacle became the site of other fund raising activiacrivi
ties on one occasion the MIA sponsored a fund raising
dance in the partially completed recreation hall with nearly

one thousand in attendance on another a fund raising
dinner was held in the unfinished hall

so great was the struggle to raise funds that even

president mccune the eternal optimist grew discouraged and

asked church leaders to release him at the heart of the

problem was the difficulty he had experienced with church

officials in salt lake city over the whole matter of such a

huge and costly stake center from the beginning even

though they had allowed the hollywood stake to proceed

church leaders had objected to president CunesmccunesmcclunesMc costly
plans and refused to provide extra financing from church

funds 30 finally on 9 april 1929 only two weeks before

the chapel was to be dedicated and with the stake still
needing substantial funds to pay off the tabernacle
president mccune wrote president grant recommending that he

be released at the next conference because of the differ

george34george W mccune to first presidency 9 april
1929 photocopy mccune collection LDS church archives

ibid
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encesances he had with the brethren president mccune still
believed that his view was correct and told the prophet

our people are very proud of the building they have
erected and we feel that it will do estimable good for
the church in this locality I1 regret very euchnuchmuch that
you brethren feel that we have spent too much money on
its erection but I1 believe that within a short period
of time the growth here will justify this expenditure
and everybody will be happy with the matter 3

after receiving this letter president grant im

mediately wrote president mccune with the good news that at

least to some degree he and his associates had softened

it seems to us that it would be a fine thing for you
to remain in your present position for at least a few
months after the completion of your building to enjoy
some of the fruits of your energetic labors

the thought of you retiring just at the completion
of your building has caused our hearts to soften and
we have decided to help you an additional 10000 3711

even with this additional money there was still not

enough money for an organ although it would be purchased

within a year nevertheless the stake had created som-

ething finetine and there were few who could deny it then or

now the dedication program contained words of praise from

both church state and local leaders and almost all who

beheld the wllshirewilshireallshireWllwil wardhollywoodWardshire stakeHollywood tabernacle raved

about it in spite of his concernsconcer over the cost when

president grant saw the finishedinishedfinished building he said I1 am

paralyzed I1 thought you were building something good but

ibid

first presidency to george W mccune 12 april
1929 photocopy mccune collection LDS church archives
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it is far more elaborate and substantial than I1 ever dreamed

of it is splendid 36361

by the time of the april 1929 stake conference all
but the organ was in readiness for the dedication of the

permanent home of the wilshire ward and hollywood stake

the building had been finished and at last paid for

the dedication activities were attended by president
grant and his first counselor charles W nibley and

continued over three days 30 friday evening 26 april a

concert was given in the chapel following which a reception
was held in the reception room and a ball held in the

cultural hall the next afternoonternoonhernoon a party was given for

seven hundred children of the stake at which time they

donated a bushel of pennies toward the purchase of an organ

for the chapel in the evening a general priesthood

meet ing was held

during the general sessions of conference on sunday

the huge congregation in attendance overflowed into the

cultural hall president grant dedicated the building in the

afternoon session and congratulated stake members on their

hollywood stake herald october 1928 LDS church
archives A detailed description of the hollywood stake
tabernaclewiishiretabernaclewilshire ward is found in adele cannon howells
forward hollywood improvement era 32 july 1929 751

755

allosaqlos angeles stake manuscript history 31 march
192919121
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generosity and their beautiful building 0 he also told
them that outside the temples and the tabernacle in salt
lake city it was the finest in the church indeed when the

stake house was completed only the temples had cost more to

construct and few buildings other than the temples were as

elaborate
the feeling of some that a church is judged very

considerably by its buildings may have been exaggerated

but the mormon colony in los angeles at least wanted those

who looked at the wilshire ward building to give the church

the consideration it deserved as the restored church

ultimately more important however was the facttact that the

new building was not just exquisite in appearance but it
also had the facilities necessary for housing and enhancing

the activities of the hollywood stake the beautiful well

appointed chapel provided a setting conducive to worship

and the spacious cultural hall and very adequate classrooms

provided a long needed place for a variety of social

recreational and instructional activities
while the major emphasis of the hollywood stake during

the first two years of its existence had been on findingindinganding a

suitable home the building of the kingdom did not give way

to the building of the stake house in early february 1928

as construction began on the stake tabernacle the decision
was made to divide the ocean park ward the division took

deseret news 29 april 1929

40
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place on 26 february with the northern portion of the ward

becoming the santa monica ward and the southern portion the
mar vista ward thus five years after becoming the first
twentieth century ward in california the ocean park ward

was d issolveddissolvedsolveddissolvedis

inasmuch as the ocean park chapel was within the

boundaries of the santa monica ward the mar vista ward was

without a place to meet although president mccune had

requested at the first of the year that the building of the

stake house be given number one priority he gave permission

for the ward to undertake a building project as long as it
did not interfere with the building of the stake house in

may 1928 land was broken and dedicated and work began on the

mar vista chapel that same month four months later on 23

september 1928 president heber J grant dedicated the new

spanish style structure 41

while work was progressing on the mar vista chapel

the decision was also made to divide the redondo branch

this decision was related to unspecified difficulties among

members of the branch and on I11 july 1928 the el segundo

branch was created

unfortunately disagreements among the saints were

not limited to el segundo in the santa monica ward

n his october 1928 conference address heber J
grant called the building of the mar vista chapel as the
most remarkable accomplishment in that length of time of any
building we have erected in the various wards conference
report october 1928 p 4
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difficulties arose between several members of the ward and

the bishop over the release of a sunday school teacher 2

the appearance of difficulties in the wards and

branches might be ironic evidence that many church members

were beginning to believe that the church had indeed been

established fully in los angeles a facttact reinforced by the

building of the mar vista and wilshire ward houses the

fact that prior to this time the number of problems arising
were amazingly few might be explained in part by the

perceived need of the members to bury their differences and

work hard to establish the church in the area but when

these saints began to feel that the church had arrived so

to speak many seemed to turn their focus inward to the

frailties of leaders and other members thus at least partly
hampering their ability to work together effectively such

human frailties were not of course limited to the holly-

wood stake but they illustrate the continuing challenges

faced by church leaders and members alike in their efforts
to build the kingdom

at the october 1929 stake conference a new ward in

the westwood sawtelle and santa monica area was carved out

of the mar vista and santa monica wards in an unusual

move elder melvin J ballard had taken this action at the

request of president mccune but without the approval of the

rest of the councilcounci of the twelve A month later the new

los angeles stake manuscript history 13 may 1928
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ward did not even have a name or any definite boundaries

though westwood ward was the favored name

on 20 november elder ballard returned to los

angeles and called a special meeting of the hollywood stake

high council there he reviewed the reason for forming the

new ward explaining that while it was unusual for a member

of the twelve to act without taking up the matter with the

other members of the council it was not unprecedented he

then told stake leaders that when the matter was discussed
among the brethren it was decided that elder ballard should

disband the newly created ward the major reason was that
the church was experiencing a lack of funds and was not

appropriating money for new meeting houses As a result
the creation of the new ward was postponed elder ballard
told stake leaders good will come from this if we are

patient I1 made a mistake I1 regret it but I1 am willing to

do what will help the cause in any way 43 although dis

appointed in the outcome president mccune pledged the

stakes support of the decision
As the churchschurche centennial year drew to a close the

stake records for 31 december 1930 indicated that the

baptized membership stood at 5871 an increase of 2500 in

a little less than three years most of the growth

however had come in the previous year when the nation had

los angeles stake manuscript history 22 november
1929
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been plunged into the great depression for stake membership

had grown by less than one hundred its first year of

existence this membership was located in fourteen wards

and branches alhambra boyle heights garvanzagarvanzoGar glendalevanza

inglewoodginglewoodIng lankershimLankerlewood santashim monica wilshire hollywood

and mar vista wards and the el segundo elysian park

pasadena and redondo branches during march 1931 the

fifteenth unit in the stake the burbank ward was created
by a division of the glendale ward

the centennial year of the church found the nation

in the grips of a great depression brought about in part by

the stock market crash of october 1929 thirty billion
dollars in stock market assets vanished almost overnight

with an additional forty billion disappearing in the next

two and a half years nearly a third of the nations banks

failed between 1929 and 1933 unemployment increased from

1499000 to 12634000 over one fourth of the work force

millions more earned only starvation wages as almost all
sections of the economy cut back production there were

those living in 100000 homes who could not pay the

utilities A new car often could be bought for under one

hundred dollars but incomes barely covered the necessities
let alone luxury items

As was the case following world war 1I thousands of

latter day saints from the intermountain area tried to

escape the great depression and fled their homes for
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california in the hope of a better life like most areas of

the country however los angeles was not completely immune

from the effects of the depression apartment buildings
near wilshireWllwil boulevardshire could be purchased for fifteen to

thirty cents on the dollar but few could afford this oppor

tunityeunity however as with the depression following world

war I1 los angeles fared somewhat better than most of the

nation particularly the mountain west for the saints in

los angeles necessities were often scarce and occasionally

it was not certain where the next meal would come from

nevertheless as bad as the situation was in los angeles

for many saints who stayed in utah it was worse while in

some wards of the hollywood stake unemployment ran as high

as 20 percent at the height of the depression this was

significantly less than the high of 36 percent unemployment

for the state of utah in 1931 one of the highest percent

ages in the nation

the rudimentary welfare program that had been

implemented in 1923 to help meet the needs of the great

influx of migrants from the intermountain west was expanded

during the early months of the depression and means were

provided for bishops and the relief society to help poor

church members among the first steps taken were efforts to

help the unemployed 4045 once again a stake employment center

tate legrand richards p 156
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was established the melchizedek priesthoodpr gavei aest partyhood to

benefit the unemployed which was reportedly very successful
in both a social and financial way each of the wards

worked to collect funds above and beyond fast offerings to

help those less fortunate
where possible county state federal and volun-

tary organizations were used to supplement the assistance
provided by the local stake and presiding bishopbishops office
during these early days of the depression for many new

arrivals from utah assistance from the church was of vital
importance since state and county organizations would only

help those who had been in los angeles fortor at least three
years

to escape the realities of everyday depression life
entertainment was especially important for both the nation

and the saints in los angeles throughout the nation the

movie industry radio industry and book industry did brisk

business as people sought momentary escapes from their
problems the need for entertainment was strongly felt in

the hollywood stake as dances continued to be sponsored

regularly with the M men and gleanerscleanersGlea hostingners the majority

of them these dances needed to pay for themselves and

consequently they were well planned presented attended in

the grand tradition of the hollywood stake and more often

than not broke even in addition to stake sponsored

dances mormon dance groups with the debonairsdebonaireDebon theairs most

off ice
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notable were also organized e other formsforbs of entertain
ment such as stage productions were also popular in

march 1931 for example the stake presented a grand opera

in the Wllwilwilshireshire ward under the direction of the stake MIA

which was well attended

in spite of the good intentions of stake leaders

the desire to do things nicely was carried to the extreme by

some stake members for example a social organization was

started among some of the wives of high councilorscouncillorscounci calledlors
the ladies of the high council who reportedly were the ones

insisting upon tuxedos at the parties for stake leaders T

following the dedication of the wilshire ward many young

people desired elaborate weddings in the beautiful chapel

before they went to the temple though a temple marriage

usually followed such problems were hardly major but they

did raise some concerns especially among some of the

brethren in salt lake city thus when church leaders acted

upon president CunesmccunesmcclunesMc request to be released they went

outside the stake for the new stake president and selected a

man capable of helping the stake maintain the high standards

which president mccune had set while eliminating the

excesses of some members

nevertheless as the hollywood stake approached its
fourth anniversary it may well have been said of the saints

ibld 1468 469

sessions oral history
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in los angeles thathat theyheyt were laying the foundation of a

great work As with any new situation of course mistakes
were made but compared with the accomplishments the

mistakes were minor these saints and their leaders were

trying their best to face the challenges involved in

nourishing the church in a new environment under changing

circumstances and at the same time dealing with the myriad

problems of unusually rapid growth for the most part the

saints in the hollywood stake had met their challenges in a

most commendable manner and left an important legacy for the

saints of a later day

i n t layl ng t he f oundat i on
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CHAPTER 6

HOLLYWOOD STAKE PART 11II

eight years after he had been sustained as the first
stake president in los angeles and four years after the

hollywood stake was organized george W mccune was released
at the april 1931 stake conference legrand richards later
the presiding bishop of the church and after that a member

of the council of the twelve was sustained as the new

hollywood stake president

the calling of legrand richards as stake president
as with the calling of george mccune suggests the concerns

of church authorities over providing outlying areas with

leaders who could effectively nurture the church outside of

utah and would not allow questionable practices to get out

of hand it was not uncommon during those days of expansion

in the early twentieth century to have leaders for locations

outside the intermountain area chosen from among those most

recently arrived from utah or at times from utah resi

128
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dentdents who were thenhen askedas toked movet to0 the locations in

volvedevolved

george F asked whether you would be

willing to move to california and serve as the president of

the hollywood stakedstake8stake2stakemStake

well

82

father the younger richards responded I1

have my business here with a dozen people depending upon me

for their jobs I1 dont know what id do for a living in

california then he added youd better tell the presi

dentlent that I1 think enough of the lord the church and him

that if this is what he wants I1 will go down and look

around to see how I1 can earn a living 3

As the church was being established in chicago the
story circulated among the cityscites church members that theithe
next branch president would have arrived on the last train
from utah nan beckman oral history interview by david M

walden 1985 typescript ppap 27 28 outward migration
project center for family and community history brigham
young unlvers ity

ate legrand richards p 141

bid
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thus when elder george F richards legrandsGrandslegrandeLe

father and a member of the council of the twelve entered

his sons real estate office in salt lake city in late
december 1929 sixteen months prior to the april 1931

hollywood stake conference it was by assignment of the

first presidency and the result of concerns for the still
youthful mormon community in los angeles president grant

wants to know
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within a month of his new call richards had sold
his business put his house up for sale and was headingbeading by

himself in the family car for southern california once in

california he joined with former utah friends and fellow

church members alex nibley and preston cannon selling real
estate in the rossmoyne residential development within a

couple of months he purchased a house in glendale and moved

his wife ina and his children to california
the reason for richardssrichardsRichard movess to los angeles was

not announced and it was not until 1978 that most people

became aware of the circumstances As a result shortly

after richardssrichardsRichard arrivalss and unaware that he was to become

the new stake president president mccune recommended him

for bishop of the glendale ward when president heber J

grant became aware of the proposed call he suggested to

president mccune that before receiving such a demanding

position richards ought to be given timetinetiwe to settle in when

richards learned of president grants recommendation

however he immediately wrote his father
glendale ward is down on everything and I1 think id

better be bishop while im getting acquainted itif I1 am
appointed stake president now there will be an
insurrection on the part of the leaders down here to
think that a man was sent down from salt lake when they
have so many talented men here in the stake if 1I

in the 1978 rededication program fortor the wilshire
ward many stake members who worked closely with president
richards in both the glendale ward and hollywood stake
learned for the first time that he had been called to los
angeles hanks questionnaire

i n
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could lift glendale ward up that would be my approach
to the other appointment

As a result of this letter president grant approved

richards as the bishop of the glendale ward and he was

sustained in absentia while on vacation with his family at

san diego in late june 1930 bishop richards worked hard to

turn around the ward by restructuring programs putting all
members to work and then showing them a good time through

effective ward socialssociatssocia withinls six months the glendale

ward had become a model of unity and growing spirituality
legrand richards had demonstrated great insight into

human nature as well as the situation in hollywood stake
when he told his father that there would be an insurrecinsurrectin

tion

surrec

if someone were sent down from utah to replace
president mccune his concerns were realized when on 25

april 1931 he was called into a meeting with elders george

albert smith and joseph fielding smith of the council of the

twelve who were in town to reorganize the stake members

of the high council he was informed were circulating a

petition against the release of president mccune 6

somehow news of the impending reorganization had

begun to circulate even before there was any discussion with

president mccune himself and he learned about it early in

april from two beehive girls who were staying at his home

tate legrand richards p 144

ibld11bid p 147
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and had received the information at an MIA meeting 7 deeply

hurt at the fact that he seemed to be among the last to
know he wrote president grant that he would have been

happy and satisfied if my labors could have been rewarded

with just an honorable release coming in the proper way

president grant quickly replied that while the matter had

not been handled in the best manner president mccune would

indeed be given an honorable release in the proper way

several prominent stake members however discovered

what had happened and feeling that their beloved stake

president was not receiving the respect he deserved but was

being removed from office as a result of differences with

the brethren over the cost of the hollywood tabernacle
began circulating a petition protesting his release

at the meeting with the two apostles richards

stated that if it would be better for someone else to serve

as stake president he would be perfectly happy to continue

as bishop of glendale ward he further suggested that it
might be wise to discuss the matter with the priesthood at

notes of a conversation with florence S mccune
1986 los angeles stake materials

mgeorgegeorge W mccune to heber J grant 18 april 1931
as cited in first presidency to george W mccune 22 april
1931 mccune collection LDS church archives

first9first presidency to george W mccune 22 april 1931

9
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its meeting the following evening to learn how priesthood
members felt the apostles agreed to this proposal xo110

at the priesthood meeting elder george albert smith

announced that president george W mccune had been given an

honorable release by the first presidency and quorum of the

twelve elder smith then told the priesthood brethren that
they would be given a chance to express their choice for a

successor after a period of discussion the matter was put

to a vote and legrand richards received nearly the same

number of votes as the popular first counselor arthur
sconberg 11 this was a strong enough showing in favor of

richards that the apostles decided they would reorganize the

stake presidency with legrand richards as the new president

david H cannon and charles H norberg were chosen as

counselors

at the sunday afternoon session 27 april 1931 the

hollywood stake presidency was officially reorganized

elder george albert smith reviewed the dedicated labors of

president mccune mentioning that two years previously he

had asked to be released but the general authorities felt
it best fortor him to continue to serve 222 elder2 smiths call

tate legrand richards p 147 while having
priesthood members vote on a possible stake president was
not a common practice in the church it was not unknown
see alexander mormonism in transition ppap 107 108

ibid

los angeles stake manuscript history 30 june
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for an expression of appreciationappreciatappreciate for the service of

president mccune and his counselors was greeted with a

heartfelt vote by stake members elder smith then presented

the new stake presidency for approval with john mccune

continuing as stake clerk no mention Is made in the

minutes of how this proposal was accepted by the people but

it seems safe to say that most members put aside their
differences and pledged their support

nevertheless some observers felt that there was

much work to be done in the hollywood stake for almost no

part of it had escaped the formation of factions there
were even those who threatened to resign their church

positions after the new presidency was put in 13 under

standablystan thedably new stake president felt that changes were

needed in attitude organization and social patterns and

with his counselors he identified four major areas of

concern first to overcome riftsdrifts and factions among stake

members second to unite the stake family third to

harness the talents and abilities of stake members and

fourth to build spirituality
one of the first changes undertaken by president

richards was to remove some of the hollywood from the

hollywood stake in the dress required for stake sponsored

samuel hank conversation los angeles stake
manuscript history 6 may 1931

tate legrand richards p 148
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always a great believer in the need for parties and

socialssociats in the lives of church members president richards

fostered them on both a stake and ward level each month

two high councilorscouncillorscounci werelors assigned to plan an activity for

stake officers and their companions and at christmas time a

party was given for all stake and ward leaders and their
spouses these events in a less formal setting helped

further to promote unity and closeness among stake leaders

the stake also continued to sponsor many activities for

general members and bishops were encouraged to raise the

levelevellevei of recreation in the wards to make uresure thathatt thet

saints

he

were more sociable and that all were entertained 10

to further strengthen unity between ward and stake

organizations president richards invited members of the

high council and stake auxiliary board members to accompany

the stake presidency to each ward conference this was not

general church policy at the time but as the bishops saw

ibid51bid

enjbenj oyed wear I1 ng hi s tuxedotuxedotuxedo as

much as the next person richards nevertheless declared that

until every member in a stake leadership position or

bishopricbishoprbishope could comfortably afford to wear one ormalformalormaiorwal dress

would be optional and he would set the example by wearingrearing

his sunday suit
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socialssociatssocia admittingls thathat he enjoyed wearing his

p 150

los9losalos angeles stake manuscript history 18 october
1931
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such support being given to their conferences they gave

greater support to quarterly stake conferences within the

first eighteen months attendance at stake conference had

more than doubled in addition stake and ward leaders were

no longer given preferential seating at conference but all
seats were opened to everyone who came 17

the youth were not forgotten by president richards
who emphasized that their social contacts must be considered

seriously and that more attention must be given to special

entertainments in order to help strengthen them in the

gospel under his leadership buildings were considered not

only as religious and social centers but also as recreation
centers where all the youth could mingle a in addition to

regularly scheduled dances an annual M men and gleaner

banquet was held and the young people assigned each year to

preside over the event worked hard to make each banquet more

successful and attractive than the last
renewed emphasis was given to family night as

parents were encouraged to set aside one night a week for

their children either at home or in a family outing since

earlier efforts had not been coordinated few undertook the

effort however the stake presidency and high council

with the approval of the bishops recommended that each

tate legrand richards p 149

los angeles stake manuscript history 12 august
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monday night be set aside throughout the stake as family

night and that no meetings be held on that night 9

for the october 1931 stake conference the stake

centers cultural hall was equipped with permanent loud

speakers and several hundred people seated there were able

to hear the sessions of conference 20 that conference was a

historic occasion for another reason also katherine
higginbotham was sustained as stake clerk possibly the only

woman ever to hold that position 21 from the time the

wilshire ward was dedicated katherine higginbotham had

served as receptionist at the stake house and had done much

of the detailed work for the stake clerk an employee of

bishop howells she worked full time as a kind of bureau of

information for the church in los angeles answering the

questions of visitors who might visit the new building an

office was built for her just inside the east entrance

during the summer of 1931 president richards obtained

president grants approval to appoint her as stake clerk
such approval was necessary for church policy usually

requires that this position be filled by a melchizedek

priesthood holder clearly president richards who had

ibid 12 august 1931

ibid 25 october 1931

ibid 26 august 1931 tate legrand richards p
148
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great faith in the ability of women was not one to let
tradition interfere with practicality

during president heber J grants administration the

brethren in salt lake city began placing renewed emphasis on

various aspects of gospel living and no doctrine was

preached more diligently than the word of wisdom 22 in 1921

adherence to the word of wisdom became a requirement to

attend the temple during the early 1930s as the nation

moved towards the repeal of prohibition and as the church

looked forward to the centennial of the word of wisdom in

february 1933 the topic was given even greater emphasis

the hollywood stake also took up the same campaign and few

stake conferences passed without the word of wisdom being

discussed unfortunately some members of the stake even

began to feel that too much emphasis was being placed on it
and complained that it could hardly be distinguished from

the gospel itself and one member of the high council

eventually went inactive over the issue 2321

when the matter of implementing greater observance

of the word of wisdom was discussed by members of the stake

presidency they decided to follow the course generally

adopted throughout the church leaders of auxiliary
organizations who used tobacco would be worked with to help

for a discussion of this topic see alexander
mormonism in transition ppap 258 271

E conway stratford to wilfor G edling 13 april
1948 los angeles stake collection
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them overcome their habit however less leeway was given

to younger members of the church who had not been entrenched

in their habits for so many years 2

less attention was given to alcoholic beverages for

the eighteenth amendment had theoretically taken care of

the problem of strong drink by limiting its supply

unfortunately however a few stake members became caught up

in the hollywood environment by partaking of the liquor

served at its many parties as well as using other items

forbidden in the revelation A 1937 survey of active stake

members revealed that 77 percent strictly obeyed the word of

wisdom by never using tea coffee liquor or tobacco while

nearly 18 percent reported that they were occasional users

and a little over 5 percent were frequent users of these

items

to help those members who needed to overcome such

habits and to help ensure that other members especially
the youth were educated as to their evils the stake

followed church precedent and established an anti liquor and

tobacco committee which functioned for many years the

committee also tried to carry the message of the word of

wisdom to the non latter day saints during the 1932 los

los angeles stake manuscript history 22 may 1932

G byron done the participation of the latter
day saints in the community life of los angeles phd
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another emphasemphasisemphes throughout the church at this time

was on the payment of tithing with the onset of the

depression the amount of tithing being paid by church

members had greatly decreased and the brethren noted that

the majority of hollywood stake high councilorscouncillorscounci andlors stake

officers were not on record for having paid tithing during

the firstirstarst three months of 1933 27 they urged that greater

care be used in setting an example As the depression

continued however it seems that less attention was given

to the commandment A survey of active stake members found

that 76476.4 paid tithingithingathing but only 38.1381 percent could be

classified as full tithe payers 28 bishops were instructed
to push this principle and see that temple recommends or

priesthood advancements were not given to non tithe payers

another topic receiving renewed emphasis was temple

marriage during the january 1933 stake conference a

special high council meeting was called at which elder

melvin J ballard discussed one of the greatest challenges

facing the youth marrying outside the church he stressed

los angeles stake manuscript history 30 septem-
ber 1932
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angeles county fair for examplexampleexample the california mission and

the hollywood stake were sponsors of a word of wisdom
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the continuing need for better social opportunities where

LDS youth could meet and become acquainted and he told

stake leaders that one result of so many marriages outside

the church was the problem of running a spiritual hospi

tal 1129

the need for church sponsored socialssociats for the youth

was apparent but president richards also noted that parents

were shirking their duties if they relied entirely upon the

church to provide social activities for their children he

recommended in one of his characteristic displays of

wisdom that parents with young people in their homes should

also give parties at their houses to help introduce their
children to other youth with similar values 30 the responcespon

sivilitysibilitysibi tolity see that socialssociats were given to help their
children find partners worthy of temple or celestial
marriage was as much with the parent as it was with the

church president richards suggested

president richards also placed considerable emphasis

upon missionary work in the stake in connection with the

january 1933 stake conference elder melvin J ballard
accepted an invitation from the stake to conduct four

member missionary meetings the following week these

meetings were designed to help teach non members about the

los angeles stake manuscript history 22 january
1933

los angeles stake manuscript history 22 january
1933
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gospel and motivate the saints towards the importance of

doing missionary work attendance at the meetings averaged

over one thousand per night nearly one third were non

members and the increased emphasis on missionary work soon

paid dividends in converts during 1933 486 cottage

meetings were held in the homes of stake members and 140

converts made all without the assistance of full time

wissmiss 1onarlesmissionaries ail311all

at the october 1933 stake conference presidents

heber J grant and J reuben clarkdarkmark were the visiting general

authoritiesauthoritauthority and over 1900 stake members were in atten
dance to have two members of the first presidency attend a

stake conference suggested that something important was in

the offing such as a division of the stake or the calling
of a new stake president neither change took place but

between the sunday sessions of conference the two church

leaders called president legrand richards to preside over

the southern states mission beginning in january 1934 32

having originally been called to the southern states as a

young man only to have his call changed to the netherlands

president richards was delighted that the call had come

again

president grant informed him that they would not

make the announcement but that he was free to make it as he

tate legrand richards p 153
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saw fit on 25 october at the first high council meeting

following stake conference president richards told stake

leaders of his new assignment on 20 december the richards
family left california for a brief visit in salt lake city
before going to atlanta georgia

the man chosen to succeed legrand richards as the

third president of the hollywood stake was david H cannon

born in salt lake city in 1893 cannon was the son of elder
abraham H cannon a member of the council of the twelve

he fulfilled a mission to the british isles from 1912 to

1914 and then married marguerite callister following

graduation from george washington university law school in

1917 he became an assistant attorney general of the united

states a position which ultimately brought him to los
angeles in 1924 he eventually entered into private
practice specializing in postal law

elders rudger clawson and george albert smith of the

council of the twelve presided at the 24 january 1934 stake

conference where david H cannon was unanimously sustained
to lead the stake president cannon chose as his counselors

charles H norberg and wilford G edling
on 24 december 1933 the presiding bishop of the

church sylvester Q cannon called a special meeting of

priesthood leaders in los angeles to inform them that the

economic situation of the church had improved to the point

where it could once again help local congregations obtain
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nuggetsnugget s ran the

headline permanency of cormonsmormons in southern california
assured n the accompanying article concluded the

restraint under which the church in this section of the

country seems to have been held by the officials with

regards to building has been dispelled 3 the article also

stated that because chapels could again be erected divis

ions which were badly needed in many of the wards would

finally be made thus assuring the vitality of the church in

los angeles

in 1934 baptized membership in the hollywood stake

exceeded 8000 members a doubling in size since the stake

los angeles stake manuscript history 24 december
1933

newsnewa nin nuggets september 1934
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suitable meeting places 33 when the nation was thrown into
the great depression the church had placed a moratorium on

chapel building since the decrease in income experienced by

most church members also resulted in a dramatic decrease in

the amount of tithing being paid this moratorium caused at

least a few in los angeles to wonder whether they should

remain in california since having an appropriate structure
in which to meet was viewed to a certain extent as

confirmation of church support of their decision to leave

utah

following bishop cannons announcement the southern

california mormon newspaper news n

meet ing

1134

33

214
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was created six years earlier size of units within the

stake ranged from el segundo branch with 114 members to

wilshire ward with 1813 members statistical reports

suggested however that much needed to be done before the

saints were perfected for example only 20 percent were

attending sacrament meeting still above the church wide

average but a far cry from the record 67 percent of

december 1923

on 1 january 1935 the san fernando branch of the

california mission became the seventeenth unit of the

hollywood stake later that month the eighteenth unit was

added with the creation of the arlington ward on 20

january 1935 a special high council meeting was held in

conjunction with the bishopric of the wilshire ward at which

president grant was in attendance the meeting was called
to discuss the division of the wilshire ward to relieve its
crowded conditions and it was decided to divide the ward at

adams boulevard those residing south of adams became

members of the new arlington ward while those north of

adams boulevard continued in the wilshire ward on 27

january the arlington ward was officially created at a

meeting of the wilshire ward and lyman H robison was

sustained as bishop when the arlington ward first met in

march 1935 meetings were held at the masonic lodge on

western avenue

1 813 stat ist ical

sa i nt s per f ectact ed
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the eighteen wards and branches in the hollywood

stake were well beyond the optimal number for an effective
stake organization consequently the decision was reached

to split the stake at its april 1936 quarterly conference 3035

not only had the hollywood stake grown but so had the los

angeles stake which contained sixteen units and a decision
was made to split that stake also at its may quarterly

conference

president david 0 mckay second counselor in the

first presidency of the church was the presiding authority
at the division of hollywood stake the wards and branches

which were to be part of the new stake were alhambra

burbank elysian park garvanzagarvanzoGar glendalevanza lankershimLanker

pasadena

shim

san fernando and hollywood the wards and

branches remaining in the hollywood stake were arlington el

segundo inglewoodginglewoodIng marlewood vista santa monica boyle heights

wilshire and redondo in addition the adams ward was

transferred back to the hollywood stake from the los angeles

stake when the los angeles stake was divided the following

month and the long beach stake created the redondo branch

was transferred to the new long beach stake and the boyle

heights ward was transferred to the los angeles stake

the announcement concerning the proposed division of

the hollywood stake was made in the saturday evening

the california intermountain news 9 january 1936
ran an article announcing the pending division of the
hollywood stake
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priesthood session of stake conference following the

meeting the melchizedek priesthood holders of the new stake
were asked to meet in the recreation hall president mckay

henthen asked each man present to submit two names for the new

stake and the names of three brethren for the new stake

presidency 3 these recommendations were then prayerfully

stud led

the next morning as the last speaker during the

sunday morning session of conference wilford edling was

giving his farewell address as an outgoing member of the

hollywood stake presidency when he was handed a note that
president mckay wished to speak to him immediately cutting
short his remarks president edling left the conference to

meet with president mckay who had been his mission presi

dent in england ten years earlier during their meeting

president mckay informed him that the lord wanted him to be

the new hollywood stake president and that he had two hours

to chose his counselors and seven members of the high

council the minimum number needed to make a quorum 31

at the sunday afternoon session president mckay

presented the proposed division of the stake along with the

name of pasadena for the new stake david H cannon was

los angeles stake manuscript history 30 june
1936

wilford ediingedlingedding oral history interview by chad M

orton 1986 typescript p 2 the james moyle oral history
program LDS church archives
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sustained as the president of the new stake with rulon
H cheney and leroy J buchmiller as his counselors

wilford G edling was unanimously sustained as the

new president of the hollywood stake with preston D

richards and jesse R pettit as counselors katherine
higginbotham continued for a time as stake clerk at the

same time the adams ward was received into the hollywood

stake by a vote of the people 3

thirty three year old wilford edling a native of

ogden utah was a tax consultant and certified public

accountant by profession following his mission to england

he had attended george washington university in washington

DC before finishing his schooling in southern california
he came to california in 1927 and the following year married

relia schade in the salt lake temple his accounting

training would later be put to service in the church when he

accepted the position as chairman of the church finance

commicammi t tee

throughout the 1930si930s the nation remained in the

grips of depression at the april conference of 1936

although the saints in southern california knew of
the impending division they werent prepared for its
extent in its report the california intermountain news
reported it is now evident that pres mckay and his
associates elders reed smoot and john A widstoe members
of the quorum of the twelve were authorized to administer
extensive surgical treatment to the stakes in southern
california and they did it with a free hand and with
anaesthetanaestheticsaestheticsan california intermountain news 23 april
1936
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president J reuben clarkdarkmark announced the particulars of the

churchschurchchurche new welfare plan called the church security
plan prior to this time however the essence of the

program had already been implemented in the hollywood stake

and throughout los angeles both through local initiatives
and the special emphasis placed upon the area by the

churchschurche welfare committee under the direction of harold B

lee
As noted before one of the first steps taken by the

stake was the establishment of an employment committee in

1932 alice H osborn of the adams ward one of the wards

hardest hit by the depression opened an inter stake
employment and relief office which operated out of her home

until room was obtained at the adams ward chapel 39 in

addition each ward was asked to make work where possible

fortor its unemployed and underemployed members charles H

norberg was appointed work director for the stake 40 at

first the elders quorums and relief societies undertook

drives to bring clothing and furniture to the storehouse

but in time this program was taken on by the unemployed

initially each ward provided the means for distribdistria
uting clothing and furniture but for better efficiency and

service a bishopbishops storehouse was created in the old mission

muir A century of mormon activity 1227 228

los angeles stake manuscript history 10 march
1937
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home A storehouse was also created for food items which

initially were distributed at ward houses or from the homes

of local leaders 41 at first anyone could come and select
items from the storehouses but as time progressed and

abuses were noted it was decided that materials could be

obtained only with an order from a bishop or relief society
president requiring such an order helped ensure that the

worthy poor received the benefits 42 As abuses continued in

the system such as non cormonsmormons contacting all the bishops

in los angeles fortor assistance leona fetzer was appointed by

the church to work with the relief society in clearing
applications for assistance 43

in march 1938 the hollywood and pasadena stakes

opened a cooperative self help salvage program in glendale

which by the end of the year proved so successful that it
was taken over as part of the churchschurchchurche southern california
welfare efforts and its scope was expanded to include all
the saints in los angeles 44 in october 1939 this effort
at helping people to help themselves became the deseret

industries of southern california

1936

sessions41sessions oral history
los angeles stake manuscript history 31 december

ibid 17 october 1937

muir A century of mormon activity 1288
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the welfare efforts of the saints were a model of

cooperation and good will fast offerings actually in

creased and storehouse provisions came not only from these

funds but also from other contributions such as relief
society canning projects within its first six months of

operation the new storehouse provided food fortor 265 families

the next year saw various wards and quorums establish
programs for milling flour and growing fruits and vegetalegeta

bles many LDS physicians and dentists donated their
services wards financed men who wanted to set themselves up

as gardeners the adams ward relief society made fifty
quilts and the ginglewoodinglewoodIng elderslewood quorum helped one of its
needy members build a home 4645 in truth there were few who

were not involved in the welfare effort
following the announcement in late 1933 that chapel

construction could once again begin the hollywood ward

began looking for a permanent meeting place and a lot was

purchased in the eastern portion of the ward since this
was not the most ideal location however building plans

were delayed during a further search for a better location

it was discovered that the mt olivet methodist church on

normandie avenue was for sale this structure which had

been built in 1924 at a cost of 100000 was for sale for

35000 while the location and price were right questions

los angeles stake manuscript history i1 march
1939

wi 11coo perat
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still remained about whether a chapel could be purchased

from another church and bishop raymond L kirkham contacted
president grant for advice upon hearing of the deal

president grant told bishop kirkham that he would personally
come down look at the property and decide what should be

done after looking the structure over he told the

brethren to buy it immediately 40411 on 5 november 1937 the

hollywood ward met in its new home for the first time two

weeks later on 18 november the purchase was consummated

when the wilshireWllwil wardshire was dedicated president
mccune stated that the stakes next major building goal was

a temple in the southland the feeling that the saints in

los angeles needed a temple was also shared by church

leaders in salt lake city and in 1934 a committee of

members of the los angeles LDS community was asked to make

an intensive search for a temple site during the search

president cannon and his counselors made several trips each

month to check on possible locations 47

early in the search for a temple site it became

obvious that there were many differing opinions as to where

the temple should be located most church members favored a

site in the downtown area or in the eastern part of the

city which was more developed than the western section

john M russon oral history interview by chad M

orton 1986 typescript p 2 the james moyle oral history
program LDS church archives
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several times sites were found but on more than one

occasion desirable properties were taken off the market when

the owners learned that the property would used for a mormon

temple 48 other sites which the church could have purchased

were not approved by the brethren in salt lake city
including a lot on the corner of santa monica and wilshire
boulevards in downtown beverly hills

finally a 24.3324332433 acre site was located in westwood

on the north side of santa monica boulevard between manning

and selby avenues and extending to ohio avenue it was the

property of the harold lloyd motion picture company and

contained the old harold lloyd estate a large stucco

building with a tile roof which had also been used as the

company offices and in 1937 was being used as a sorority
house by students attending nearby UCLA this impressive

site contained considerably more property than would be

needed for a temple upon seeing it however president
grant emphatically approved the location stating that it
would better serve the needs of the church than would a

smaller piece in april 1937 the purchase was completed and

the title to the property transferred to the church the

purchase price as reported in the deseret news was

175000 a

ibid

deseret41deseret news 6 march 1937 ralph R rolapp
recalled that his father in law preston D richards who
served as the churches legal counsel in southern california

481bid

41
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many local saints however questioned the purchase

of a site or a temple in westwood which was in the
northwestern portion of the los angeles basin the wisdom

of the decision was soon confirmed nevertheless for what

was then the outskirts of los angeles became engulfed by the

city as it expanded to the north and west rather than to

the east as most felt it would at that time also the

temple is now conveniently located near freeways that were

not envisioned at the time making it accessible to everyone

living in the los angeles area

following the purchase of the temple lot bishop

howells was appointed chairman of the california temple

building committee on 8 may 1937 this committee sponsored

its first fund raising evening a turkey dinner at the

wilshire ward

by september 1937 church authorities had appointed

a board of temple architects to draw up plans for both the

idaho falls idaho temple and the los angeles temple 00 the

six members of this board prepared several possible floor

plans including a one level temple separate facilities fortor

endowments for the living and dead and the use of one room

for the endowment ceremony rather than the four rooms

stated that the purchase price was only 41000 rolapp
oral history

the board of temple architects is discussed in
paul L andersonandersen mormon modeanemoderneMo latterderne day saint archi
tecturejecturetec 1925ture 1945 journal of mormon history 9 1982 70
84
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traditional at the time from the beginning however it
was difficult for the board to be creative as a group for

its members could seldom agree upon designs they finally
agreed that each would prepare sketches reflecting his own

idea and that all the sketches would be submitted to the

first presidency who would then chose the design the

first presidency chose for the temple in los angeles the

design of board members lorenzo S young and ramm hansen

which featured a central tower 0151 however before that
temple could be built the decision was made to erect a

larger one and the new los angeles temple architect edward

0 anderson would freely borrow from the young and hansen

des ign

in july 1939 at a high council meeting held at the

home of president wilford edling a decision was reached to

create a new ward from the western portions of the wilshireWllwil

and

shire
hollywood wards A eldon rex was approved as bishop of

the new beverly hills ward with william F jackson and C

dean olson as counselors estelle dixon was the first
relief society president the first meeting of the beverly

hills ward was held on 6 august 1939 at the beverly hills
womens club at 1700 chevy chase drive where the ward

continued to meet until its chapel next to the los angeles

temple was completed in 1953

this design was published in nels benjamin
lundwallslwidwallsLund 1941tat9wallsralisrails editionat4t of temples of the most high salt
lake deseret book 1941

design
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on 18 november 1939 a special priesthood meeting of

the hollywood stake was called by elder stephen L richards
of the council of the twelve the purpose of this meeting

was to discuss another division of the hollywood stake

elder richards first announced that the hollywood ward would

be returned from the pasadena stake after a three years

absence and that the torrance and redondo wards would be

brought in from the long beach stake he then recommended

that the stake be divided so that one stake would include

the adams arlington beverly hills hollywood and wilshire
wards and the other would include the santa monica mar

vista inglewoodginglewoodIng torrancelewood and redondo wards and the el

segundo branch this division was approved by those in

attendance elder richards then stated that the stake would

no longer be called the hollywood stake but would

henceforth be known as the los angeles stake the name of

the existing los angeles stake was changed to the south los

angeles stake and the newly created stake would be the

inglewoodginglewoodIng stakelewood this action was also unanimously approved

A special stake conference was held on 19 november 1939 at

which all these changes were made official
exactly why the name of the hollywood stake was

changed and why it was done at a special conference rather
than waiting until a regular stake conference does not

appear in the official records however several reasons

have been proposed some stake members such as former

act ionlon
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presidents wilford edling and winfield cannon have suggest

ed that for some time president grant and president mckay

had expressed concern about the atmosphere of the movie

industry which was synonymous with hollywood in many

peoples minds they wanted the name of the stake to be

changed so that a stake of zion would no longer be associassoni

atedabed with that industry in the public mind 0252 there seems

to be some justification for this for the month before the

special priesthood meeting was called presidents grant and

J reuben clarkdarkmark spent four days at twentieth century fox

consulting with executives on matters relating to the

production of the filmflimlim brigham young they had ample

opportunity to observe the false glitter and facade of the

indestindust ry

some even recall that president grant had such a

dislike for the movie industry that he vowed there would

never be another hollywood stake in the church however

some who have studied his life feel that he had a great

admiration not dislike for it and could separate the acts
of a few individuals which gave it such a bad name from the

industry itself and the town in which it was located 3

edlingEdi oraling history p 5 winfield Q cannon
oral history interview by chad M orton untranscribed
audiotape los angeles stake materials BYU

observation of james V darc archivist of fillfilmflim
and sound brigham young university archives
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others have suggested thathat since the stake center
was not located in hollywood but in los angeles changing

the name would be more consistent with the unofficial church

policy of the day of naming church units according to the

areas in which their stake or ward houses were located for

three years hollywood and the hollywood ward had not even

been in the stake 0464 still others have suggested that
church authorities in salt lake city did not want to build a

temple within the boundaries of a stake named hollywood

seeing that name as incompatible with what the church stood

for

whatever the reason an important era in the history
of the church came to a close after twelve years with the

end of the hollywood stake the preceding twelve years was

a time of remarkable growth in los angeles during which

many important things were accomplished not the least of

these was the building of the beautiful hollywood stake

tabernaclewlishiretabernaclewilshiretabernacle wardWilshire chapel the creation of three

additional stakes in los angeles and one in the valley the

instigation of the welfare program to help take care of the

saints temporal needs and the purchase of land within the

stake boundaries for a temple to help furtherurther fulfillf theulf

spiritual
illlii

needs of all the southern california saints

russon oral history p I11

huntington park california stake sixtieth
anniversary souvenir booklet LDS church archives
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As the year 1940 approached and the new los
angeles stake began its existence the church in los angeles

appeared to have a bright future while much had been

accomplished during the period of the hollywood stake much

more needed to be done and the saints in the los angeles

stake were gearing up to handle the challenges ahead at

the same time it could be seen that the dark war clouds over

europe caused by germanygermanysgermanas invasion of poland in september

1939 were spreading over the horizon of the united states
and would eventually plunge the nation into a new world war

that war would momentarily sidetrack some of the california
saints hopes and dreams particularly with regard to their
long awaited temple

15 9
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CHAPTER 7

THE WAR YEARS AND BEYOND

on december 7 1941 a date labeled by american

president franklin D roosevelt as one which will live in

infamy the united states suddenly found itself actively
involved in a world wide war that had already engulfed much

of europe and asia americans everywhere suddenly became

more united than they had been in generations as they

prepared for a time of trial and sacrifice in order to bring

the war to an end with confidence in our armed forces
president roosevelt assured them the next day with the

unboundingboundingunsoundingun determination of our people we will gain the

inevitable triumph so help us god among the cormonsmormons in

california problems arising from a world at war could not

be avoided and the struggle of america to achieve its
victory also became one of the many important challenges the

new los angeles stake would face in the 1940s

though its name was changed little else had as the

stake continued to be one of the leaders in the church in

many respects more importantly stake members were

continually of service to their fellow saints throughout the

160
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area and were willing to sacrifice to do their part in

building the kingdom once again stake members pioneered

new programs and continued to adapt to the challenge of

living the gospel in a growing urban center a situation
made more challenging by a world at war

at the january 1940 stake conference the firstirstarst fortor

the new los angeles stake it was reported that 37 percent

of the aaronic priesthood in the stake attended priesthood
meeting as opposed to an anemic church average of 27

percent this represented a 15 percent stake wide increase
during the last six years but still left much room for

improvement however attendance of 20 25 percent at

sacrament meeting and stake conference continued to nearly

mirror church averages 2 those who attended stake con-

ference heard their leaders address the concerns of both the

stake and the church ward teaching tithing fast offer
ings welfare work the word of wisdom the adult aaronic
priesthood program observance of the sabbath day mission

ary work activity in the church marriage within the

church the law of chastity and other principles of the

gospel

by 1940 plans for the anticipated los angeles temple

seemed to have fallen on hard times one problem was the

los angeles stake manuscript history 20 january
1940

cowan2cowanmcowan the church in thetiletlle twentieth centuryCen ptunytuLy 69
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apparent lack of enthusiasm for genealogical and temple work

throughout the church in july the genealogy committee in

salt lake city announced that at the rate temple work was

being done the salt lake temple could handle all the work

in the church by itself 2

other reasons for delay were related to the war in

1941 president david 0 mckay was asked when work on the

temple would begin his reply was that it would not begin

until after the idaho falls temple was finished and it was

estimated that this would be in 1942 consequently funds

for the los angeles temple were included as part of the

churchschurche 1942 budget the attack on pearl harbor however

brought the united states into the second world war and

resulted in the delay of all building that was not war

related including the idaho falls temple As a result
that temple was not dedicated until september 1945 a month

following the end of the war

3 margaret E gordon supervisor for genealogy work
in the california mission addressed this matter and what it
meant for the anticipated los angeles temple in an articiearticle
in the california intermountain news 26 july 1940 she
declared

our people must be awakened to the fact that there is
muchsuchwuch to be done and that unless we all take an interest
in seeking after our kindred and having the work done
for them there will be no need for more temples that
is the situation we in california face until the mesa
temple is unable to handle our work why should there be
a temple here

ibid 17 october 1941
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it would be another eleven years however before

the los angeles temple would be dedicated in the meantime

not only delays associated with the war but also attention
given to other aspects of building the kingdom took prece-

dence over the temple

although the worst of the great depression was past

welfare work continued to be a major theme during stake

conferences and continued to receive much of the attention
of stake members the welfare projects in the los angeles

stake covered a wide range the wilshireWllwil wardshire relief
society made childrens clothes rag rugs and dolls
clothes from second hand materials collected by the deseret

industries adams ward erected a woodworking shop on the

property adjoining its chapel where a variety of projects
were undertaken to pay welfare allotments stake budget and

retire ward indebtedness 0

another welfare project which began in the adams

ward was a sewing factory 7 bishop jay grant of the adams

ward was owner and manager of grant apparel company one of

the leading manufacturers of blouses on the west coast

bishop grant offered employment opportunities to church

ibidoibidorbid 23 august 1940

losoloswlos angeles stake manuscript history 31 march
1942

bid 30 june 1942
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members and all blouses made during the training period
were given to the welfare program

this program proved so successful that stake leaders
came to feel that clothing production could be a welfare

project in which stake members could participate relatively
easily food production and processing on the other hand

had proven difficult in an urban setting in 1948 there-

fore a stake sewing center was established in the former

california mission home next to the adams chapel 80 for a

number of years this served as the main welfare project of

the los angeles stake becoming the main supplier of mensmesaes
and boys shirts for the welfare system the shirt
factory w as it came to be known received favorable
coverage in the los angeles times and continued to help the

image of the church in los angeles

in the late thirties church leaders continued to

express concern over youth marrying outside the church in

an attempt to deal with the problem adams ward projected a

plan for improving the piece of property located next to the

chapel to be used as a recreational park 0 the idea was to

help LDS youth get together in a desirable atmosphere with

no cost to themselves at the time young people were

melrmulromuiromeir A century of mormon activity 1295
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having to pay out money for their recreational programs with

less than satisfactory results for when they were taken

away fromtronfronfrow the ward centers their surroundings were not

always conducive to good morals and LDS ideals the adams

ward recreation center was opened in november 1940 212 this1

park would play an important role in the recreational needs

of the los angeles saint community for many

years and especially during world war II11

on 24 february 1941 the la cienega branch was

created out of portions of the wilshireWll arlingtonshire beverly

hills and mar vista wards although it was created mainly

from wards of the los angeles stake this new branch became

part of the ginglewoodinglewoodIng stakelewood

by the fall of 1941 the united states was gearing up

for possible involvement in war and the church was making

preparations to assist its members in the armed services
hugh B brown the churchschurchchurche religious coordinator for

servicemen came to los angeles to ask the saints helphellheipheliheii in

providing suitable entertainment for mormon boys who come

there on leave from the many military establishments on the

paclpact f ic coast ta

the park enclosed by a fence had a basketball
standard volleyball badminton ping pong and tennis
courts there were places for shuffleboard horseshoes
sand boxes swings slides and jungle bars picnic tables
were placed under shaded trees and a drinking fountain was
installed fluorescent lights were added to illuminate the
park california intermountain news 15 november 1940

ibid 17 october 1941
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the los angeles stake responded to the call and

sponsored the first dance fortor servicemenservi oncemencenen leave on

saturday I11 november 1941 young ladies of the stake who

desired to help out were asked to save the evening fortor a

date with a soldier 13 that night families in the stake
put up the soldiers in their homes and provided them with

home cooked dinners on sunday another dance was held on

armistice day 11 november 1941 following MIA and the

servicemen were again provided with home cooked meals that
evening

the events at pearl harbor on sunday 7 december

1941 brought the united states into full involvement in

world war II11 and brought about many changes for the church

in los angeles because los angeles was located on the

coast it was felt that there was the possibility of enemy

attack and local authorities requested that all buildings

be blacked out if the air raid signal sounded during the

first high council meeting held two days after the pearl

harbor attack the air raid signal sounded and the stake

center was blacked out As a result of the possibility of

meetings being disrupted because of air raids church

leaders in southern california decided that changes should

be made in meeting schedules most southern california

ibid

los angeles stake manuscript history 10 december
1941
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wards and stakes cancelled all evening meetings and began to

hold sacrament meetings in the afternoon or immediately

following sunday school 1021 MIA was also moved from the

evening to the afternoon

the los angeles stake adopted a schedule in which

priesthood meeting was held from 900 to 1000 AM on

undaysunday3 sunday school at 1030 AM and sacrament meeting at

1130 this arrangement continued until may 1942 when the

first presidency issued a circular letter stating that the

scheduling of back to back meetings was not the policy of

the church and that the practice should be abandoned XIBaisats

sacrament meeting was therefore moved back to 630 PM

another reason why meetings were scheduled back to

back was the rationing of fuel in utah most members were

close enough to travel to church without much difficulty
in los angeles however where distances were greater

traveling to meetings several times on sunday became a

burden and consequently some of the saints curtailed their
church activities for they did not have enough gasoline

coupons to attend all their meetings 1721

the war brought other changes visits of general

authorities to stake conferences for example were reduced

instead quarterly bulletins were issued from salt lake city

1

2

iliscalifornia

77edlingEdlingedlbedling
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outlining changes in various programs and giving messages of

hope leaders in salt lake city also requested that all
stake auxiliary meetings such as conventions and instiansti
tutes be discontinued and that ward activities be

curtailed while some ward primaries continued to meet at

chapels during the week others were moved to sundays while

others were held in homes tt monthly relief society
luncheons were still held but only when enough ration
tickets had been gathered to purchase the food initially
because of war conditions the siaUIAMIAslania general board requested

that all stake socialssociasociats except the gold and green ball be

discontinued however because of the charge that had been

given to provide proper entertainment for LDS servicemen

stake leaders petitioned the first presidency for permission

to hold dances more often in august 1942 permission was

given to hold two dances each month I9

when the first presidency authorized the stake to

hold two parties per month it was with the understanding

that they would be opened only to members of the church and

investigators and that restrictions would be placed upon the

attendance of non members prior to this time church

sponsored dances had been opened to all soldiers but

several unpleasant incidents had occurred which church

church news 30 october 1942

los angeles stake manuscript history 5 august
1942
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officials hoped to avoid in the future in order to comply

with the first presidencysPresiden wishcys cards were issued by the

various bishops and admittance to church sponsored events

was limited to those with cards 8020 A card could be obtained

only through an interview with the bishop or in the case of

non members through the recommendation of someone who

possessed a card thus through greater supervision the

goal of providing a wholesome atmosphere where young

latter day saint men and women and non members of similar
standards could gather was accomplished

making the need for appropriate entertainment all
the more acute was the fact that southern california beaches

were closed for a time because of fears of a possible

attack and most of the parks in los angeles were taken over

by the military consequently the adams ward recreation
park was a boon for providing saturday activities for stake
members as well as for servicemen beginning in 1944 each

saturday night during good weather a dance was held on the

parks dance floor st21 games activities and refreshments

were also provided with the gleaner girls of the stake

serving as hostesses thus while the recreation center had

been built initially to serve the needs of the youth of the

stake it also helped fill the pressing need of assuring

that LDS servicemen had an enjoyable evening with church

ediing2edlingEdi oraling history p 15
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members in an atmosphere conducive to maintaining church

standards
in november 1942 the only timetine figures were

published there were 144 men and women of the los angeles

stake serving in the armed forces 22 many of these were

members of the hollywood ward which periodically held

hollywood ward night during sacrament meeting under the

direction of bishop john M russon at these meetings

letters were read from the wards servicemen and members of

the ward were called upon to bear their testimonies
under the direction of the stake NIAMIA headed by ira

L hurst stake YMMIA president and nonamonasona kirkham stake
YWMIA president the los angeles stake furnished a recreareccea

tion room at camp haan where servicemen not on leave could

go during their leisure time 23 each of the wards and the

various stake organizations accepted specific assignments in

furnishing the room in addition a project was undertaken

to see that meeting times of the various wards were posted

in nearby military camps

LDS servicemen on leave frequently visited holly
wood a favorite gathering place for many american

servicemen because there were not enough motels and hotels
in the area they sometimes resorted to sleeping in the

streets when the hollywood ward elders quorum became aware

california intermounta1nintermountain news 27 november 1942

16 april 1943
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of the situation it encouraged ward members to open their
homeshoneshowes on the weekends fortor LDS servicemen who were visiting
hollywood or who were attending church sponsored activities
to help this undertaking cots were purchased from ward

budget funds and stored at the chapel for use by ward

members 2 nearly two hundred servicemen could be housed

any particular evening because of the efforts of the

hollywood ward

the members of the los angeles stake were also
directly involved in the war effort the hollywood ward

undertook a project to sell war bonds selling in excess of

15000 worth the stakesstakedstaken MIA joined with other MIAs

throughout the church in selling war bonds to help purchase

rescue boats for planes 2026 stake members responded to red

cross calls and organized blood drives the beverly hills
ward organized a victory garden committee which supervised

four ward garden projects encompassing about seven acres

the stakesstakedstaken war effort also proved a means for

innovative welfare work the los angeles stake undertook a

project in cooperation with the united states employmentEmploy

service

nent

the labor division of the department of agriculagrical
ture and the los angeles chamber of commerce to help

ibid 19 february 1943

ibid 14 may 1943

los angeles stake manuscript history 30 june
1943
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harvest southland crops that might otherwise have remained

unharvested because of a lack of labor when it was learned

that there were fields that needed harvesting stake members

organized to help those who worked on this project not

only earned credit for church welfare activity but also
helped the war effort by harvesting badly needed food

As the war progressed los angeles population grew

alsas people came from throughout the country to work in the

rapidly expanding war industries these industries in

fact brought not only an increase in population but also an

increase in traffic a greater demand for land a rise in

housing costs and the beginnings of serious problems with

smog no longer was unemployment a major concern of the

welfare program in los angeles however the increase in

the number of latter day saints created a major new welfare

concern finding adequate housing for newly arrived church

members

to meet the demands for war related goods factories
began running three shifts a day and as men were drafted
womenmomenromen began taking their place in the factories ushering in

a permanent change in the work force and contributed to a

gradual change in perspective concerning the place of women

in society because of the increasing population the

accelerated movement of people and the constant changes

taking place in work schedules and the makeup of the labor

force a major problem faced by the los angeles stake and
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other stakes in the area was illingfilling ward and stake posi-

tions and seeing that programs such as ward teaching were

adequately run consequently a major portion of the energy

of stake leaders was spent trying to fillill the holes which

continually seemed to arise in the organizational struc
ture 27

when the war finally ended in august 1945 and peace

was brought momentarily to the world it had not been

without tragic cost to the los angeles stake records

indicate that at least twenty two members of the stake lost

their
while the war took a top priority during the early

1940s there was other work that needed to be done in the

stake in october 1941 ground was broken for the arlington
ward chapel the following month construction work com

mencedfenced and all employable members of the church in los

angeles who were receiving welfare assistance were assigned

to be part of the labor force in december 1942 the

arlington ward moved into its new building though until the

chapel was dedicated services were held in the recreation
hall the dedication service originally scheduled for

april 1943 had to be postponed because of the restrictions
church leaders had placed upon general authority travel

edlingEdi oraling history p 13
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finally in june 1943 president david 0 mckay dedicated
the arlington chapel

the arlington ward was not the only ward to under

take a building program during the war in may 1943 after
six years of planning and fund raising hollywood ward

members under the direction of bishop russon began an

intensive and extensive renovation redecoration and re

furnishing program for their chapel which lasted for six
months on 23 november 1943 the hollywood ward chapel was

rededicateddedicatedre by elder george albert smith president of the

council of the twelve

with the end of world war 11II the saints helped the

nations of the world to pick up the pieces to help aid the

saints in war torn europe clothing and perishablenonperishablenon food

drives were undertaken throughout the unites states nearly

60000 worth of goods was gathered by the church in los
angeles and sent for the relief of the european saints at

the same time to help pick up the pieces at home the los

angeles stake presidency appointed george W mccune to visit
and administer to latter day saints at the veterans hospital
at sawtelle

the los angeles stake grew rapidly during the war

mostly because of members coming from the intermountain area

for employment in defense industries at the beginning of

1947 stake membership stood at 5118 an increase of over a

los angeles stake manuscript history 7 july 1948
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thousand since the beginning of the war all this created
the need for a sixth ward in the stake and on 30 june 1946

the la brea ward was created from portions of the wllshirewilshireallshireWllwil

hollywood

shire
and beverly hills wards G lynn hogan was

sustained as the first bishop and gunhild L beckstead as

relief society president initially the meetings of the la
brea ward were held in the wilshireWllwil wardshire chapel

in novemberNov 1947emberenber members of the first presidency

came to los angeles to visit the temple site on 15

november president george albert smith announced in the

church news that church leaders were thoroughly satisfied
with the site and if assurances can be had that zoning laws

will protect the surrounding area we will be ready to

proceed with constructionconstruct ionlon ao30 preston richards a member of

the los angeles stake presidency and a former law partner of

J reuben clarkdarknark was given the responsibility to do the

legal work fortor the temple finally the long awaited day of

having a temple in los angeles seemed near at hand in

december the church took the first ormalformalormaiorwalf step when the los

angeles city planning commission was asked to approve

const ructduct i on

january 1948 marked the 25th anniversary of the

creation of a stake in los angeles and this called for a

celebration on sunday 25 january 1948 a commemorative

meeting was held at the adams ward chapel where the stake

church news 15 november 1947
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was organized to which all those who were present at the

organization were especially invited there were 104 in

attendance who were present twentyfivetwenty yearsfive earlier
including all members 0 the original stake presidency

the growth of the church in the twenty five years

that had passed since the organization of the stake is seen

in the fact that the original twelve wards created the first
year were now located in six stakes that included over fifty
wards church membership in los angeles had grown from

around 4000 in 1923 to nearly 40000
A major concern among church leaders continued to be

youth marrying outside the church during the early months

of 1948 bishop jay S grant of the adams ward felt great

concern when statistics showed that less than 50 percent of

his wards youth were marrying within the church A

subsequent survey of all the wards of the stake revealed

that nearly 60 percent of the youth of the stake were

marrying outside the church with a majority of those losing

all contact with the church a seeing a need to be met

bishop grant with the blessing of president edling and

howard W hunter president of the pasadena stake and

chairman of the regional stake presidents council set out

to find a solution
shortly after he had been put in the adams ward

bishopric bishop grant and his wife nina had held what

grant2lgrantalgrant conversationconversatconversetConver isat on w

of
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they called get acquainted parties they invited to their
home for gamesganesgabes and refreshments different groups of long

time ward members plus new move ins or converts this
program not only proved successful in establishing friend
ships but occasionally resulted in the marriage of some of

the young people who met at the grant home the grants

decided to try the principle with the LDS youth in general

by arranging for parties where they could meet each other in

a positive church related atmosphere using their own home

and financial means and a committee of stake members they

set out to establish a get acquainted party for the HM nenmen

and gleanerscleanersGlea inners los angeles 32

bishop grant contacted the leaders of each of the

six stakes who were asked to furnish lists of the unmarried
M men and gleanerscleanersGlea inners their stakes personal invitations
were sent and at the first party in august 1948 nearly six
hundred showed up some from as far away as san francisco 33

to attend the party guests had to obtain a card from their
bishops such as those used for dances during the war

verifying that they were members in good standing

these initial parties proved so successful that the

los angeles stake scheduled a get acquainted dance at the

stake house iiiin the later part of september 1948 other

stakes scheduled similar dances and hardly two weeks passed

church news I11 september 1948
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without a get acquainted dance being held in one of the

stakes in the los angeles area not only were the youth

getting to know other members of the church whom they might

not have known otherwise but the goal of increasing temple

marriages was achieved as at least ninety three couples who

were introduced to each other for the first time at these

socialssociats were married in the temple 3

at a stake conference held on 16 january 1949 with

elders spencer W kimball and mark E petersen of the

council of the twelve in attendance wilford edling was

released as president of the los angeles stake after
thirteen years of service john M russon bishop of the

hollywood ward was unanimously sustained to take his

place As counselors president russon chose melvin keller
and orson haynie and ralph T rolapp was sustained as stake

clerk
the usual expressions of appreciation given to

retiring stake presidents were especially deserved by

president edling during the last six years of his presi-

dency he lived in los angeles while his family lived in salt
lake city and only an occasional visit could be made in

1943 relia ediingsedlingslingserlingsEdiedlEd asthmaticings condition had deteriorated to

the point that a change of climate was needed to escape the

effects of the ocean breezes for years the ediingsedlingserlings had

desired to move to glendale partially to escape the

grant conversatconversationconversetConver ionsat
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breezes but since that was outside the stake boundaries

they remained where they were so that president edling could

fulfill his assignment as stake president because rellareliareila
had family to stay with in utah and relatives there in the

medical profession she finally moved to salt lake city for

what they initially felt would only be a short separation
As the length of separation grew however president edling

approached president david 0 mckay on several occasions

regarding the possibility of being released so that he could

be reunited with his family each time he was approached

president mckay discussed the matter with the first presi-

dency and each time president edling would be told yes

there will be a change but not yet 3616

consequently the erlingsediingsedlings tried to make the best of

the situation the family made summer visits to los angeles

as long as reliasbellasrellasrelias health would permit and president edling

visited his family in utah when the occasion would allow

during the war years these visits were especially infrequent

because of gasoline shortages whatever trips could be made

during this time were usually by train following his

release the ediingsedlingserlings did indeed move to glendale

the new stake president john NM russon was born in

salt lake city and moved with his family to southern

california in 1924 after graduating from hollywood high he

wilford26wilford G edling questionnaire los angeles
stake katermater lais
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studied at the university of utah and served in the swiss
gerwangerman mission professionally he worked in the life
insurance business specializing in estate analysis and

planning

the welfare needs of the church in los angeles

continued to be a concern and shortly after john russon

became stake president the los angeles stake joined with

the south los angeles and the inglewoodginglewoodIng stakeslewood in trying to

find one location suitable for a welfare center that would

meet the needs of the entire area shortly an excellent

site was located in east los angeles on soto avenue between

lith and 12th streets the IRS had placed a tax lien upon

the property and its buildings and it was to be auctioned to

the highest bidder with the assistance of elder henry D

moyle of the council of the twelve this property was

purchased for 175000 roughly one third its actual

value 36

in september 1949 the church placed funds in escrow

and by january 1950 the property was cleared for the

creation of a huge welfare center for the southern

california region the buildings on the property provided

nearly 80000 square feet of space and remodeling began

following the purchase the church was offered
170000 for part of the propertypropert but it had an ideal

location for carrying out its welfare program and declined
the offer jay S grant conversation

17 0 000ooo f or t he y
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immediately at3t by 1951 the deseret industries the

bishops storehouse and other welfare activities had all
been moved to this location

in june 1950 the church made its second major

welfare purchase of the year in southern california when it
bought the 505 acre ranch of louis B mayernayer at perris in

riverside county the perris property was a beautiful horse

ranch complete with ranch house nine guest cottages a race

track eleven barns containing horse stalls a garage a

blacksmith shop a paint shop a machine shop chicken

coops feed sheds farm land and complete equipment to

operate the tarmfarmfars 338 the ranch also contained an extensive
underground irrigation system five wells and thirty five

miles of fencing which had been installed at a cost of

10444 per mile

elder henry D moyle was instrumental in locating

the property and persuading the stake presidents in southern

california to purchase it as a welfare project the asking

price for the land was 400000 which elder moyle believed

was a fraction of its true value to purchase the property

required a down payment of 100000 and the saints in the

los angeles area were given less than one month to comeconeeonecoue up

with the money afaaftaaa the stake presidents were taken aback at

muir A century of mormon activity 1290

ibid 1290 291
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the prospect of raising that amount until they were reminded

that it was a small step from 100000 to two dollars which

was the amount that each member in the area would have to

come up with to reach the down payment 0 the stake

presidents accepted the challenge and within two weeks had

come up with the money the remaining cost of the ranch

would be paid outright by the church with the region

expected to repay the church over the next five years

various projects were envisioned for the ranch

including the raising of beef and dairy cattle turkeys and

chickens and these were divided among the varies stakes

the los angeles stake initially was given responsibility for

the potato project in addition volunteers were needed to

fix and maintain the ranch most of the buildings required

new paint jobs and new roofs along with other maintenance

projects
As a welfare farm however the perris ranch failed

to measure up to expectations within a couple of years

most welfare projects gave way to the potato project since

that could be carried out more easily than the dallydailydaliy care

required by animal projects moreover the expenditure of

manpower and money that it took to operate and maintain the

property forced operations in the red just to bring water

to the land for example cost over 5000 a month x42 one

4ocaliforniacalifornia intermountain news 4 july 1950

russon4russoncrusson oral history p 13
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stake president soon composed a song entitled some day the

ranch will pay which was sung at the various welfare

meetings that dealt with the farm and resulted in many a

good laugh from the other presidents a feeling that the

efforts of members in southern california could be used more

productively therefore the stake presidents recommended

that the ranch be sold and that other welfare property such

as citrus groves be purchased at first the proposal was

met with opposition in salt lake city mainly from elder
noyienoylemoylemoyie who felt that if the region held onto the ranch it
could be sold at a substantial profit it was finallyinallyanally sold

at a fair profit and the money was used to purchase other

welfare projects including a citrus grove 4342

while the perris ranch failed to measure up as a

welfare farm president russon saw its importance as

extending far beyond the welfare work later he said that
he felt that the raising of 100000

was the lords way of preparing the hearts of the
people of southern california to respond to the request
to help build the kingdom

the
overwhelming success that we did when it came to
raising the funds for the temple had it not
been for that and the faith of the people demonstratdemonstratedemon
ing

strat
that they would respond and could raise those

sums of moneyboney I1 dont think we would have had the

john M russon questionnaire los angeles stake
materialsmaterlals
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temple nearly as early as we did in the los angeles
area

the arstfirstirst decade of the new los angeles stake was

one filled with challenges brought about by events not only

in los angeles but throughout the world the problems that
were met and overcome not only helped strengthen the church

in los angeles but also helped prepare the saints for the

blessings of having a temple in their midst meeting such

challenges as continued population increase the needs of

servicemen the requirements of the war the needs of the

welfare program the concerns of youth marrying outside the

church and the continued filling of a calling by a stake

president separated from loved ones showed that while their
tasks were not always easy stake membersmember continued to be

anxiously engaged in building the kingdom

russon44russon questionnaire
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CHAPTER 8

A SPIRITUAL renaissance

on IT17 january 1949 the first presidency presided at a

meetingreefing of southern california church leaders at the

wilshire ward chapel at this meeting president george

albert smith announced that the timetine was now right for a

temple to be built in los angeles president smith also
announced that the proposed los angeles temple would be

substantially larger than the one envisioned in previous

architectural plans instead of seating two hundred people

the ordinance rooms would seat three hundred the same

capacity as those of the salt lake temple also a large

priesthood assembly room would be added when president

smith asked for a sustaining vote on the proposal to build a

temple in the southland approval was unanimous

three weeks earlier on 27 december 1948 the members

of the first presidency had sent a letter to the eight stake

presidents in southern california announcing the meeting and

indicating that it would seem we have come to the point

where we may with wisdom go forward with this long desired

185
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and anticipated construction of a house of the lord 1

building the temple had been delayed the letter said
because of problems relating to world war 11II and the need to

forestall if possible the establishment of industrial and

business operations in the area surrounding the temple

which would be undesirable

the letter also recommended that the stake presidents
meet as soon as possible to discuss a fund raising cam-

paign when a fund raising program had been undertaken for

the idaho falls temple ten years earlier the response of

the saints in idaho was less than church leaders had hoped

for understandably they were anxious to avoid similar
problems in southern california

shortly following this long awaited announcement local

church leaders sent a letter to the southern california
saints discussing the benefits and opportunities afforded

the church membership to make contributions towards the

erection of this temple it also discussed the advantages

of building a temple on santa monica boulevard and president

heber J grants inspiration in selecting the site it is

first presidency to the stake presidents of
southern california 27 december 1948 los angeles stake
collect 1 on

ibid21bid minutes of los angeles temple committee 28
february 1949 los angeles stake collection

losslos angeles stake presidency to saints in southern
california undated typescript los angeles stake colleccallec
tion see also david H cannon to the members of the los
angeles temple committee los angeles stake collection
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the highest point in elevation between los angeles and the

ocean and the great highways and contemplated freeways

running north and south and from the east meet within a

short distance of the temple lot affording excellent
transportation facilities furthermore the letter said

the temple will add greatly to the already developing

cultural life of the educational community in which it is

situated the letter reminded the saints that the words of

brigham young concerning the salt lake temple also applied

to the los angeles temple it shall be a monument to the

city and an acknowledgementknowledgementac of our faith and devotion

to god

with the announcement of the temple it was anticipated

that ground breaking and the fund raising campaign would

take place within the year however two years would pass

before ground was broken and three years before fund

raising and construction began there were several reasons

for the delay one was the need to draw plans fortor a larger

temple for almost two years church architect edward

0 anderson and his staff labored to complete the working

plans which had to be submitted to the city for approval

after that final drafts and specifications still needed to

be prepared next there were legal problems to take care

of several branches of city government the planning

commission the city engineer the building department had

to be consulted and all their regulations met preston

of

f or
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D richards a former counselor in the los angeles stake
presidency and the churchschurche legal counsel in southern

california worked at no expense to the church to obtain

the necessary permits plan approval and zoning changes

after nearly two years richards efforts were finally
rewarded on 9 january 1951 as the los angeles city council

approved construction of the temple wi thought I1 knew what

red tape was until I1 ran into the los angeles building

restrictions and requirements he later commented A

final reason for the delay was that shortly following the

cityscites approval of the plans president george albert smith

passed away and the natural delays surrounding the instalinseal

lation of a new first presidency postponed some of the

templetempie eparatpreparatephratpre ionsparat

on 22 september 1951 ground was broken for the los

angeles temple the ceremony was not publicly announced

but was a small brief and more or informal ceremony

with only the california stake presidenciespresiden andcies their wives

and city officials invited to attend 05 since facilities
were not available to accommodate a larger crowd which

church officials estimated would have been at least 10000

if all church members were invited the numbers were kept

california intermountain newsnems 27 september 1955

firstofirst presidency to john M russon W noble waite
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small also in attendance were more than a score of general

author it ies
president david 0 mckay told those present that a

hundred years from now men will read with great interest the

happenings of this day he then led the group to what

would be the southeast corner of the temple and with a

gilded shovel dug into the earth other leaders also took

turns breaking the earth which proved to be so hard that
president mckay obligingly softened it up with his shovel

for some of the brethren much to the delight of those in

attendance 7 following the ground breaking president mckay

dedicated the site for a house of the lord
two weeks later the stake presidents in the los angeles

temple district were invited to meet with president stephen

L richards second counselor in the first presidency during

october general conference to discuss fund raising
president richards reminded them that it was customary for

members in a temple district to make contributions and then

informed them that the first presidency had decided that
possibly a million dollars would be your fair share na

president noble waltewaite of the south los angeles stake

chairman of the fund raising committee later commented that
president richards did not know

californiascaliforn intermountain news 27 september 1955

rlbi5
conferencesconference report october 1952 p 75
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how nearly he knocked out fourteen stake presidents
with that statement we kept our chins up and it was
only afterwards when we got out and we confided in
each other that we were really staggered but we had
received the commission and our instructions were
to make a plan organize and submit the plan and get
the approval of the first presidency
president richards suggested that the total amount

should be divided between the stakes in the temple district
and church members living in the california mission

however it was the desire of the first presidency that no

individual assessments be made but each person should give

what he or she was able on the principle of the widowwidows

mite president richards also recommended that a guide be

created indicating how much families in a particular income

bracket might give the brethren were confident that if
local members were directed as to possible contributions
local leaders would be able to raise their share

when the stake presidents returned to california they

formulated a plan which with a few modifications was

accepted by the first presidency the assessments to the

stakes and the mission were made according to population

with the los angeles stake being responsible for raising

70000 A pledge card was created so that every giver may

determine for himself and according to his own circumstances

the size of his temple contribution ao10 each stake was to

ibid91bid

los angeles temple fund pledge card los angeles
stake collection
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see that all church members receive copies of the guide

through the wards the wards were to obtain pledges from

their members and turn the total over to the stakes
president mckay agreed to come to los angeles and

officially launch the fund raising campaign on sunday 3

february 1952 the prophet met with twelve hundred stake and

ward leaders and assured them that all was finally in

preparation for building a temple and that construction
would shortly begin he also discussed the fund raising
campaign and commended the group for the spirit of cooperacompera

tion and unity being shown in this campaign to construct the

largest temple ever built in this dispensation he urged

the leaders to let the young people even the children in

the cradle contribute to the temple fund for this is their
temple where they will be led by pure love to take their
marrnarr aageiage vows AA

president waite later told a general conference

audience that the fund raising plan would not have been as

successful if it had not been for the soul inspiring

discourse of president mckay he electrified those 1200

people and they went out of that meeting with a determinaterminadeterminede

tion in their hearts that they were going to consummate that
commission that was given by the first presidency 12 to

help ensure that this determination remained in the hearts

california intermountain newsnelsnersnees 5 february 1952

conference report october 1952 p 76
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of the southern california saints president mckay also
exhibited a three foot scale model of the anticipated
temple which would be displayed in the various stakes
throughout the fund raising campaign

sunday 17 february 1952 was the day set aside in the

los angeles stake for gathering pledges during the

previous week each family in the stake had been sent a

pledge card and souvenir folder of the temple prior to

sunday each family was to consider a pledge and seal it in

an envelope between 200 and 400 pm on the appointed

day a representative of the bishopric priesthood leader

ward teacher visiting teacher or other ward officer
visited each home in the stake to pick up the envelope and

answer any question the families might have after totaling

their pledges each ward conveyed its total to president

russon when all the pledges had been received and the

stakes total known the figure was telegraphed to president

mckay that evening the following morning president russon

received a telegram from the first presidency congratula

tionseions to los angeles stake membership on being first in los

angeles temple district to complete canvass fortor temple

subscriptions amounting to 238 percent of quota commendacommendamCom

tion

menda

and blessing 13

first presidency to john M russon 18 february
1952 los angeles stake collection
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instead of the 70000 they had been asked to pledge

the members of the los angels stake pledged 163450 that
sunday and an additional 18000 in the next several weeks

when the total of the pledges of all the stakes were added

together over 1648000 had been pledged or nearly 165

percent of what the local saints had been asked to give

by july 1952 all preparations for work on the temple

were complete and the following month work began over

seeing the construction was church architect edward 0

anderson who moved his office from salt lake city to los

angeles he located it first in the old harold lloyd estate
and then in the basement of the temples bureau of informainforms

tion visitors center when it was complete during the

time that he oversawoversad the work on the los angeles temple he

also prepared the plans for the london and swiss temples

steadily the temple took shape with its progress being

followed almost weekly in the california intermountain news

and the church news As the work progressed few were

unimpressed with the massive undertaking president mckay

on touring the recently poured foundations commented that
he could not believe he had approved a project as vast as

this one he mentioned that in the blueprints it just did

not look like it would be that huge an operation 1

and huge it was the temple was 364 feet wide 241

feet deep and contained 190614 square feet of floor space

russon oral history p 13
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or approximately four and one half acres the concrete

foundations were twenty four feet deep and two feet thick
the excavation fortor the footings and foundations and the

pouring of the foundations took nearly six months the

height of the building including the tower was 257 feet

eight and one half inches with the tower rising 151 feet

eight and one half inches above the roof atop the sacred

building was a statue of the angel moroni which weighed

2100 pounds and was fifteen feet five and one half inches

tall with an eight foot trumpet when the temple was

planned only one other building in los angeles was taller
the los angeles city buibut id ing and when completed it could

be seen by ships twenty five miles out to sea during the

period it took just to build the los angeles temple another

temple the swiss temple was planned built and dedicated
As work progressed on the temple stake members also

faithfully progressed toward paying their pledges although

they had greatly over subscribed their quota they worked to

meet the amount they pledged as did those in the other

stakes one young deacon filled out a pledge card for

150 when the bishop saw the amount he felt sure the

deacon must have made a mistake the deacon assured the

bishop however that he wished to give 150 to the temple

and that the amount was within his reach 18262 whatever6 money

this young man earned from his paper route mowing lawns or

conference report october 1954 p 73
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other odd jobs that came his way he gave to the temple

fundund within two and one half years he had met his pledge

one elderly widow in frail health and nearly blind pledged

400 dollars and gave that amount and more from her meager

savings As she neared her total pledge in september 1954

she told her bishop I1 hope and pray the lord will bless me

and preserve my life until I1 can have the privilege of going

through the los angeles temple n9
these were only two of many examples that could be

given of sacrifices made to build a house of the lord

children emptied their piggy banks families put off making

home improvements buying new cars or taking vacations to

donate to the temple stake presidents throughout the

temple district reported that donating to the temple was a

faith promoting and testimony building experience for the

members in southern california and that peace and happiness

were the result of taking the opportunity to contribute

stake members donated not only their means but also

their time while full time laborers did the actual
building church members helped in other ways they

performed clean up work on the grounds for example and

armed with hoes and shovels they assisted in seeding the

lawn and landscaping they also contributed funds for

landscaping beyond their original contributions

ibid p 73
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As the saints in southern california continued to give

of their time and financial means president noble waite

told a general conference audience
we are enthusiastic we are very happy and

proud and we are very thankful that the first
presidency and the other general authorities of the
church are building a temple in our area I1 am sure it
is going to do a great deal of good in southern
cali forniatornia

I1 vision a spiritual renaissance in that area
our people will be spiritually uplifted it will be a
great blessing unflinchingly and unhesitatingly
we shall move forward doing everything in our power to
see that everything goes in accordance with the plans
of the first presidency of the church r

As the temple rose thousands of interested people came

to visit in april 1953 the los angeles stake high priests
quorum was conducted through a tour of its shell between

sessions of the october 1953 stake conference held at the

westwood ward president john russon led nearly one thousand

stake members to the unfinished temple for a tour but

stake members were not the only ones interested and as the

massive structure took shape so many visitors stopped that a

temple mission was created to answer their questions and to

conduct guided tours of the grounds so that the work could

progress uninterrupted one visitor a writer for the

southwest builder and contractor wrote it is already

ibid october 1952 p 77
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quite apparent that nothing more impressive has ever been

built in southern california u

by december 1953 the building had risen to the base of

the tower and work had progressed to the point where a

cornerstone could be laid on 11 december ten thousand

church members and nearly all of the general authorities
attended the cornerstone laying ceremony one of the largest
gatherings of latter day saints in california up to that

time president mckay conducted the ceremony and president

stephen L richards laid and dedicated the cornerstone on the

east side of the building 18

in addition to those in attendance countless others

listened by radio as the ceremony was broadcast both in los

angeles and over KSL radio in salt lake city the ceremony

was also filmed and recorded for the benefit of future
general ionslons

in october 1954 ten months following the cornerstone

laying the imposing angel moroni statue was placed atop the

temple originally the statue faced south towards the

front of the temple but it was turned a quarter turn to

face east the same direction that the angel moroni on the

salt lake temple faces the story is told of a neighbor to

the east of the temple who when asked if she had visited

As cited in the california intermountain newsy 3

november 1953

improvementiimprovement era 57 january 1954 8 50 51
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the temple grounds replied no im waiting until the angel

turns around and faces me she later told one of the
guides on the temple grounds imagine my surprise when I1

woke up one morning and discovered that the angel was

looking right down my street 20

frederick G williams president of the temple mission

relates some of the other humorous stories associated with

people who visited the temple one well dressed woman asked

if it was the angel gabriel on top of the temple when told

it was the angel moroni she replied that her husband had

said there were only two individuals who could blow a horn

like that the angel gabriel and louis armstrong and she

was sure it wasnt louis armstrong A man upon seeing the

reflecting pool at the front of the temple wanted to know if
all the neighbors would be permitted to use the swimming

pool or would it be restricted only to members of the

church one jewish visitor told a story which reflected the

pride felt in los angeles for the new temple even among non

cormonsmormonsMor whenmons her family visited salt lake city she said

her nine year old son told a temple square guide you

should see our temple in los angeles its bigger and

prettier than this one and it has ninety rooms in it
by autumn 1955 the work on the temple was nearly

complete and the building was opened to public tours before

california intermountain news 8 march 1956
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dedication at first it was unclear whether non members

would be allowed to tour the temple without a church member

accompanying them but so many expressed a desire to see it
that the decision was made to open the pre dedication tours

to all those who wished to attend As a trial run two

thousand area church leaders and their wives were invited to

tour the temple on 25 november 1955

on 19 december it was opened for public viewing and it
remained open to the public until 18 february 22 by that
time over 662000 people had visited the temple far

exceeding the number anticipated often the line of people

waiting to enter the temple would form a semi circle around

the grounds four abreast even though the wait was several

hours

visitors came from throughout the west as chartered

busses brought them from as far away as seattle washington

and utah local sightseeing companies made the temple tour

part of their tours of the city among the visitors was

cecil B demille then directing the movie the ten

commandments who was taken through by president david

0 mckay and actor harold lloyd from whom the temple

property had been purchased in 1939

the .6161 mile tour usually lasted approximately 45

minutes once the visitor was inside the temple guides from

for a detailed look at the public tours see
improvement era 59 march 1956 156 159 187 190
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the los angeles area werwere stationed throughout the templetempie to

answer visitors questions members of the los angeles

stake and the other stakes in the area donated a great

number of hours to see that all went smoothly for the

visitors one day willard P burnham of the wilshire ward

pushed fourteen wheelchair visitors through the temple

tour

the tours eliminated much of the misunderstanding that

existed among non members concerning the purpose of the

temple one rumor had surfaced that the cormonsmormons were going

to bring their dead to the temple to baptize them as a

result several homes near the temple were put on the market

often at reduced prices not only did the tours clear up

such misinformation they also allowed non members to learn
of the purpose of the temple and to partake of its beauty

those who attended often wrote local leaders concerning

their feelings the board of supervisors of the county of

los angeles adopted a resolution congratulating the church

for its wonderful edifice the resolution read in part

not only spiritually but architecturally it constitutes one

of the notable additions to the life of southern califor
nia 23 another visitor wrote it was a day we will never

forget the beauty and magnitude were completely overwhelm

ing one thing we all noted was how friendly and helpful
everyone was always a smile but then I1 guess they have so

ibid p 156
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I1 think if you knew what a tremendous

spiritual uplift we both experienced you would forgive me

for the small contribution I1 am sending 20 the opening of

the temple was also covered favorably in the local papers as

well as national magazines such as timetibe 20

following the last day of tours on 18 february 1956

the temple was closed for nearly a month as workmen finished

the last details and worked to get everything in order for

the dedication services in march the final details were

supervised by the first temple president benjamin L bow

ring and sister leone bowring the temple matron the

bowringswringsBo came to this assignment from hawaii where they

presided over the hawaii temple

on sunday 11 march 1956 the long anticipated day had

arrived when the los angeles temple was to be dedicated 2721

between sunday and wednesday march 14 eight dedicatory

sessions were held at each session nearly 6700 saints
were in attendance seated not only in the assembly hall

ibld
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much to be proud and grateful for 21211 from another visitor
came this note last evening my husband and I1 had the rare
privilege of seeing your new temple which is truly beautiful
and inspiring

p 159

ibid

time 16 january 1956

arsee9rsee improvement era 59 april 1956 228 232 for a
more detailed account of the dedicatory services
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but also in the ordinance rooms and other places throughout

the temple where the services were carried over closed

circuit television the services were open to all members

of the church who could qualify for a recommend and over

50000 saints attended

at the opening session president mckay paid special

tribute to three great church leaders who passed away before

construction began president heber J grant preston

B richards former counselor in the los angeles stake

presidency and david P howells former bishop of the

wilshire ward had carried much of the responsibility fortor

purchasing the temple property and laying the spiritual and

legal groundwork allowing for its construction following

addresses by the counselors in the first presidency and

noble waltewaite who represented the saints in los angeles

president mckay offered the dedicatory prayer

those present then joined in singing the spirit of god

like a fire is burning a song that had been sung at the

dedication of the churchschurche first temple at kirtland ohio

and at every temple dedication since they also gave the

traditional hosanna shout a shout echoed in spirit by

members throughout the church

by the time of the los angeles temple dedication the

spiritual renaissance envisioned for the saints in southern

california had already begun for several years the entire

latter day saint community had worked with the common goal

2 0 2
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of seeing the temple to completion the saints had sacri
ficedicedfaced both time and money but they saw that their efforts
had brought forth great blessings including a notlrpble
increase in spiritual strength one observer has commented

thathat because of the templetempie within its boundaries the los

angeles stake progressed from being a social stake to

becoming a spiritual stake 2 while it cannot be said that

spiritual matters were not emphasized earlier it was

nevertheless clear that because of the temple spiritual
matters took on a new importance and direction there were

several reasons for this
As discussed earlier when church finances would not

allow for the building of chapels during the depression

some members in california had doubts as to whether they

were to remain there when church leaders announced a short

time later that chapel building would resume few could

doubt that the church was in california to stay such can

be the power of a building since the los angeles temple

was the most expensive and most sacred church building in

california its construction strongly affirmed that the

church was now firmly entrenched
no longer need southern california church members be

concerned about establishing their identity through socialssociats
and stage productions these now become more a source of

notes of a conversation with arthur P wallace
1986 los angeles stake materials BYU
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fellowship thanhan identityi nowdent thei saintst ccm1dronldrouldcouldy 3thergatherather to

the house of the lord and gain an even more special identity
and unity with each other through performing eternal
ordinances for the living and the dead they could also
gather on the temple grounds as family friends ward

members and fellow saints and simply enjoy the spirit of

the imposing temple reaching heavenward taking their
thoughts with it

all this helped remind church members that having built
the temple they were obliged to work even harder than before

to fulfill the mission of the church thus the temple

became a blessing to member and non member alike as renewed

emphasis was given to that mission before long it was

clear that missionary work had increased temple and

genealogical work had increased and greater emphasis was

being placed on preparing the youth fortor temple marriage and

on preparing all the saints to enter the house of the lord

finally the temple provided an opportunity to participartica

pate more oftenotten in the sacred temple ceremonies that always

enhance the livesivesilves of the saints previously only a few

trips could be taken to the nearest temple each year but

now the saints could attend on a monthly even weekly

basis while the spirit is often overshadowed by the hustle
and bustle of everyday life fortor members to enhance their
spiritual lives a new source of spirituality and a new

means for building the kingdom was created with the comple
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tion of the los angeles temple with the varied oppor

tunitiestunittuni foriesles servicef associatedor with both building and

visiting the temple it is little wonder that the church in

southern california would experience a great rebirth of the

spiritspir it

ties
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AN ERA OF transition

the spiritual renaissance that came from anticipatanticipateantici
ing

pat

a temple in their midst began early among the los

angeles saints as donations of both time and money as well

as other evidences of deeper more wide spread commitment to

building the kingdom increased during the time the temple

was under construction stake members responded to a call
from president john M russon the result was a 50 percent

increase in fast offerings tithing donations also in

creased in spite of the many other contributions stake
members were asked to make these included donations to the

temple other building funds in the stake and an increased

welfare assessment resulting from the unprofitable nature of

the perris ranch

anticipating the completion of the temple stake

leaders also increased their emphasis on preparing fortor and

attending the temple in 1954 two years before the temple

was dedicated there were sixty one marriages in the stake

206
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and forty or 66 percent were temple marriages 1 this
represented a remarkable increase over a few years earlier
when 60 percent of the youth were marrying outside the

church and among the rest there were few temple marriages

meanwhilemeanwhi other events were taking place that would

have important and long lasting consequences for the saints
in the los angeles stake during the 1950 51 school year

ray L jones principal of the logan utah seminary was

appointed by the church educational system to introduce the

seminary program into the los angeles area after examining

all possibilities jones concluded that because of the

numerous after school activities the only time available
for seminary was before school he proposed therefore an

early morning seminary program even though such programs

had not been highly successful when they had been tried in

other places 2 interest was so great however that when

the school year began six classes were operating within the

boundaries of five different stakes two hundred students
were enrolled and an equally large number were anxious to

attend halfway through the year seven new classes were

added and enrollment exceeded 450

at the beginning of the following school year

twenty six early morning seminary classes were being taught

los angeles stake manuscript history 31 december
1954

hatterlatter day sentinel 5 january 1985 cowan the
church in the twentieth century ppap 249 251
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in various ward meetinghousesmeeting throughouthouses the los angeles

area the generally enthusiastic response to early morning

seminary assured church authorities of its viability and

eventually the program was introduced throughout the

church 3

on 13 january 1951 the beverly hills ward broke

ground for its new chapel located on ohio avenue on the

back portion of the temple property legrand richards
presiding bishop of the church was in town to attend the

los angeles stake conference and he turned the first
shovelful of dirt by coincidence the city of los angeles

had given approval for the building of the temple earlier
t hatthat week

the ground breaking ceremony marked the end of a

ten year struggle to obtain a chapel for beverly hills ward

it began in 1940 under the direction of bishop A eldon

rex when the bishopric asked permission to build on what

seemed the best location the property purchased for a

temple 4 the request was denied however for the brethren

in salt lake city felteltteltteiteit that to allow the ward to use that
property would give it an unfair advantage over others for

no other ward in the church shared property with a temple

for3forifor a more detailed look at the early morning
seminary program see orton more faith than fear ppap 199-
200

beverly4beverlyibeverly hills ward bishopric to the presiding
bishopric 17 december 1940 los angeles stake collection
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with the coming of world war 11II any thought of a

building for the beverly hills ward was put on hold

following the war however the new bishop marvin L

saunderssaunder continued to lookook for property in beverly hills
the geographical center of the ward when they approached

the city council about the possibilities of building a

chapel most members felt that there were enough churches in

the city already and they refused to give their support

the ward eventually turned its eyes back to the north end of

the temple lot and finally secured two acres of that land

from the church prior to the announcement of the building of

the temple

in 1949 C dean olson became bishop of beverly

hills ward and it was his responsibility to oversee the

chapelschapel constructionconstruct like the wilshire ward before it
however beverly hills ward faced a major problem in raising
funds as the church would pay only around 20 percent of the

cost of the building the ward tried many fund raising
projects such as fairs carnivals and dinners at the

beverly hills womens club however these fund raising

dinners proved less than successful as only a few hundred

C dean olson oral history interview by chad M

orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape los angeles stake
materials BYU

zatellelzatelleatelle sessions ward relief society president
later estimated that she cooked and served thousands of
meals as part of this effort zatelle sessions dictation
untranscribed audiotape los angeles stake materials
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dollars was raised at any one time those in charge soon

recognized that they were probably just spinning their
wheels

finally early in 1952 the ward took a different
approach by putting on a major theatrical production

arrangements were made for the university of utahs glee

club and mens chorus to perform during the break between

winter and spring quarters at the university of utah

bishop olson meanwhile arranged with charles P skouras a

fox western executive married to a member of the ward for

the ward to use one of his companyscompanascomp theatersanys the famous

carthay circle in beverly hills for the headline performer

bishop olson had arranged with a talent pool for a hollywood

star to appear

As the appointed time approached however no

headline had been obtained and bishop olson took it upon

himself to try to arrange for one he contacted the famous

comedian danny thomas about the possibility of helping his

church raise money for a new building in the gracious and

generous spirit for which he is still known thomas agreed

on 21 march 1952 the beverly hills ward presented an

evening at carthay circle with danny thomas as the

featured guest from ticket sales and advertising in the

isonolson oral history los angeles stake materials
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program over 20000 was raised for the building fund

from that tiretime on according to bishop olson money seemed

to flowlowflox in

members of the beverly hills ward donated not only

their means but also countless hours of labor toward

completing the chapel unfortunately however the chapel

was not completed without a tragedy on a monday morning in

november 1951 volunteers were pouring cement for the tower

when one of the gears to the platform richard hunter was

working on slipped and the pulley wheel went over the

restraining blocks sending him tumbling off hunter

landed on his elbow with such force that it pushed his

collar bone through his spinal cord severing a vertebrae in

his neck and leaving him a paraplegic
As work progressed on the chapel local leaders

decided that the name of the ward should be changed since

it would no longer be meeting in beverly hills on 13 july

1952 a special meeting was held at the stake center to

consider a new name and the name eventually chosen was

westwood ward 10110lloilo

ibid according to the church newsy the amount
raised wasws 11000 church news 2 april 1952

arthurbarthur wallace oral history interview by chad M

orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape los angeles stake
materials

other names considered were temple university
village and hilltop aliforniacalifornia I1intermountnt alnainer newsnewneysmount 5a
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on 11 september 1952 the westwood ward primary

began meeting in the unfinished building on 14 december

the ward used its chapel for the first time fortor sunday

meetings four months later on 12 april 1953 the westwood

ward chapel was dedicated by elder harold B lee of the

council of the twelve

the beverly hi hillswestwood1iswestwood ward was not the only

unit to change names or meeting places in this era on 12

january 1952 a branch for the deaf was organized in the

adams ward chapel and it became a unit of the los angeles

stake its beginnings however were during world war 11II

As the number of LDS deaf grew in los angeles

largely as a result of war time industries which could

employ the deaf in the noisy environment with a minimum of

discomfort a sunday school class for the deaf was organized

in 1941 seven people five members and two investigators
began attending but by november 1942 the number had grown

to over twenty five the silent class as it was called
soon became a permanent part of the vermont ward sunday

school and met in a specially built room in the vermont

chapel As the deaf population grew in the area joseph

evans and rhoda evans moulder were called by the south los

angeles stake presidency as missionaries to the deaf by

1946 the number enrolled in the class exceeded one hundred

As the silent class grew its members began to

express their hopes fortor a branch organization and a small

Hills Westwood
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chapel of their own initially they approached president

hugh C smith of the san fernando stake about the possibilpos

ity
sibil

of adding a deaf chapel onto the north hollywood chapel

then under construction eventually the matter was

referred to the first presidency of the church who sent

elder spencer W kimball of the council of the twelve to los

angeles to hold a conference with the deaf As a result
of this conference a committee composed of the local stake

presidents was asked to draw up recommendations for the

creation of a deaf branch after approval from church

headquarters the deaf branch was created as a unit of the

los angeles stake in january 1952 both because of its
central location and because of the support given to the

deaf by stake leaders and by wayne mcintire and ray jones

two prominent members of the stake who had a great interest
in the deaf providing a home fortor the deaf branch was seen

by president russon as one of the stakes major accomplish

ments in this period of time 12

joseph F evans father of the silent class was

sustained as branch president with joe F brandenburg first
counselor walter J huggins second counselor and carl E

torrell as clerk while evans and huggins could hear

brandenburg and torrell were deaf torrell was also a

church news 22 august 1951

russon questionnaire los angeles stake materials
BYU
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recent convert to the church having been taught the gospel

by members of the silent class with whom he worked

the first meeting was held the following week in a

building behind the adams ward chapel that had once served

as the bishopsshops storehouse meetings were scheduled at the

same time as the adams ward so that hearing children could

attend the adams ward sunday school

besides the westwood ward and the deaf branch

another unit made a change in meeting places during this
time beginning in march 1951 the labrea ward moved out of

the masonic temple on south arlington and returned to share

the stake center with the wilshireWllwil wardshire
in december 1953 a new LDS institute of religion

building adjacent to the USC campus was dedicated by elder
spencer W kimball of the council of the twelve located

just south of campus on the corner of mcclintock and 3gth36

street
th

the building also served as headquarters for the

seminary and institute system in southern california as the

social center fortor the institute program until other instiansti

tutesatutes were built at other area universities and finally as

the meeting place for the university of southern california
ward after it was created

some of the problems that confronted stake leaders

during the 1950s were reminders that the latter day saints

like everyone else lived in a secular world with all its
secular temptations and diversions one of these was the

A 14
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frequently recurring problem of juvenile delinquency which

surfaced again within the latter day saint community both

in the 1930s and 1940s the problem had at times become

quite severe in march 1935 for instance there were over

125 teenage members of the church in los angeles county

either on probation or being dealt with fortor delinquency an

average of over four per ward 13 left to their own initia
tives as to how to deal with such problems stake leaders

usually organized delinquency committees to work closely

with those in trouble and continued to emphasis youth

programs especially scouting

in the 1950s church leaders again became greatly

concerned over the number and seriousness of latter day

saint juvenile problems in 1954 lyman thompson a member

of the hollywood ward who worked for los angeles county at

juvenile hall reported that 166 LDS youth were being dealt

with by county officials the following year the number

increased to 244 l1 while most of the problems were m1norminorninormanor

in nature some were very serious and even included a

murder 10 even though most of the LDS youth involved were

not members of the los angeles stake stake leaders never

los angeles stake manuscript history 31 march
1935

los angeles stake manuscript history 25 march
1956

notes of a conversation between edward B nadle and
john M russon 1987 los angeles stake materials BYU
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thelesstheleus spent much of their time dealing with the problems

that existed and trying to prevent others

unlike previous times however the youth problems

of the 1950s were not imitedlimitedlimited to major urban areas such as

los angeles but were a source of concern throughout the

church the social changes taking place in the country

brought many of the youth into a spirit of rebellion against

traditional values and institutions and the latter day

saint youth were not unaffected As a result the efforts
of local leaders were combined with changes in the churchschurche
youth program to help combat trends toward juvenile delin
quency by giving the youth a greater sense of involvement in

the church and its activities
A significant change was made in the aaronic

priesthood program in 1954 when the presiding bishopric

announced that the age at which worthy boys could be

ordained to the office of teacher had been lowered from

fifteen to fourteen and the age for ordination to the

officeofflee of priest had been lowered from seventeen to sixteen

this action was taken it was explained because fourteen

year old boys were restless as deacons and did not wish to

be grouped with the younger boys the following year the

duty to god award was established as part of the boy scout

program and this distinctive honor recognized achievement

in religious activity as well as in scouting
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the MIA also responded by sponsoring more recreareccea

tionaldional and cultural programs in 1954 it began to sponsor

regional conferences in which the youth had opportunities to

participate in dance drama speech and music festivals
prior to this time such festivals had been held annually in

salt lake city the first of these regional conferences was

held in los angeles in august

the large numbers attending the conference created a

few problems for the city of los angeles the music

festival featured a chorus and orchestra of over fifteen
hundred more than the stage of the hollywood bowl could

hold without violating fire codes the fire marshall tried
unsuccessfully several times to limit the size of the choir

but finally gave up concluding oh hell the cormonsmormons

dont smoke anyway 1 at the sunday morning service the

handful of policemen on hand to direct traffic soon became

inadequate and reinforcements had to be called in the

conference however was a huge success so far as the church

was concerned and it established a pattern that continued

for several years

the stake also redoubled its efforts with respect to

the youth at stake conferences president russon spoke of

the need for love and of the necessity of demonstrating

affection in the home in order to combat juvenile delinquendelinquentdelin

wallace
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cy he also requested that family members meet together on

sunday afternoons in a form of family home evening and he

pledged that no stake or ward meetings would be held at that
time he also set aside the third friday of each month as

family recreation night when no stake or ward activities
would be held and urged families to use the time for

participating together in activities 17ILI

besides asking families to pay increased attention
to the needs of their own youth the stake undertook

additional means to help scouting was given renewed

emphasis in addition the stake created a softball diamond

in the vacant fieldleid behind the westwood ward chapel which

not only gave the youth another wholesome activity to

participate in but also prevented the emerson junior high

located next to the fieldleid from exercising eminent domain and

taking over the property

while great emphasis was placed upon the young men

who constituted the majority of the juvenile delinquency

problems the young ladies were not forgotten under the

direction of stake YWMIA president audrey snow the los

angeles stake sponsored personal improvement courses at the

stake center

in 1954 the church began what leaders hoped would

become a successful program for teaching the gospel to the

los angeles stake manuscript history 26 january
1958
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jews because of the large number of jews in los angeles

especially in the western portion of the los angeles stake
a pilot program was inaugurated there and it later spread

to other large cities with sizeable jewish populations

instrumental in establishing the program were legrand

richards who had become a member of the council of the

twelve and swimsuit designer rose marie reid a member of

the westwood ward

elder richards had always had a great love for the

jews and once told his father that if the church ever

undertook the work in earnest among the jews he would

certainly like to have a hand in it 18 As a result he

wrote a work entitled judahudah do you knowl but later at the

suggestion of rose marie reid changed the name to israel
do you know reid felt that the jews might not readily
understand the implications of the reference to judah

born and raised in alberta canada rose marie reid
showed an early talent for design following the death of

her husband she moved to los angeles and opened her famous

swimsuit company through her business in an industry

dominated by jews she naturally made many jewish friends

for an account of the churchschurche jewish mission see
arnold 11 green A survey of latter day saint proselyting
efforts to the jewish people masters thesis brigham
young universilyuniversityUniver 1967sily

legrand richards the dawning of israels day
provoproveprovo BYUBYI
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A descendant of orson hyde who in 1841 had dedicated the

land of palestine for the preaching of the gospel she had a

great personal interest in the jews and recalled that as a

young girl her father had often told her that during her

lifetime the jews would return to jerusalem all this led

to the development within her of a great desire to share her

religion with them

in 1953 sister reid met michael silver a jewish

accountant with whom she had business dealings and eve-
ntually she began to teach him the gospel when he asked for

literature however she hesitated for almost everything

written in the church had been written for christians she

felt that the jews could be appealed to more effectively
through literature designed especially with their background

and religion in mind she was delighted therefore to

learn from elder richards daughter of the book he was

writing and she was able to obtain a copy for michael

silver
following the publication of israel do you know in

1954 the moment that elder richards and sister reid were

waiting for arrived when the first presidency gave permisbermis

sion for the establishment of an experimental jewish

mission in cities with large jewish populations this
mission was to function without the use of full time

missionaries rather proselyting efforts were to be the

f or
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responsibility of church members already living in the

cities who would be called as part time missionaries
in november 1955 elder richards contacted president

russon and asked if he would organize and supervise a trial
jewish mission in los angeles 20 elder richards recommended

that two missionaries be called from each stake to work

specifically with the jews people fifteen people from six
stakes including rose marie reid herond N sheranianShe andranianrantan

J leland andersonandersen of the los angeles stake accepted such

calls A recent jewish convert jerome horowitz was also

recruited to help out in the los angeles jewish mission

before these missionaries could begin active
proselyting methods for teaching jews still had to be

developed for some time reid had been experimenting with

ways of presenting the gospel to her jewish friends and

both she and horowitz drew upon their experiences and wrote

suggested door approaches for the missionaries in addi

tion at the suggestion of legrand richards reid wrote a

sixty five page booklet entitled attention israelsrael as an

introduction to elder richards israel do you know these

publications served both as the primary literature to be

read by the jews and as the jewish missions plan for

teaching the gospel later reid wrote a detailed plan to

be used by the missionaries suggested plan for teachingTeach theincinz

los angeles stake manuscript history 17 november
1955
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gospel to the jewish people it was almost two hundred

pages long and included ten lessons for teaching the gospel

when sent to salt lake city however it failed to receive
church approval which left the jewish missionaries to

devise their own proselyting methods most continued to

rely upon the writings of rose marie reid which she

published at her own expense

according to one account even after several months

of the jewish mission virtually no missionaries had been

adequately trained little actual proselyting had been done

and few jewish persons were close to accepting mormonism

reasons for these problems included a general lack of

knowledge among the missionaries as well as differences of

opinion as to how the gospel should be presented to the

jews there was also the lingering question as to whether

it was proper at all to organize special proselyting

activity just for jews

during the summer of 1956 leo J muir was

appointed as coordinator of the jewish mission to raise

interest in the mission reid horowitz and muir began

speaking at the various wards in los angeles about jewish

proselyting activities by the end of the year the number

of missionaries serving in the mission had grown to nearly

fifty

green2green A survey of latter day saints proselyting
efforts p 74
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the mission continued to function until march 1959

henwhennhen the first presidency issued a statement that missionary

efforts directed specifically at the jewish community should

be discontinued 2212 while the jewish mission was not as

successful in bringing jewish converts into the church as

had been hoped it met at least with some success as nearly
two dozen jewish people were converted

los angeles stake meanwhile continued to face its
own internal challenges one of which was the unfortunately
low morale in labrea ward from the time of its creation

this ward had not done as wellwelweliwei asI1 stake leaders had hoped

and at least three problems seemed to be involved one was

a feeling prevalent among some members that it had been a

mistake to create the ward in the first place such

negativism cast a shadow over the ward from the beginning

for many who were assigned to attend refused to do so and

simply continued going to their old wards 23 the facttact that

the la cienega ward of the santa monica stake was closer for

many than were the meeting places of the labrea ward did not

help and some simply yielded to the temptation to attend
t here

los angeles stake manuscript history 226 april
1959
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another problem was that some members of the ward

began to feel almost as if they were merely step children of

the stake and that at least to some degree the ward was

being used as a pawn in dealing with stake problems when

certain changes were made in ward boundaries for example

some members complained that stake leaders were simply

gerrymandering in order to locate leaders or to keep a good

balance in other wards when attendance at the arlington
ward exceeded capacity for instance portions of that ward

were transferred to labrea later however after many

members refused to attend labrea because the arlington ward

chapel was closer this section was transferred back soon

afterward merlin sant who lived in the area in question

was made bishop of arlington ward 24 although the stake

presidency clearly explained why the action was taken there
were those who believed that the transfer had taken place

only so that sant could be the new bishop 70

in addition after 1951952 the labrea ward was the only

ward in the stake without a chapel consideration had been

given to the possibility vfof building olieoneoile and a site had

been selected but when it became clear that city zoning

could not be changed to accommodate the chapel the plans

california intermountain news 22 september 1953
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were abandoned 2021 the labrea ward thus became a permanent

resident of the wilshire chapel but some ward members felt
discriminated against because they did not have their own

A third problem was the fact that almost from the

beginning the vitality of the ward was gradually sapped as

many families especially young families began moving out

of the ward and few moved in to replace them 2721 these

families were joining the white flight to the suburbs

which was occurring not just in los angeles but in most

major american cities the problem was both social and

economic and reflected a major crisis in american race

relations as well as in american urban development As

black families began moving into formerly all white neigh

borhoodsrhoodsbo racial bias induced many whites to move out often

selling their property at less than market value this
resulted in dramatic drops in property values and as whites

who may not have otherwise moved saw economic disaster on

the horizon they also put their property up for sale this
only provided more opportunity for the usually less affluent
blacks to move into the vacuum and the cycle continued in

neighborhood after neighborhood

the effect on the church was foreseeable As blacks

began moving into the boundaries of labrea ward many

members not immune from the prejudices of the day began

ibid
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moving out and ward membership declined dramatically
between january 1954 and may 1955 it dropped from 650 to

430 part of the problem of course was the fact that at

the time blacks were not allowed to receive the priesthood

and its accompanying blessings and this fact alone made

members reluctant to allow their children to associate with

other young people who would not eventually be eligible to

marry in the temple church policy even prohibited active
proselyting among blacks which provided little incentive

for blacks themselves to investigate the church though if
any inquired concerning the gospel they could be taught

though all this would change later the reality of the time

was that white flight was creating an administrative

disaster so far as labrea ward was concerned

while labrea ward was the hardest hit it was not

the only ward in the stake affected by racial and other

issues with changes in the inner city resulting not only

from the growing black population but also through expanding

industrialization young couples began settling in more

outlying areas such as within the boundaries of westwood

ward As a result of a series of housing acts passed by

congress new housing was available within the ward which

required little or no down payment unlike older homes in

some of the more well established areas all this only

helped hasten the decline of church membership in the older

parts of the city most los angeles wards therefore
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except the westwood ward and the deaf branch had been

losing membership for several years and between 1950 1955

total membership in the stake declined by over six hundred

from 5000 to 4400

because so many young families were leaving the

social structure of the wards also began to change in 1950

there were only twenty one aaronic priesthood holders in the

wilshire ward among a total membership of over one thousand

in the adams ward there were only fourteen aaronic priest
hood holders this reflected the fact that in these wards

as in labrea and arlington there was a preponderance of

older members especially widows there was also a shortage

of melchizedek priesthood in the stake as 60 percent of the

families had no melchizedek priesthood holder in the home a

statistic that reflected not only the growing number of

widows but also the consequence of so many marriages outside

the faith this not only left many families without the

blessing of the priesthood but it also had a potentially
devastating effect upon the potential for leadership in the

wards and the ward teaching program

since 1950 stake leaders had done their best to deal

with these problems by occasionally realigning boundaries in

order to help the wards remain viable no sooner was one

problem solved however than others arose and it became

apparent to president russon and his counselorscounselor that these

frequent h9nge were disruptive to thethtaht smooth functioning
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of the wards consequentlyconsequent theyhey decideddec thathatI1 aded majort

reorganization of the stake was needed in order to alleviate
the need for so many future changes

in april 1955 a survey was conducted to determine

exactly where stake members lived and what changes in ward

boundaries would be needed to best keep the wards function
ing and properly staffed and to ensure that each ward had

adequate melchizedek priesthood 2 As a result stake

leaders determined that the best way to reach this goal was

to dissolve labrea ward distribute its four hundred members

to surrounding wards and change the boundaries between the

remaining wards in the eastern part of the stake at the

same time the increase in population of the westwood ward

to over eleven hundred along with an adequate number of

melchizedek priesthood holders allowed fortor the division of

that ward

near the end of may the stake presidency submitted

their recommendations to the first presidency who approved

their recommended changes 2 president russon then called
an unprecedented meeting of stake members to be held at the

stake center on 3 july 1955

los angeles stake manuscript history 13 april
1955
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ffirst place and continued to think so through the years

their trials had created such a special unity among them

that even the thought of being split up among adjacent wards

was distasteful nevertheless the labrea ward was disband

ed and its members residing south of adams boulevard became

part of the arlington ward while those north of adams were

assigned to th wilshire ward

john M russon notes fortor talk given 3 july 1955
los angeles stake collection

cannon oral history los angeles stake materials
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president russon told the stake members gathered for

this special meeting that changes in boundaries must be made

from time to time mentioning the shifting population and

the influx of blacks into portions of the stake as major

contributing factors 30 he then announced a complete

reshufflingshufflingre of boundaries the most important changes were

the dissolution of the labrea ward and the creation of the

westwood second ward in addition portions of the holly
wood ward went to adams hollywood and wilshire wards

exchanged selected areas and a portion of arlington was

made part of the adams ward

when the dissolution of the labrea ward was present

ed and the membership of the ward was called upon to sustain
the stake presidency in this matter about seventy five
members stood in the negative 31 even though some of them

had feltfeit thathat thet creationcreatlonhe ofcreat thei wardon was a mistake in the
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the westwood ward was divided at santa monica

boulevard with the westwood first ward north of that line
and the westwood second ward south of it william F

jackson was released as bishop of the first ward to become

bishop of the second ward arvo van alstyne became the new

bishop of the first ward except for the deaf branch the

westwood second ward was the smallest unit in the stake

with 520 members and next to it was the westwood ward with

about 580 with the temple and the UCLA medical center

under construction however and with this being one of the

few areas with undeveloped land the area covered by these

wards was seen as the only part of the stake where substansubstant

tiai growth was still possible the wilshire ward was now

the largest unit in the stake with membership in excess of

nine hundred each of these changes were effective as of 17

july 1955

by october 1955 it became apparent to the stake

presidency that having a temple within the stake presented a

golden opportunity for missionary work in the area to

emphasize this president russon released four high counci

lors living near the temple to serve stake missions 32 this
emphasis on missionary work paid dividends as eighty six
converts were made in the los angeles stake mission during

the first nine months of 1956

california intermountain news 22262 october 1955
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the los angeles stake presidency was also concerned

about the spiritual well being of the many college and

university students within its boundaries following the

dedication of the new institute building at the university
of southern california sunday services began to be held in

its chapel and students living near the campus were free to

attend eitherelther thesehese meetingsmeet ori thengs adams ward with

experience however stake leaders saw that such an arrange

ment was unsatisfactory for many students were becoming

neither fish nor fowl shifting between the two units and

not developing a feeling of responsibility toward either
the lack of ties to any one ward was reflected in low

tithing and fast offerings and in a lack of concernconcer among

many students for the inactive latter day saints on campus

at the time there were 204 LDS students at USC and

since many of themhem were married the number of peoplepeoplpeohl tied
to the university was much larger although USC is a

commuter school and many of its students come from some

distance to attend classes sixty students lived within

walking distance of the campus when their families were

counted approximately one hundred young people were close

at hand and stake leaders felt this was enough to justify
the organization of a campus branch of the church

after much consideration therefore the stake

presidency determined that the needsne ofe studenttudehtsds at the

university of southern california could best be served by

calif ornia
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their own branch and in january 1957 wrote the first
presidency of the church about such a possibility 33 the

recommendation was favorably considered and the stake was

given authority to createcreat a ward rather thanhan a branch if
that seemed best 34

on 17 march 1957 a ward was established for students
at the university of southern california it was named the

university ward and melvin keller a member of the USC

dental school faculty was sustained as the firs ll hop

during the early years membership in the ward averaged

around 150 200

for the students the organization of the ward meant

many things demands on their time were extremely heavy so

married couples especially found great strength and

comfort in the new ward through their close association with

others who were experiencing similar academic pressures and

financial struggles some felt that other church members

may not have fully understood their special problems and

the understanding of the university ward leaders as well as

supportive stake leadersleader helped all of them feel closer to

the church their social lives too were enhanced through

ward activities geared especially to their needs

los angeles stake presidency to first presidency
8 january 1957 los angeles stake collection

henry34henry D moyle to john M russon 19 february
1957 los angeles stake collection
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in addition the intellectual lives of students were

enhanced as they found that their testimonies and faith were

not drawn into question just because they wanted to discuss

in some detail some of the new ideas they were being exposed

to as frequently had been the case in other wards because

he was associating with people in similar circumstances one

ward member felt the lord had answered his prayers and made

a place for him in his church 3011

by 1958 the shifting population of the stake had

again become a problem although the stake population had

fallen by only fifty six since 1955 the population of the

adams ward had fallen by more than 250 and ward membership

stood at less than 450 average family size was less than

1.616 as many members were single andor elderly
the downward trend in the adams ward was not likely

to reverse itself for the residential area in the ward was

fast becoming blighted through increasing industrial and

commercial development this had been spurred by the

beginning of the construction of the interstate highway

system in 1956 including the harbor freeway which ran near

the adams ward chapelchape and cut the chapelchape off from the major

residential portions of the city As business and industry

moved into the area families moved out and ward membership

declined making it increasingly difficult to staff the ward

notes of a conversation with james B alienallenailen 1987
los angeles stake materials
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and conduct all ward programs adequately in addition the
growing black population in the area resulted in the same

white flight experienced as in the labrea ward

adams was not the only ward undergoing changes

both the wilshire and arlington wards were also losing
membership primarily through white flight but also
because of industrialization the makeup of the hollywood

ward was also changing but its problems resulted from an

apartment building boom within its boundaries that caused

its population to mushroom the nature of the new arrivals
howeverglolio waswever different from those in other wards for many

of them were star struck singles who were attracted to the

romance associated with hollywood the makeup and stability
of the ward was changing then for apartment living gave no

real tic to the area and the ward was becoming highly

transient and somewhat unwieldy for one bishop to manage

As business and industry accompanied the freeways

into the area around the adams ward property value jumped

and as early as 1956 the church received lucrative offers

for the adams ward property 3020 although stake leaders saw

that the demise of the ward was imminent they felt it
premature to sell at that time and declined the offers
even if the ward was disbanded the location was ideal for

the deaf branch which shared the property for it was near

los angeles stake presidency to A M foutalnefoutainefountaineFouFout 13alnetaineaine
november 1956 los angeles stake collection
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the freeways and the branchsbrancesbranc membershiphs came from the

entire los angeles area branch membership moreover was

growing thus the adams property appeared to have continucontina
ing value to the church even itif the adams ward were

d isbandeddisbandedbandeddisbandedis

As the area around the adams chapel became more

commercialized however the desirability of holding that
property for church use diminished when lucrative offers
to purchase the property came again early in 1958 stake

leaders gave them more serious consideration they were

faced with the inevitable conclusion that the adams ward

must soon be disbanded that the stately old chapel was not

essential fortor church use and that in the long run the

best use of the property was for commercial purposes 37

such a decision was not to be made lightly however

for the adams ward had been the mother ward in california
and its chapel had served as a landmark for forty three
years this tradition weighed heavily on many ward and

stake members and considerable emotion was attached to it

nevertheless recognizing that the arlington hollywood and

wilshire wards could use the increased membership that would

result from dissolving the adams ward and that the church

would benefit economically by selling the adams property

the stake presidency recommended all of this to the first

cjillforniaalrca1tornia I1 nt ermuuntaermoermu iuntaonta n newsnewnensnen 4 december 1958
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presidency 38 in november 1958 the first presidency and

quorum of the twelve gave their approval to disbanding the
adams ward and disposing of its chapel 3

an agreement was reached with the lightollerLight

corporation
olier

and within a very short time a branch of the

united bank of california was built on part of the property

originally some long term leases were involved but even

tuallydually all the property was disposed of part of the

stakes share of the transaction was used fortor building an

addition onto the wilshire ward chapel for the deaf

branch

A special meeting was called at the stake center for

30 november 1958 at which time the approved changes were

presented to stake members president russon began by

los angeles stake presidency to first presidency
20 october 1958 los angeles stake collection the decision
to sell the property next to the chapel had been made by
early 1958 as it was in escrow by april 1958

although the official letter from the first
presidency giving approval for the disbanding of the ward
and the selling of the chapel is dated 2 december 1958 two
days after the ward was disbanded stake leaders had
apparently received verbal clearance before undertaking such
an important step

the churchschurchchurche portion became the basis for further
transaction with the lightolierlightollerLight corporationolier through which
the church was able to obtain the property on which the salt
palace was built in saltaltsaitait lake city russon oral history
p 11
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telling those present that this was in reality a continua

tion of the special meeting which had been held in 1955 41411

the first order of business was presenting to the

congregation for its sustaining vote the dissolution of the

adams ward after thirty five years of active lifeilfe plus a

history dating back to the organization of the los angeles

branch in 1895 the proposal was approved but the adams

ward left behind a legacy that has extended throughout

southern california in a sense adams ward gave birth to

almost all the wards within the los angeles area and they

became a magnificent progeny

the membership of the adams ward was transferred to

other wards with 120 members going to the arlington ward

260 to the wilshire ward and sixty to the hollywood ward

in addition 1201210 members were transferred from wilshire to

hollywood most of whom had been transferred to wilshire in

1955

the announcement then was made that the hollywood

ward would be divided along a more or less east west line
principally along normandie avenue those residing west of

the line were members of the hollywood ward with sullivan
C richardson as bishop those east of the line became

members of the hollywood second ward with edward C nadle

as b ishopbishop

john M russon proposals to the membership of
the los angeles stake los angeles stake collection
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finally president russon announced the selling of

the adams property although most members knew that the

sale of the building was inevitable few were untouched by

the announcement this after all was the first chapel

erected in southern california and the second built in

california within the building the firstirstarst stake in a major

metropolitan area was created as was hollywood stake

forerunner of the present los angeles california stake

during the early days of the church in los angeles this
chapel was one of the first places new arrivals from utah

would seek out here many couples met for the first time

many church stalwartsstal werewarts baptized and instructed in the

gospel and it was not uncommon to hear a sermon from the

president of the church or another general authority or to

meet such leaders informally in the chapelschapel hallways it
was known in los angeles as a monument to mormonism and

most deservedly so

selling the adams chapel and disbanding the adams

ward exemplified more than anything else the transition that
was taking place in the los angeles stake at the same time

that stake leaders were making changes in order to assure

the viability of thethu remaining wards their actions were

also destroying two of their strongest links to the past

in some ways both the adams ward and its chapel epitomized

the early twentieth century white anglo saxon church

deeply intertwined with utah mormonism their demise

12 3 8
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epitomized the fact that mormonism was no longer a utah

church but a church for all people and that it must relate
to its surroundings if it is to remain viable in 1958 the

actions taken by the stake presidency were necessary to

maintain the churchschurche vitality but they were also partly
influenced by both national and church policy toward the

black minority As time has passed however and racial
views and practices have changed members of the los angeles

stake have adopted new policies in order to fulfill their
stewardship regarding all the inhabitants of los angeles

the month following the closing of the adams ward

the stake presidency wrote the first presidency for permisbermis

sion to organize a ward at UCLA 4212 such action had been

delayed to determine how the program would work at USC and

also because the membership at UCLA was smaller than at USC

in addition the students at UCLA did not have their own

building but shared the universitys religious conference

cent er

on 11 january 1959 a special meeting of UCLA

students and their families was held at the westwood ward

chapel the organization of the new university UCLA ward

was approved and arvo van alstyne assistant dean of the

UCLA law school was sustained as bishop

L s angeles stake presidencypre to311lency first presidency
9 december 1958 los angeles stake collection the reply to
this letter is found in stephen L richards to john M

russon 18 december 1958 los angeles stake collection
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more children per capita than any other ward in the stake

within a year of its creation however almost half of the

ward was comprised of single students as the married ones

had finished their schooling and single students were more

seriously considering UCLA for undergraduate studies 43

As a result of all these changes a great measure of

stability was brought to the stake for over a decade no

major changes were undertaken outside the establishment of a

spanish branch in 1966 occasionally boundary changes

would be made such as when seventy members were transferred
from the westwood ward to the hollywood ward in 1961

these however were minor as compared with the major

changes that took place in the stake between 1955 and 1959

on 12 june 1962 president russon read to the high

council the official notice of hisMS release as president of

the los angeles stake and his new call as president of the

swisswiss mission during his thirteen years as stake presi

dent the stake had undergone a tremendous transition his

administration witnessed the end of ailanaliall era of church

stability in los angeles and the beginning of a new era

UCLA ward annual ward conference reports 1960
196219621 los angeles stake collection
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almost all of the students attending UCLA at this
time were enrolled in graduate programs or professional
schools and were therefore old enough to be married and

have children at its creation in t he
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brought about largely by changing demographics in the city
although two wards had been disbanded the number of units
in the stake had increased to nine with the creationcreatlon of the

hollywood second university university UCLA and westwood

second wards and the addition of the deaf branch

in spite of the many changes president russon had

skillfully led the stake through times that were trying to

most itof its members and had helped these members to grow

spiritually in the process although he would be half a

world away when the issues which were just beginning during

his presidency were brought to a head liehelleile had helped bring

to the presidency the man best suited to help the stake face

its continuing challenges

2 4 1
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CHAPTER 10

A STAKE FOR ALL PEOPLE

the decade of the 1950s1960s was characterized in america

by prosperity and conservatism having done without for so

long because of the great depression and a worldwideworld wide war

americans lost muchouch of their prewarpre tastewar for activismact andlvisa
change and settled down to enjoy the good life there were

still those who saw a need for reform however and some

important steps were taken especially in the area of civil
r bightsightsrights

in its 1954 brown v board of education decision

the supreme court struck down the doctrine of seperateperateseparatese but

equal and began the process of breaking down legal segrega-

tion throughout the united states the following year when

rosa parks a black seamstress was arrested in montgomery

alabama for refusing to give her seat on a city bus to a

white man the outraged black community began a boycott of

city transportation led by the reverend martin luther king

in addition the number of blacks moving from the south and

settling in major urban areas approached record numbers

instead of bettering themselves economically as they had

242
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hoped however they found themselves caught in a web of

poverty and the victims of prejudice and discrimination
the breaking down of racial barriers was slow in coming and

the reformers of the 1950s were disappointed as they failed
to gather the wide support for which they hoped

in the 1960s however more rapid changes took place

with respect to the rights of blacks and other minorities
while many americans were appalled even frightened at the

prospect of change most citizens became much more positive
toward the idea of eliminating racial inequality As black

leaders adopted passive resistance and nonviolentnon answersviolent
to discrimination the nations political leaders were

stirred to legislative action against many historic wrongs

unfortunately their best efforts could not produce jobs or

equality in housing nor could they eliminate the prejudice

that was still widespread by 1965 therefore many young

blacks frustrated by the inequalities of the system were

turning towards militancy and aggressive defiance the

tragic result was racial riots over the next several years

in many of the nations larger ghettos

not only were young blacks finding themselves

disillusioned with their world but so also were many white

youth they questioned societyssocie traditionaltys values and

institutions contrasting the affluence of their parents

with the poverty around them what seemed like selfishness
and complacency in the older generation led some young
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people to search for new traditions and values youth of

the beat generation as it came to be known gathered to
large cities where they shared their rebellion and contempt

for middleriddlemiddiewiddlewiddie class values through a counter culture character
izediced by rock music a lifestylelife thatstyle rejected material
possesionspossessionspos andsesions a mannerbannerwanner of dress that included tattered
clothes sandals beads and long hair

As the 1960s began serious international tensions
were also causing divisions at home fears of an expanding

red menace for example led president john F kennedy to

send military aid and advisors to support the government of

south vietnam in its fight with communist opposition forces
by 1962 there were over sixteen thousand americans fighting

in vietnam two years later student protest movements

began on the nations university and college campuses

largely as a response to american involvement in vietnam

the war continued to escalate and by 1965 the nation was

deeply divided over the morality of its invovlement in the

conflict
the church could hardly escape the problems of the

1960s and part of its response to the challenges was the

establishment of priesthood correlation which included a

renewed emphasis upon the home teaching and family home

evening programs on the local level the los angeles stake

and its members were especially vulnerable to the effects of

these problems because it was part of a large metropolitan
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area that already had problems such as those relating to

race and poverty its challenges were only magnified as

tensions in los angeles flared and as discontented youth

from around the nation poured into the area seeking refuge

and like minded companionship the stake needed strong

leadership in these times of stress and change and in the

minds of the members it was never more evident that the lord
had prepared the right men and women for the needs of the

day fully aware of the new problems and challenges of

their times these leaders faced them with courage inspira-

tion and imagination concentrating more on the needs of

the people than on maintaining traditional programs and

procedures

in 1962 arvo van alstyne a member of the UCLA law

facutlycutlyfa became president of the los angeles stake in a

sense he symbolized some aspects of the new age for unlike

previous stake leaders he was not from the mountain west or

from a family steeped in the LDS tradition born and raised
in new york city he was converted to the church along with

hisbis family by ernest L wilkinson later president of

brigham young university after graduating from yale he

served during world war II11 as a military flight instructor
stationed in san francisco where he met his wife ruth a

native of california his limited contact with the church

during the war years lead him into inactivity after the

war he returned to yale where he attended law school
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following graduation he turned down several offers of

employementenployenentemploy inement the east inclulding one from wilkinsonsWilkin newsons
york law office accepted a position in southern california
and moved to hollywood

when wilkinson learned of this and wrote john M

russon then bishop of hollywood ward asking himhiahis to be on

the lookout for the van alstynesstynesAl the van alstynesstynesAl

meanwhile determined they needed a church and decided to

give his a try first they looked up the hollywood ward

and bishop russon and the ward members welcomed them with

open arms arvo quickly became active again and ruth was

baptized bishop russon feeling that there was no better
way to learn church government than as the ward clerk

called van alstyne to that position 1 when van alstyne

accepted a position on the law faculty at UCLA the family

moved into the westwood ward where he served as bishop of

both the westwood and UCLA wards

in june 1962 while president russon was preparing

to leave for the swiss german mission arvo van alstyne was

finalizing preperationspreparations for a summer that included a

teaching assignment in san francisco followed by one in

salzburg austria A week before the quarterly stake

conference elder mark E petersen arrived in los angeles to

interview possible candidates for stake president follow

john K carmack oral history interviewinvervlewinverviewinver byview chad M

orton 1986 typescript p 5 the james moyle oral history
program LDS church archives
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ing his interview with elder petersen van alstyne became

concerned enough about the possibility that he wightrightmight be

called that he wrote a brief or memorandum for elder
petersen explaining why he could not be stake president he

then left for san francisco a few days before the scheduled

conference As john carmack later observed however his

brief only served as further evidence that arvo van alstyne
was the man the lord had prepared to lead the stake at this
time for he was not only worthy and capable but also so

well reasoned 82 As final preperatlonspreperationspreparations were being madecadeaadewade for

stake conference elder petersen reached van alstyne in the

bay area and asked him to return for the lord needed him as

the stake president this he did while his family remained

in san francisco
on 24 june 1962 arvo van alstyne was unanimously

sustained as president of the los angeles stake with edward

A nadle and winfield Q cannon as his counselors follow

ing the conference he returned to san francisco and then

headed for salzburg nadle a chicago native who joined the

church after moving to los angeles was the virtual stake

president while the van alstynesstynesAl were in europe that
summer 32 after a little over a year in the stake presi-
dency nadle was called as a mission president winfleldwinfield

p 4
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cannon then became irstfirstarst counselor and merlin sant was set
apart as second counselor

because he was neither a life long member of the

church nor steeped in the traditions of the stake president
van alstyne was able to bring a perspective to his callings
that many could not he knew what it was like to be an

outsider who had been given a chance and was accepted on an

equal basis by the majority and he was willing to give all
that same opportunity his legacy to the stake was not in

chapels built or wards created for there were none

rather it consisted in the attitude he helped instill in

stake mambersaambersgambers that all men and women are gods children

his strong views concerning the rights of individuals

largely a result of his training as a constitutional lawyer

had an important influence upon future leaders who were

responsible for shaping the direction of the stake as it
became in reality a stake for all people 4

one way president van alstyne began slowly to make

changes was in filling stake leadership positions while he

continued to use men well established in the church he did

not use them exclusively rather he gave people of

different ages backgrounds and economic status the

opportunity of serving in prominent positions for example

he called to the high council men in their late twenties and

early thirties this may have lowered the prestige of the

ibld41bid
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high council in the windsbindsminds of some members but it gave

valuable training to future leaders such as john K carmack

and william W tanner who would use that training over the

next twenty years as they served in the stake presidency

in addition the diversity in president van alstynesstynesAl

appointments gave the stake presidency the benefit of a wide

range of viewpoints

president van alstyne was the perfect leader for the

stake during the years of unrest in the early 1960s for he

was level headed knowledgeable committed to the church

and highly regarded by all groups he also understood the

changing situation in los angeles and quietly but with

courage he was willing to take whatever action was neces-

sary he worried little about what effect change would have

on the traditional nature of the stake but rejoiced in the

advances that were being made toward making it a stake for

all people

meanwhile other significant developments were

taking place in the stake at the same conference in which

president van alstyne was sustained a new annex to the

wilshire ward was dedicated as a home for the southern

california branch for the deaf during the afternoon ses

sion

p 5

losaloselos angeles stake manuscript history 24 june 1962
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As an alternative to the counter culture spreading
throughout america stake and ward leaders sought ways to
provide members with more and better opportunities to both

participate in and see fine cultural events As a result
almost all the wards in the stake produced outstanding

dramas with the wilshire wards summer productions in the

early 1960s of such broadway musical hits as meet me in st

louis and oklahoma deserving particular note

not only did these plays provide notable cultural
experiences but they also helped unify ward members in a

common goal and they provided activities for the many

transient LDS youth who came to los angeles seeking summer

employment even though they were not regular members of

the ward or stake ward leaders were as much concerned with

them as with any other church members they also recognized

the merits of summer theatrical productions for they not

only made use of the talent already available in the ward

but also gave the young transients a full worthwhile fun

packed summer where they could sing dance act build sets
make costumes work lighting and sound equipment and

generally become involved in the ward

in the spring of 1965 president van alystnealystene faced a

challenging dilemma when he was approached by stanford
university about serving as a visiting professor in its law

tor7forifor a more detailed account of the wilshire ward
productions see orton more faith thanihan fear ppap 237 238
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school for the 196566 school year since this was one of

the top law schools in the country he recognized that the

invitation was both a great honor and a potential help to

his professional career at the same time he felt deeply

his commitment to the lord as well as to the members of his

stake and he had been stake president for only three years

unsure of what to do he made arrangements to discuss the

matter with president david 0 mckay

after hearing the story president mckay had only

one question Is there adequate leadership in the stake if
you should go president van alstyne later recounted that
as soon as the question was asked the strong face of

winfield cannon came into his mind and without mentioning

whose face he had seen he simply replied yes there is

then I1 think you should go to stanford president mckay

immediately responded we will replace you

at the june 1965 los angeles stake conference

winfield Q cannon was called as the new stake president
president van alstynesstynesAl initial inspiration has been

confirmed president cannon selected as his counselors

merlin W sant and john K carmack

winfield Q cannon was born in rotterdam holland

where his father sylvester Q cannon was serving his

second term as president of the netherlands belgium mission

after the familysfam returnilys to salt lake city winfield grew

carmackocarmackarmackscarmack oral history p 8
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up there attended the university of utah served for thirty
months in the swiss german mission and then went to utah

state university where he graduated with a degree in civil
engineering while attending utah state he met his wife

wanda parkinson and they were married in the salt lake
temple in 1932

it was not long before the cannons joined thousands

of other saints who were migrating to california because of

the great depression and they settled initially in the

hollywood ward As their family grew they moved from one

place to another in the hollywood area before eventually

purchasing a home in the wilshire ward they became members

of the labrea ward when it was created and cannon served as

its last bishop

the new stake presidency continued the enlightened

attitudes and policies of president van alstynesstynesAl adminadain

istration the complexion of the stake had already begun to

change as minorities especially hispanics and koreans

began moving more rapidly into its boundaries president

cannon and his counselors believed not only that saints in

these minority groups should be taught the gospel in the

language they prayed in but also that special organizations

should be created for them to help meet their needs the

stake presidency therefore initiated various special
programs to help these minorities find their places in the

LDS community A spanish branch and a korean sunday school
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dependent on the wilshireWllwil wardshire were organized within a year

after cannon became stake president in addition programs

were started to help meet the needs of the increasing number

of unmarried adults in the stake

within two months of the installation of the new

stake presidency the racial tensions and frustrations that
had been smoldering among the black youth of the nations
ghettos erupted in riots and other violence that continued

in the cities of the nation for several summers in august

1965 in los angeles riots were touched off in the watts

area that lasted for several days and resulted in mass

destruction and looting of property even though the riots
and racial difficulties were centered outside los angeles

stake boundaries they were not just a fringe worry but had

a direct effect upon the stake and its members in many ways

bert scoll for example a member of the high council was

watching television when news of the watts riot broke As

he sat there he suddenly saw pictures of his own medical

clinic which had just been fire bombed and realized that
he was watching the destruction of his own property even as

it was happening 9

the animosity of many blacks in the ghettos was

directed not only at whites but also at times against

other blacks especially those who had become economically

williamowilliam W tanner oral history interview by chad
M orton 1986 rough transcript p 31 the james moyle
oral history program LDS church archives
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successful and hadbad migrated out of the ghetto those who

lived near the wilshire ward tended to be in this class and

a black congregation had purchased a church across fromifrom the

wilshire ward these people were therefore possible tragetstrageta
of violence and a curfew imposed by the city extended to

the area around the stake center all this resulted in the

cancellation of all wilshire ward meetings during the period

of the riots and for some time afterwards no meetings could

be held at night following one sunday morning high council

meeting stake leaders felt the ominous implications of the

times as they had to pass by the national guard and its
armored vehicles on their way home slo10110

the watts riot brought turmoil and stress to all of

los angeles and because of its policy against giving the

priesthood to blacks the church found itself the object of

some hate and bitterness As a result some of its build

ings were not safe one night several people were caught

trying to break into the temple ax22 threats were made

against the USC institute and it did not make local church

members feel any better that the headquarters of the

militant black panthers were located on the corner of

vermont and exposition just three blocks from the instdinst

ituteitule around each of the threatened buildings therefore
security was enhanced even after the curfew was lifted

ibidbid
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church members were afraid to go to the wilshireWils wardhirebire for

meetings especially at night because of continuing

animositites consequently almost all meetings in the

building were held during daylight hours 12

during the presidency of winfield cannon the vietnam

war escalated bringing several related problems to the

stake the war became a deeply emotional political issue
and as with the rest of the nation stake members were

divided and unfortuateunfortunate tensions were created among some of

them in addition the number of young men eligible for the

draft who could serve on missions was limited by church

agreement with selective service officials to one per ward

this placed a terrible burden on the shoulders of stake and

ward leaders who had to make the final decision as to who

could go and who could not go at the same time limiting

the number who could fulfill missions also resulted in a

decrease in the number of missionaries in the field
including in the california mission and this only increased

the responsibility of local units for missionary work 1312

it was during president cannons administration that

the hippie movement moved into full swing and the los

angeles stake was not immune from its consequences As

young people began to wear long hair beads and headbandsheadlandshead

and

bands

began to speak differently some members publicly

ibid
cannon oral history untranscribed
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expressed their strong disapproval while some felt that it
was best to try to understand the movement others were

aghast and felt that anyone who seemed to show any sympathy

for the youthful counter culture was spiritually disloyal

it appears however that most stake members steered a

middle course recognizing that it was partly a fad that
would pass and that most of those involved were trying to

express their individuality and reassess their roles in

life stake leaders also recognized that simply choosing to

dress differently or to listen to different music was not

necessarily contrary to gods commandments and that those

involved were still people who needed ministers they took

the position that it was possible to make room for a number

of points of view and that it was not wise to creat issues

that did not really exist rather they tried to take

advantage of the great talent and testimony exhibited by

people of differing points of view the integrity of the

church as an institution had to be maintained however and

when it came to more important questions such as the use of

drugs or premarital sex things clearly contrary to the

commandments of god stake leaders stood firm 24142

in

4

addition to the famous haight asbury district of

san francisco and greenwich village of new york city
another gathering place for hippies was in hollywood

along sunset boulevard and in the canyons many latter day

carmack oral history ppap IT17 19
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saint youths caught up in the movement left home often

without telling their parents where they were going and

presumably went to the hippie pads in the hollywood area

stake leaders often relievedreclevedrecievedclevedrereci teneved to fifteen contacts a month

from concerned parents asking for help in locating their
childrenlIdrench XB115515

on 16 june 1968 at a stake conference attended by

elder mark E petersen of the council of the twelve and

elder franklin D richards of the first quorum of seventy

president cannon was released because he had been called to

preside over the west german mission at the same meeting

merlin W sant was sustained as the new stake president
president sant had been a long time resident of the

los angeles stake having come with his family from idaho in

1920 from 1923 1925 he served a mission in the nether

lands and upon his return he married edna west by

profession he owned and operated a construction company at

the time of his call to lead the stake he was a youthful

sixty four years old and still included waterskiingwater amongskiing

his favorite activities not unlike his predecessors

president sant was not afraid to break with tradition and he

was willing to address the problems of the stake in a

straight forward manner some of the changes he worked hard

the major responsibility for trying to locate run-
away latter day saint youth felltellfeilfeli upon the hollywood ward
bishop farrell miles in whose boundaries most of the

padspads were located winfield Q cannon dictation rough
transcript p 14 los angeles stake materials
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for however would not be realized until years after his

release
when it came to selecting counselors elder petersen

admonished the new president to consider younger men who

might be trained eventually to lead the stake sant

following elder petersenspetersonsPeter advisesens selected john K carmack

and william W tanner both young men in their thirties who

would later serve as stake presidents
prior to 1968 the work was conducted solely by

members of the deaf branch largely because church policy

prohibited extending mission calls to those with severe

hearing problems in 1968 however the policy was changed

and the first deaf missionaries in the church were called in

connection with the los angeles deaf branch initially
eight full time missionaries were assigned to los angeles

five of whom were hearing imparedparedimpairedim for at least two their
calls came in fulfillment of patriarchal blessings which

stated that they would serve missions in spite of their
handicaps aaa7 the other missionaries could hear and hadbad to

be trained in sign language

it was difficult for the missionaries to contact the

deaf who had been made the victims of so many schemes and

con games that they were suspicious of almost everyone

merlin W sant questionnaire los angeles stake
materials carmack oral history p 11

californialtcalifornia intermountain news 16 may 1970

7
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fearing the motives of strangers they were often afraid to
open the door it was also difficult to tract since the

deaf could not hear a knock on the door or the doorbell

consequently the missionaries relied largely upon refer-
rals in spite of these difficulties within a year of the

organization of the deaf mission eighteen converts had been

aademade including two brothers who were deaf dumb and

blind

paritially as a result of missionary work the deaf

branch grew in strength to almost three hundred and the

decision was made to create a deaf ward in june 1972

joseph brandenburg who had been the first deaf branch

president in the church was sustained as the wards first
bishop in addition a second deaf branch had been estab-

lished in 1971 in fullerton
in the early 1960s many koreans began coming to

america for educational purposes and soon a sizeable group

of korean latter day saints were attending USC or residing

within stake boundaries under the direction of president
cannon therefore president carmack organized a korean

sunday school which met at the USC institute and had a

membershipmembershimembership of around fifty

john K edmunds oral history interview by gordon
irving 1980 typescript ppap 120123120 the123 james moyle oral
history program LDS church archives

cannon oral history untranscribed
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around 1970 a member of the korean sunday school

approached california mission president john K edmunds for

help with missionary work in the growing korean community

president edmunds promised to assign two of his finest
missionaries if the man would serve as interpreter and share

his testimony with those they contacted the man agreed

and through the ensuing missionary efforts the little
congregation continued to grow 20

As their numbers increased members of the korean

sunday school began to express a desire to become a branch

stake leaders agreed that a dependent branch should be

organized feeling it important that the koreans have their
own leaders and learn to assume their own church respons-

ibilities church policy however required the approval of

salt lake city before any branch could be created and the

los angeles stake presidencyspresiden proposalcys was turned down

unsatisfied stake leaders tried again this time arranging

for a meeting in salt lake city at conference time with a

committee of the brethren that handled the creation of new

units during the meeting it became apparent to the stake

presidency that the proposal had been rejected because the

brethren had differing opinions as to the proper course the

church should take regarding minority units

bili ties
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although they had previously approved such units
problems had arisen that caused some of the brethren to

rethink their positions somesoae felt that by organizing

special language units the church built in segregation and

second class citizenship and that if minority families were

placed in the mainstream they could be taught the basics of

church government and their children could be brought up

with the cultural advantages of the integrated ward other
members of the committee suportedportedsupportedsu minority units as a way to

provide better church training without the interference of

language and cultural barriers many saints simply could

not speak english and it seemed better to provide worship

services and other church programs in their own language

than to require thewthemthen to attend services week after week and

not understand them

As they met with this committee the members of the

stake presidency were given a chance to explain why they

felt it was in the best interest of the koreans to organize

a branch one concern was that because of the more reserved

korean culture the koreans would not integrate well into

american wards another was the language problem and it
was observed that the men who had come for the purpose of

attending school could function well in english but their
wives could not and therefore probably would be unable to

function in a standard ward

amer I1 can
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stake leaders returned to los angeles hoping to hear
soon from the committee but nothing came some korean

members meanwhile became discouraged feeling that
perphaps the church was uninterested in thenthem and some

gradually became inactive for the time being however the

korean sunday school continued to function though with

increasing difficulty
another concern of the stake was the growing number

of single adults members of the church were following the

national trend of marrying later in life after they had

established a career which meant that an increasing number

of young men and women moving into the los angles stake

because of the many employment opportunities were single

in addition there was a growing number of divorced and

widowed members of the church

stake leaders became vitally concerned with the

problem realizing that many serious needs really were not

being met in talking with the single adults stake leaders

realized that the singles had a perception that the leaders

had a lack of interest in them 23 because stake leaders

were interested they realized that something had to be done

to change that perception provide better support fortor the

singles and give them greater opportunities for meeting

possible mates among latter day saints

ibid p 48
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one of the first things the stake did was to

reintroduce on an expanded basis the get aquaintedacquainted

program begun by bishop jay grant in 1946 2 ensign and

erma call were assigned as co chairmen of the stakes new

get aquaintedacquainted committee positions they would hold for the

next twelve years the committee planned a dance every

three weeks a monthly square dance a monthly fireside a

quarterly dinner dance and an annual luau the stake
welcomed all LDS singles to these activities regardless of

whether they lived within its boundaries and the program

soon began to attract people from throughout the area this
even led to some criticism from other stakes but it seemed

inconsistent with the aims of the program to keep people

away simply because they did not live within certain
boundaries the purpose of the program was to increase the

opportunity for single LDS adults to meet each other and

this seemed to be the best approach at the time 2

singles from throughout the los angeles area came to

these events sometimes with the hope of meeting a prospec-

tive spouse and sometimes just to socialize some marriages

resulted and one that made the newspapers was between a

woman with seven children and a man with eight 8020 after

p 138

erma lunt the southern california group H los
angeles stake collection
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their marriagebarriage they also had a child of their own one

long range impactiapact of the program was that it eventuallyeventuallr
became the basis for a church wide special interest
program 27

while much had been done under president cannons

administration much more remained to do before the needs of

the single adults were met dialogue continued and early

in the administration of president sant stake leaders

learned that the single women wanted to attend relief
society but couldnt because it was held during the day on

weekdays when most of them worked it was decided to

organize a sunday morning relief society
when this proposal was presented to the stakes

correlation council some people objected simply because it
was not specified in the handbook president sant however

simply sat back in his chair and said well im the

president of the stake and I1 have the authority to do

whats needed for the people we feel as a presidency that

that needs to be done now if the brethren dont like it
they can always release me 2 he had the courage to

innovate if the situation called for it and the program

proved to be very successful

ibid
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the relief society was just for the women however

and the singles of the stake also felteltteltteiteit thet needhe for getting
together as a group to learn the gospel stake leaders

therefore worked with the institute director and USC and a

special evening class was begun 3010 the singles were

delighted and the class proved successful
As time progressed the perception once held by many

single adults changed as they began to realize that stake

leaders really were concerned for their well being perhaps

this gave them courage to discuss an even greater concern

they appreciated all that had been done but they still felt
their needs were not being fully met what they wanted was

a ward or branch of their own where they could meet

together on a permanent basis study the gospel together
and promote regular progamsprogaospronaosprograms and activities geared to their
particular needs and problems As they talked with stake

leaders the singles pointed out that in the wards they

attended they had little in common with other members for

those wards were geared towards families they were also

tired of explaining why they were not married and trying to

convince people that they were not really abnormal 3x12 As

a result of such problems many had become partially or

totally enactinact ivelve
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in addition even houghthough the get acquainted

activitesactlvltesactivities were going well many singles were finding then

less than satisfactory so far as indingfindinganding LDSLOS marriage

partners was concerned some succeeded but others were

marrying outside the church or not getting married at all
many complained that they were being expected to choose

marriage partners simply by attending dances or eating punch

and cookies in the cultural hall following firesidesresidesfiresiderfi where

association was often limited to looks As one single man

put it the situation had created an army of lookers 32

stake leaders agreed that a ward or branch exclu-

sively for single adults could be extremely valuable and

that this was the right way to go in march 1969 there

fore they petitioned the first presidency of the church for

the creation of such a ward 33 they gave many reasons

there were several hundred unmarried persons between the
ages of twenty one and forty who because of the high

concertrationconcentrationconcert ofration apartment dwellings and the convenience of

urban employment resided in the stake most were conce-
ntrated in the wilshire and hollywood wards these stake

leaders pointed out were also the wards with the greatest

administrative problems and some of the lowest statistics
for the singles felt they had little to contribute that the

mike ownby to daken K broaadhead 25 november
1969 los angeles stake collection

stake presidency to first presidency 26 march
1969 los angeles stake collection
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wards had little to offer them and that if they were

seeking mateswates they wanted to go where the action was

church attendance by single adults in their own wards if at

all averaged about 20 percent too many were marrying

outside the church and while the M men and gleaner program

provided some social contact it was not effectively meeting

the marriage needs

A ward especially for these single adults stake

leaders argued would help many of themthentheb come back into

church activity it would serve as a center where they

could unite in an atmosphere that would also provide the

social contacts that could lead to temple marriage they

proposed that the new unit be called the beverly hills ward

that it meet at the USC institute and that its membership

be limited to those between twenty one and forty they

recognized that this was a deviation from the church norm

but argued that it was nevertheless necessary because

circumstances in the stake were not normal they also felt
that they would be derelict in their calling if they failed
to take action to solve the problems they were facing in

july 1969 however the first presidency wrote back that

ibid
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after much discussion the brethren had rejected the proposal

for they felt that it presented too many problems

As with the korean proposal stake leaders did not

give up after one attempt and again approached the brethren
again however they were unsuccessful and finally the

matternatter had to be dropped 3137 unfortunately for the singles
many moreloreeorenore became inactive and the question as to whether or

not the proposed ward would have helped remained unanswered

in the late 1960s and the early 1970s the churchschurche
practice of not allowing blacks to hold the priesthood again

became a heated issue several universities including

stanford refused to participate in athletic events with BYU

because of this policy and as teams traveled to other

universities they experienced both threats and acts of

violence when priesthood days were held at the los angeles

temple protestorsprotestersprot showedestors up there were also bomb threats
against some of the churchschurche property including the temple

and the USC institute and the life of president joseph

fielding smith was threatened when he came to los angeles

the priesthood issue had a direct effect on los

angeles stake for one thing the church ran into problems

with the los angeles redevelopment agency over the institute

first presidency to stake presidency 3 july 1969
los angeles stake collection
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of religion at USC the area around the university had been

designated by the city of los angeles as part of the

nations urban redevelopment campaign to help restore the

decaying central cities As a result of the 1964 civil
rights bill however businesses or private organizations

involved in the targeted area must sign a master plan

development contract an owners participation agreement

with a non discrimination clause since the institute was

located in the heart of the area there was a question as to

whether the church would have to sign the agreement in order

to keep the institute open though some in the legal

profession held that the church was not subject to the

agreement because it did not receive federal funds the
major problem however was connected with the fact that the

institute building had been enveloped by the expansion of

the university and was thus effectively located on campus

the university had expressed interest in the property and

local leaders feared that unless the church signed the
agreement the rights of eminent domain would be exercised by

the redevelopment agency on behalf of the university and the

church would not be adequately compensated with the

agreement local leaders felt they would have sufficient
leverage with the university that it would assist in
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locating an acceptable new site for an institute building if
the property were taken 3

on the other hand both president N eldon tanner of

the first presidency and the churchschurche legal counsel felt
that the church should not sign the agreement but rather

surrender the building if it was required they were

concerned that by signing this agreement the church might

put itself in a tenuous legal position if a discrimination

suit were filed 40 local leaders felt however that the

institute would have no difficulty living within the simple

and standard non discrimination clause since all races were

welcome in any of its classes the problem they recoglecog

nizednihed was with the ward that shared the building even if

it was only as a guest of the institute if necessary they

reasoned it would be rather simple to differentiate between

the institute which was open to all and church organiza-

tions where priesthood was an issue simply by moving the

ward to another location afraid of possibly losing a

valuable piece of property without receiving anything in

return and possibly losing the institute program as well

stake leaders recommended that the agreement be signed

in the end however the church did not sign it the

john K carmack to john H vandenberg 29 august
1972 los angeles stake collection

wilford W kirton to john K carmack 5 september
1972 los angeles stake collection
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university nevertheless did assist the church in findingindinganding a

new location and until new facilities were finally obtain
ed neither the university nor the redevelopment agency

expressed any desire to force the institute out of its
build ing

during the 1960s blacks continued their expansion

into the southwest portion of the stake and white families

continued their exodus from the area As a result stake
membership declined to around 4000 people in 2500 families
As families moved out membership in the wilshire hollywood

and arlington wards became chracterizedcharacterized by a prepondarancepreponderanceprepon

of

darance

older members especially widows and women who had never

married this presented a problem to the wards since the

priesthood of the ward already depleatedpleatedde had to spread

itself even more thinly
no ward was more troubled or depleatedpleatedde than the

arlington ward its building was located in the middle of a

depressed black community and soon it was unsafe even to

attend church services in addition ward membership which

at one time had been as high as fourteen hundred had been

declining for several years and when C N schaap was

called as bishop in march 1969 he was told by president sant

that most likely it would be for only a short timetine 2 when

the decision was made to disband the ward membership had

C N schaap questionnaire los angeles stake
collect ionlon
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dwindled to around 150 and a good percentage of this number

had actually moved from the ward but returned on sundays to

fill their assignments and keep the ward functioning

when it became unsafe to walk the streets after
dark meetings were held in daylight hours nevertheless
some sisters were knocked down and had their purses stolen
as they left relief society vandalism became a problem at

the chapel as windows were broken almost weekly and the

building was broken into at least three times following

one funeral a group of youth congregating on the steps

ousideodside the chapel refused to move aside for the casket and

had to be physically removed one night outside the chapel

bishop schaap had a gun placed against his head by two men

demanding money and his watch acting as if he were taking

off his watch schaap put the car in gear stepped hard on

the gas and took off on another occasion the ward received
a letter from the black panthers demanding 8000000
other congregations in the area had their meetings disturbed
by militant groups and as a result ward members were

instructed that if any of their meetings were disturbed
even if during the sacrament they were to leave the

building quietly go home and have a closing prayer there
and only the bishopric was to stay 3 fortunately nothing

untoward ever happened
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serious as they were these problems produced at

least one postivecostive result as members of the ward drew

especially close to each other with everyone taking an

interest in the well being of evenryoneeven elseryone also partly

because some of the most faithful members continued to

attend the ward it was often on top of the stake percent

ages during its last years

nevertheless the dwindling numbers coupled with

concerns for the safety of ward members led stake leaders to

propose to the first presidency that the ward be disbanded

on 16 june 1971 the stake presidency with deep regrets

dissolved the arlington ward transferingtransferringtrans thosefering living in

the ward boundaries to the wilshire ward and asking those

who had been returning on sundays to attend their home

wards

even before the arlington ward was dissolved and its
chapel sold stake leaders had been giving consideration to

selling the wilshire ward chapel As with arlington there
was a question of saftey some of the feeling may have been

the result of prejudice forcor the chapel was in a black

neighborhood but a few incidents involving stake members

made safety a real concern As a result many members and

ward leaders began to say that they would neither go there

ibld
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nor let members of their wards go there especially for

night meetings and finally night meetings were curtailedcur 4045talled
unlike the situation at arlington however little

thought was being given to disbandoning the wilshire ward

under the direction of president sant nevertheless the

stake presidency began looking for potential chapel sites
within ward boundaries that would reduce the risks church

members were subjected to in going to the chapel

after considering several locations the stake presi

dency selected a parcel of land on the corner of wilshire
boulevard and muirfieldMuir roadfield near the los angeles country

club in the hancock park area as the best location for a

new chapel in the fall of 1970 the church purchased it
for one million dollars 40 stake leaders were confident

they would be able to get the property rezonedrezones for building
a chapel

the building envisioned fortor the muirfieldMuir propertyfield
was similar to the highrisehigh whichrise the church had recently

purchased in new york city to serve as home to the manhattan

ward and as a stake center stake leaders hoped that the

new building would house not only the wilshire and USC

wards but also the stake center a mission office a branch

campus for BYU and as an institute of religion for USC and

tanner oral history p 33
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los angeles community college this however was only

one of the options being considered and it was never taken

past the discussion staged
the los angeles stake was not the only one under

going change all the surrounding stakes were also declin-
ing in population the membership of the inglewoodginglewoodIng andlewood

santa monica stakes dropped for many members could no

longer pay the high taxes required to live in those areas

like the los angeles stake huntington park was also losing

population as the racial makeup of its membership changed

during the last part of president sants administration and

the first few years that john K carmack led the stake

therefore it was not only the future of the wilshire chapel

and ward that was in question but also in the minds of

some the future of the stake the suggestion was even made

that the stake should be dissolved with the eastern wards

being placed in huntington park stake and the western ones

in the santa monica stake thus creating two strong stakes
out of what were becoming three weak stakes tt

other solutions to the problems created by change

were proposed by committeescommittesscommit calledtess to consider possible

john K carmack to church building committee 27
december 1972 los angeles stake collection
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alternatives for changing the boundaries of the stake one

suggestion was that wards be created not on the basis of

geographic boundaries but rather on the basis of special
needs such as ages of children since everyone had to

travel to church meetings anyway and such an arrangement

would make little difference to the members of the stake so

far as their time was concerned 0 theoretically these new

kinds of wards like special wards for single adults could

better meet the special needs of all members As with the

building of a high rise structure however these ideas were

never carried past the discussion stage

these and other uncertaintites concerning the future
of the stake as its membership continued to decline only

added to the many challenges stake leaders had to confront

in these rapidly changing times while the challangeschallandeschal

related

langes

to a declining anglo population did not go away

they would be exchanged for another challenge when president

john K carmackcarback and his counselors make a commitment to keep

the church strong within the stake boundaries regardless of

the skin color or national background of those residing

therein a commitment exemplified in what happened later in

the wilshireWllxii wardshire chapel which the stake continues to use

even though the decade of the 1960s was a most

trying and challenging period fortor the los angeles stake it
was in a special sense also a time of progress there are
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those who might argue that because of declining population

the stake failed even to hold its own its achievement

however was in the fact that in this time of conflict and

rapid change it met its challangeschallandeschal straightlanges on it helped

serve as an anchor and calming influence in a time of

turmoil and adversity by making its members as comfortable

as possible with the situation in which they found them-

selves in addition its leaders were preparing the stake

for future growth

conf 1 ietlet
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CHAPTER 11

UNITY IN DIVERSITY

in june 1972 elder howard W hunter of the council

of the twelve a former member of the los angeles stake

returned as the visiting general authority at stake con-

ference he had been assigned to reorganize the stake for

president merlin W sant had been called to preside over the
new zealand south mission after all the priesthood leaders
had been interviewed elder hunter called john K carmack to

preside over the stake he also indicated that the feelings
of those he had interviewed were nearly unanimous in this
move which he commented spoke well for the unity of the

stake 1 william W tanner and romney stewart were sustained
as counselors

elder hunter told president carmack that the los

angeles stake was one of those key stakes which the brethren

in salt lake city watched closely and he counseled him to

take full advantage of the inspiration that would come in

the months and years ahead he also suggested that the new

john K carmack questionnaire los angeles stake
materials
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president not be too efficient reminding him that one of

the most important roles of a stake president is to meet

with the people to work with them to feel their spirit
and to be accessible to them elder hunter also recommended

a few changes in the way things had been done in the stake 2

john K carmack was born in the small railroad town

of winslow arizona in 1931 during world war 11II his

family moved to california eventually settling in santa

barbara following a mission to montana and wyoming he

attended brigham young university where he graduated with a

political science degree he then entered the army and

served among the US occupational troops in seoul korea

there he also became group leader for the small group of

saints in that city following his release he entered the

UCLA law school while attending UCLA he met shirley fay

alienallenailen whom he married in the los angeles temple in 1958

president carmack and his counselors continued the

important traditions of the stake maintaining great respect

for those who had gone before but they also recognized that

the stake and its needs were changing their greatest

responsibility they realized was to make a unified stake

out of one that was being fragmented by many different
nationalities and backgrounds they tried therefore to

teach by both word and example that the stake existed for

scarmackcarmack2carmack questionnaire carmack oral history ppap
111211 12
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all people including a number of different ethnic groups as

well as members of all ages they also taught through

example that the stake existed to serve unify and love

everyone and that all members could make the adjustments

necessary to work in close harmony with those of different
languages and cultures 3 thus the stake effectively left
behind its traditional past in which members were basically
one in background and language and stake leaders taught

that the present although greatly different was also a

glorious reality president carmack later expressed the

feeling that the greatest accomplishment of his administraadminis

tion

tra
was the instillation of a feeling of unity in

diversity
in october 1972 the first presidency of the church

under the direction of president harold B lee sent a

letter to the stakes and missions requesting that adequate

attention be given to members of the church who do not speak

the language of the majority where they live the letter
reminded local leaders that they had the responsibility fortor

members of different racial language or cultural groups

within their boundaries and suggested that language

barriers should be broken down though translation it

harmackcarmackmarmack oral history p 12

carmack questionnaire

first presidency circular letter 10 october 1972
los angeles stake collectionColcoi lention
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encouraged priesthood leaders to foster the welfare of

foreign language minorities through sunday school classes
taught in their own languages while still trying to

integrate them into the mainstream if possible the letter
also authorized specialty units but only where there was a

sufficient minority living within a stakes boundaries

leaders of the los angeles stake welcomed the

interest church leaders were expressing in minority members

fortor it only confirmed what heythey had been trying to do fortor

years in breaking down barriers they also recognized

however that the new guidelines for dealing with minorities
were not completely adequate for their stake

supreme court justice oliver wendell holmesholneshoimes once

stated that the life of the law was not logic but ex

perienceperi suchence stake leaders found also held true

regarding minority units in southern california while it
seemed logical to say that minorities should be integrated

into regular wards their experience had taught them not

only that adequate attention usually required specialty

units for minorities with language and cultural barriers
but also that adequate units could be created only by going

beyond stake boundaries they had already tried other

means including offering english classes for spanish

speaking brothers and sisters and providing translators but

experience indicated that the best way to nurture the

minorities further along was through love enfranchisement

f or I1 t oni y confconc I1 rmedamed t t ryl ng t 0 f or
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and eventually letting them learn leadership through

leading stake leaders adopted this attitude not because it
was logical but because it was right

bringing some of the minorities into what were

essentially anglo american wards often deprived them of the

leadership training they needed specialty branches on the

other hand gave opportunity for personal growth to members

who might otherwise do little more in the church than sit on

the back row at meetings they barely if at all understood

to help them become leaders in the church did not require

teaching them english as much as it did giving them first
hand experience in administering church programs by organizorganic

ing them into specialty units and then allowing them to

interact with the english speaking majority in the stake

through translators 1 in addition having a branch presi

dent who understood both the language and the culture of a

particular group greatly improved the capability for

counseling branch members and assisting in their spiritual
welfare

at the same time stake leaders recognized that

specialty units should be created only if they were really
needed A large number of armeniansArmen forians example lived in

the hollywood area and the hollywood ward created an

armenian sunday school fortor their benefit most of these

carmackocarmackarmackscarmack oral history p 17

tannerbannerhanner oral history ppap 35 60
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members however had little problem with the language or

culture and a majority had a greater desire to be part of

the hollywood ward than to have their own unit the

armenian saints continued to attend that ward therefore
where they learned the gospel in english

in addition to organizing specialty units stake

leaders tried to become aware of the special challenges

faced by members of different cultures minority members

were invited to participate in stake leadership meetings and

conferences and special training meetings were held on both

the stake and ward levels for those units with members with

special needs

the emphasis was not only upon minorities but also
upon those with special needs such as the deaf when

better communication facilities were made available for the

deaf stake leaders readily took advantage of the new

technology telecommunication devices were placed in the

home of both the stake president and the branch president so

that deaf members could more easily communicate with their
leaders without having to show up on their doorsteps or use

i nterpretinterpret ers lo10

throughout its history the los angeles stake has

been plagued by the problem of transiency along with the

carmackscarmack oral history p 16

tanner oral history ppap 39 40
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directly related challenge of keeping stake and ward

positions filled it has been estimated that some 50000
saints have lived within the stake boundaries and because

so many have stayed for only a short time beforebecore moving out

into the suburbs or back to utah someone once dubbed it a

hotel stake ia1 during the administration of president

carmack the entire stake seemed to be in a constant state of

motion every bishopric and branch presidency was reorganreordan
izediced at least once because one of its members left the

stake the high council turned over almost completely

when openings did arise new members of the stake minority

members and singles were often called upon to fill the

openings and to receive the training that went with them 12

hollywood ward was a dramatic example of the

problem with an average turnover of about 10 percent each

month 13 members would be trained in church callings but

after functioning only for a short time move from the ward

and usually from the stake the problem of keeping the ward

staffed become so acute that the bishopric began meeting new

arrivals at the door on sunday morning finding out where

they were from calling their former bishops to discover if
they were in good standing issuing them a call and then

arthur wallace conversation los angeles stake
materials

tanner oral history p 40 146
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introducing them and sustaining them in their new callings

that afternoon in sacrament meeting x instead of attempt

ing to visit each new arrival immediately the bishopric was

forced to contact new members and welcome them to the ward

through registered letters
the entire urban area of los angeles was having

difficulty maintaining church population during the 1970s

particularly with respect to young families who were moving

from the city to orange county or to san fernando valley

people left not only to escape the changing patterns of the

neighborhoods but also because they disliked the growing

practice of busing in order to achieve integrated schools

others left because of inflated property values and the

accompanying rise in property taxes one of the areas of

the stake hardest hit by these issues was bel air in the

westwood first ward where parents were not only paying high

taxes to support the schools but were also having their
children bussed downtown to integrate the inner city
schools 1016 while many of those who moved from bel air left
the stake others tended to move into the cheviot hills area

ibid

ibid151bid

As a result of the highly controversial busing
issue a number of private schools were established in the
los angeles area some groups within the church requested
the use of church buildings for such schools the matter
was debated thoroughly but the conclusion was that church
buildings could not be used for private schools tanner
oral history ppap 87 88
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of the westwood second ward where schools were integrated
and the threat of bussing was removed

the wards in the eastern part of the stake were also
experiencing great changes but for different reasons the

area encompassing wilshire hollywood and hollywood second

wards was becoming a high crime area and an increasingly

undesirable place to live so many families were moving

from these wards in fact that few youth remained and in

order to have thirty or forty in attendance at MIA meeting

the three wards combined for that activity 11272 it7 was a

difficult time for these wards but in a way it proved a

blessing as the members who remained intensified their
support for each other and a special spirit and unity

developed among them

many parts of hollywood had deteriorated badly and

the city was no longer the attractive place for families it
once had been there were many apartment dwellers in the

hollywood wards as well as many welfare problems there was

also a growing drug problem in the city and church member

ship rolls included a number of people who were trying to

straighten out their lives all these things contributed to

the fact that even though many good faithful and active
people remained in hollywood there were fewer established

frances whitney richardson questionnariequestionnarleQuestion losnarienarle
angeles stake collection
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families ta another reason why the hollywood second ward

was getting smaller was that many latter day saints did not

antwant to live in an area with a growing homosexual popula

tion

the demographics of wilshireWllxii wardshire was also changing

as many younger families moved out leaving a larger popula-

tion of older singles at one time for example there was

a total membership of over 600 but more than halfhalthait were

members of the relief society and these were mainly widows

over sixty five an unusually large share of the responcespon

sibilitysivilitysibi fortorlity the success of the ward therefore felltellfeilfeli upon

the ward relief society president marian pinkston 291

active members in these wards especially melchiamelchlzmelchiz

edek priesthood holders found themselves spread very thin

the hollywood ward for example had only twenty four high

priests and the hollywood second ward had only thirteen in

spite of the fact that the membership of both wards exceeded

five hundred the average attendance of elders was 21 and

2823 percent respectively with over 60 percent of the elders
I1 in each ward not attending any meeting seldom if ever

therefore were two melchizedek priesthood holders assigned

together as home teachers and seldom were home teachers

assigned less than six or eight families occasionally a

at one point the ward included 440 families but
only 560 members cannon oral history untranscribed
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home teacher was assigned fifteen or eighteen families and

instructed to try to visit the whole group every other
month 20

one significant result of all these changes was the

fact that when the hollywood and wilshireWllwil wardsshire celebrated

their fiftieth anniversaries in 1973 and 1977 respectively
they were substantially different wards from those that had

been created a halfhalthait century earlier the fact that wilshireWllwil

wards

shire
celebration featured ethnic foods symbolized much of

what was happening some older members of both wards of

course remembering the different atmosphere of former days

were still uncomfortable with what was taking place around

them and a few were heard to say that while they had not

left the ward the ward had left them others however not

only accepted what was happening but also glorified the

changes as the only way for the church to accommodate both

the present and the future

amid all the changes taking place in los angeles

stake the two westwood wards remained the strongest and

were largely self sufficient As a result they were

required to assume an increasing share of the responsibility
for the success of the stake and their members were called
upon more frequently to fill stake leadership positions
the changes also resulted in president carmack and auxiliary
heads spending relatively little time with the westwood

cannon20cannon20 oral history untranscribed
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wards instead most of their time and the time of their
successors was spent with the struggling minority units and

the rapidly changing wards in the eastern part of the stake

training future leaders ull211niu

one of the first and most important decisions made

by the stake presidency under president carmack was to keep

the wilshire ward chapel during the early months of

president carmacksCar administrationmacks he and his counselors

continued to ponder the buildingbuildings future conventional

wisdom still held that it was only a matter of time before

it would be sold and a new one built in a better neighbor

hood but as they evaluated the situation they began to see

the future of the chapel as sound and exciting they

noticed that in actuality it was being used more than ever

before and by a wider variety of people while anglos were

moving from the wilshire ward other groups such as blacks

koreans filipinos and latinsgatins were filling the void and

even though there had been some problems they were basically
good neighbors for stake leaders whose responsibility was

not just to think of the present but also to consider the

future it was clear that the chapels best days could still
be ahead serving the wide variety of minorities living
nearby in addition there was artistic and historical
value in the magnificent structure that also argued for its

notes of a conversation with william W tanner
los angeles stake materials
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retention thus the longer theyhey analyzedana the1 situationyzed thet

more

he

the

s

members

I1

of

t

the

uatbat

stake

ionlon

presidency

t

moved

he

towards

keeping the chapel not only did they deliberate its
future but they also spent considerable time petitioning
the lord to discover his will

finally on one occasion while president stewart was

out of town presidents carmack and tanner were earnestly
praying about the matter when they received the inspiration
that it was not the lords desire that the chapel be sold

the spiritual impression was that whatever happened the

stake should not abandon it for the lord needed it in that

location not only because those saints still living in the

area needed a place to meet but also because there were

going to be converts made from among the people who had

moved in the wilshire chapel might be disposed of at a

later time possibly during the millennium but it was not

supposed to be done away with at that time 22

after receiving this inspiration the stake presi

dencydlencyclency determined to restore the building as much as possible

to the condition it was in when dedicated by president heber

J grant because it had been felt that the building might

betiebie sold it had become sadly neglected and hardly a room did

notriot need some work in some areas the roofroot leaked badly

and as a result the acoustical ceiling tiles had come

loose in the cultural hall new carpet was need throughout

carmack oral history p
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and the chairs on the stand in the chapel had become

tattered in addition the kitchen had fallen into disrediere
pair and needed to be modernized

when the stake presidency presented its decision to

refurbish the building to the high council and bishops the

ensuing discussion revealed a wide range of opinions

including the feeling that it may not be wise to put money

into a building that logic said would have to be sold but

the stake presidency pressed the issue feeling that as a

stake they should have more faith than fear and follow the

inspiration of the lord 23 As a result when stake leaders
were asked to pledge their support of the stake presidency

they did so even though some continued to question the

wisdom of the decision 2421 the message was also sent

throughout the stake that the wilshire ward chapel would

continue to serve those who lived near it who would most

likely constitute an entirely different group from the one

it originally served

stake leaders then forced the issue 2025 in june 1974

the stake presidency asked that the muirfieldMuir propertyfield be

sold for the stake no longer had an interest in building in

tanner oral history p 35

carmack24carmack oral history p 13

tanner oral history p 35
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that area 2 in november 1974 they wrote to the church

building department for permission to place the wilshire
ward complex again in good repair 21

even though the stake had decided to keep the

chapel there were still those who continued to contend that

it was too dangerous to attend meetings there stake

leaders therefore recognizing that there were some

dangers tried to minimize them and make it as safe as

possible for all A back to back meeting schedule for all
units using the wilshire ward was approved so that all
sunday meetings were held during daylight hours feeling

that it would also be less dangerous if lighting around the

chapel was improved and more parking was available the

stake also took steps in that direction when a convalesconsalescon

cent

vales

hospital immediately south of the building was put up

for sale in november 1974 it was purchased and the property

wasWIs made into a parking lot thus allowing almost everyone

who came to the chapel to park on church property 2829 As

stake members continued to go to the chapel some unfortunate

incidents occurred but gradually the problems declined

los angeles stake presidency to building division
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 19 june
1974 los angeles stake collection

john K carmack to building division 13 november
1974 los angeles stake collection
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in october 1975 the wilshire ward renovation project
was approved by the church building department and work

began immediately this major renovation project included

installing beautiful red carpeting similar to that origin

ally in the building the chairs on the stand were redone

as was a portion of the woodwork inside the chapel one of

the original painters who helped paint the many geometrical

patterns in the chapel eddy lundquist was located and he

produced the original stencils so that even the walls and

ceilings were restored to their original condition 2 A new

roof was placed on the building and extensive repairs were

completed throughout indeed few efforts were spared to

restore the wilshire ward to the very beautiful building

that it was and still is
As work began on the building and before the great

numbers of hispanics began swelling the ranks of the stake
president carmack received a powerful spiritual confirmation

of the decision stake leaders had made A vision came to

him in which he saw that while the building then served as a

home for only one spanish speaking branch it would one day

serve many spanish wards and be a center of spanish activactie
ityleyliy11 3020Y

another church unit which received a permanent home

was the UCLA ward from the beginning the universitys

rededication program p 16

tanner oral history ppap 34 35
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religious conference center had been used by both the ward

and the institute of religion although that arrangement had

proved less than ideal the desire had always been for an

ijfstitute building that the ward also could use but efforts
to acquire one had been unsuccessful the church owned

property near the campus but it was not adequate by itself
for an institute building other potential sites were

located but the church was unable to obtain zoning vari
ancesalicesat finallyices one day in 1970 when most church leaders
were despairing that a suitable location could be found

bishop john H webster was traveling along the santa monica

freeway when he felt inspired to drive down hilgard avenue

and stop at the sorority house next to the churchschurche proper

ty visiting the house was its owner who when asked said

she would be willing to sell by the summer of 1972 the

sorority house was converted into an institute building

suitable for ward use 31

now that the church had its own building near UCLA

the single adult institute program was moved there partly
over concerns about the future of the USC institute in

addition this new location was more favorable to the needs

ot the singles for it was closer to santa monica and the san

fernando valley where many were living the number of

singles attending the institute classes as wellwelweilweliwei as the UCLA

ward soon mushroomed and the stake ended up with what was

bob little conversation
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essentially a singles ward meeting in connection with the

UCLA ward 32 the singles many of whom were professionals
who had come to the area to start their careers found that

the UCLA ward was uniquely able to satisfy their desires to

associate with people of their own faith and circumstances

it was also evident to stake leaders that these single

saints desired not only to have an enjoyable time but alsoaiso

to participate fully and responsibly in the church and that

this desire was best being met at UCLA

As word of the opportunity at UCLA spread the

building soon was filled to capacity each sunday with

students and non students alike from throughout the los

angeles area some from as far away as san bernardino the

main chapel could seat around 150 people and there were

people standing in the back sitting on the steps that led

into the chapel and in the various rooms throughout the

institute where the services were transmitted while all
were welcome to attend the activities and sunday services
only students could become ward members and receive call
ings consequently many singles became part time students
so they could have an opportunity to become a part of the

ward and to serve in an environment that met both their
spiritual and social needs 3331

parrishparrish oral history untranscribed
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changes were also taking place on a church level to
help meet the needs of the increasing number of single
adults in 1972 president harold B lee stated we have

found that we have been neglecting some of our adult
members those over eighteen who have not yet found their
companions or who are perhaps widowed or divorced

but we are endeavoring to reach those for whom we have had

no adequate programs 34 elder james E faust was appointed

to head up the church wide effort to provide for greater

involvement of singles in church activity which included

the establishment of the young special interest program for

singles under forty As part of the new emphasis a singles

ward was organized in the federal heights stake in salt lake

city shortly after its creation elder marion D hanks

whom los angeles stake leaders had approached previously

about the need for a singles branch called president

carmack telling him that if the stake would again apply he

would personally walk the application through the process

and recommend its approval to the first presidency ab25

on 27 january 1974 a special meeting of the UCLA

ward was held at the westwood chapel to organize the first
singles unit outside salt lake city the new unit was

As cited in cowan the church in the twentieth
century p 356
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called the los angeles first branch and richard stratford
was sustained as branch president

membership in the single adult branch was limited

to those singles residing within the confines of the los

angeles stake it was initially recommended that membership

should be open to all who desired to attend regardless of

where they resided leaders of some surrounding stakes

however opposed the creation of the branch on such a

condition for it would continue to draw members away from

their stakes those singles residing outside los angeles

stake boundaries were asked to return to their home wards

though they could become members of the branch if they

received written permission from their home ward and stake
as well as from president stratford and president carmack

As one member of the branch recalled however this
policy was not without its problems

on the first sunday of the new branch it appeared that
there could possibly be a slight problem within a
month it was confirmed the majority of the women lived
within the stake and the majority of men lived outside
of t he stake

within six months president stratford seeing that
he had a crisis on his hands was busy buttonholingbutton
single

holing
male visitors from outside of the stake to

obtain the necessary signatures to become a member of
the branch he was very successful in this endeavor
within a year or so most of the banished had returned
to become members of the branch 30

kathleen P allyn the history of the los angeles
first ward los angeles stake collection
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the establishment of the singles branch presented
someSOMP challenges one of which was adapting church curriculum
and programs to the needs of the singles thus a sunday

school class developed by branch members focused on the

problems peculiar to single adults such as dating self
esteem loneliness and marriage instead of the traditional
family focus branch members were also organized into home

evening groups which met every monday and served the

function of family home evening in building a unity and

concern among group members 3

the creation of the branch produced great rewards

for its members and for the church many unexpected allaliail
who wished could now be involved since nearly everyone in

the branch could hold a position of responsibility thus

branch members the majority of whom were professional and

well educated people were able to develop their abilities
in ways that often were not possible in traditional wards

the branch also brought single people out of inactivity
many of whom had been unknown to church leaders at the

branchsbrancesbranc initialhs tithing settlement for example president

stratford found that almost half were attending church for

the first time in their adult lives 38

ibid
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stake leaders also foundoundaund that the branch was a

marvelous vehicle for encouraging repentance and helping

many single adults come to grips with the need to put their
sins behind them 38 since these singles felt that they now

had a place in the church and that church leaders cared for

them the number of cases handledbandied by the branch president
were not insignificant the branch therefore accomplished

a great purpose in helping people bring their lives more

fully in tune with the principles of the gospel

part of the goal in establishing this branch was to

create alumni so to speak who would graduate to family

wards by getting married while no complete record has been

kept the fact that between 1979 and 1984 seventy eight

marriages took place between branch members suggests that at

least in part this goal has been met 4011

within a year of the creation of the los angeles

first branch the santa monica stake followed suit and

created a singles ward other stakes then also created

singles wards and by 1987 there were nine such wards in the

los angeles area unlike the singles unit in los angeles

stake which has become an older special interest ward

rodney 11 brady oral history interview by chad
M orton 1986 rough transcript p 25 the james moyle
oral history program LDS church archives

allyn the history of the los angeles first
ward
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these wards cater to the younger single adults in 1978 the

los angeles first branch became the los angeles first ward

the august 1974 statistical report listed the

membership of the stake as 3571 a decrease of 1600 members

in twenty five yearyears these members however were con

tainedbained in a larger number and greater variety of units than

existed in 1950 hollywood I1 and II11 wards los angeles

spanish branch los angeles first branch los angeles ward

for the deaf university UCLA ward university USC branch

westwood I1 and II11 wards and wilshireWllwil wardshire of the total
membership almost one thousand belonged to the student

wards the singles branch the deaf ward or the spanish

branch

the decrease in stake membership would have been far

greater had it not been for missionary efforts beginning

in the mid 1970s the los angeles california stake led the

mission in baptisms largely as a result of missionary work

among hispanics this increase in missionary momentum

however presented a new problem for in effect the stake

was trading old experienced members for new and inexperinexpert

iencedlencedlencek converts As a result many who might otherwise not

have received great responsibilities quite so soon were

given assignments and challenges relatively early in their
church careers their lackack of experience was mormore hanthan madethe I1 r 1 0 f e xperaper I1 ence e t
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up for however by the fresh insights and enthusiasm they

brought to their callings 1

by 1977 the korean sunday school was still in

operation although its numbers remained small its members

continued to express their desires for a branch however

and stake leaders continued to recognize that need during

the january 1977 stake conference bishop victor L brown

presiding bishop of the church was the visiting general

authority As the stake presidency outlined for him the

challenges in the stake they mentioned the situation with

the koreans and what the stake had done to hold them though

mostly without success bishop brown then informed the

stake presidency of a recent change in the churchschurche handbook

of instructions while stakes still could not organize

independent branches without permission from salt lake city
the policy had been changed so that permission was no longer

needed to organize a dependent branch 2 the stake presi

dency determined that this branch should be tied to the

wilshire ward where it would receive tremendous support from

the wards bishop stephen eldredge whose wife yoshie was

japanese
on 6 march 1977 the long struggle to provide a

special unit fortor the koreans came to an end when a dependent

korean branch was organized at wilshire ward with tae mun

tanner41tanner oral history ppap 142 144

carmack oral history p

41
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lee as branch president the koreans now had the identity
and place in the church they sought attendance revived
and many members who had been inactive came back into full
activity the branch received a needed boost by the calling
of korean speaking missionaries to labor in los angeles

the first of these missionaries had been reassigned to the

area for health reasons but before long other missionaries
were called to labor in the area known as korea town not

far from the los angeles stake center
As the membership grew approval was given for the

creation of an independent branch in a meeting in the high

council room of the stake center on 18 december 1977 the

korean branch was reorganized as the los angeles second

branch with president lee continuing as branch president

this meeting demonstrated that the branch had sufficient
priesthood as the majority of koreans present were priest
hood holders A major concern however was the lack otof

sisters and only two attended the first relief society the

following sunday members of the branch came from through

out the area however and before long the number of women

increased the attendance growth and percent of indi

vidual participation of the korean saints was excellent as

attendance was often nearly 100 percent

in the spring of 1977 president carmack was called
to be one of the regional representatives of the twelve

tanner oral history ppap 157 160
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consequently on 12 june 1977 at a stake conference

presided over by elder robert D hales of the first quorum

of the seventy rodney H brady was sustained as president

of the stake robert H miliardmillard and stephen eldredge were

selectedelected as counselors

president brady was born in salt lake city in 1933

and raised in sandy utah after completing a mission to

the british isles he attended the university of utah where

he received a BA in accounting as well as an MBA degree

he then went on to harvard university and earned a doctorate

in business administration in 1966 he accepted a position

with hughes tool company in los angeles and moved into the

westwood ward he served as a member of the high council

and in the westwood ward bishopric before becoming bishop of

the ward in 1968 in december 1970 he accepted a position
as assistant secretary of the US department of health

education and welfare in 1972 he returned to los angeles

as executive vice president of bergen brunswick corporation
a chemical and pharmaceuticals conglomerate shortly

thereafter he was called as second counselor to president

carmack when president stewart moved from the stake
by march 1978 the wllshirewilshireallshireWllwil wardshire and the two

hollywood wards had diminished in strength to the point that

it was apparent that two stronger wards should be maintained

as opposed to three weaker ones consequentlyconsequent the
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hollywood second ward was disbanded and its membership

transferred to the other two wards

the deadeaf ward on the other hand continued to growgron

to the point that it outgrew its facilities in the wilshireWllxii
ward

shire
annex A decision was made to split the ward but it

had become apparent that most of its membership lived

outside stake boundaries either in the san fernando valley

or in the torrance area it was decided therefore that
wards ought to be established in those areas on 16 april
1978 the los angeles ward for the deaf was disbanded and the

san fernando valley ward fortor the deaf and the torrance north

ward for the deaf were created this change not only better
served the deaf but also freedtreed the wilshire annex to become

a permanent home for the korean branch

three months following the division of the deaf

branch one of the most important events in the history of

the church took place on friday 9 june 1978 the first
presidency held a press conference to read a letter dated

the previous day which announced that the lord had heard the

pleadings of the brethren and confirmed that the long

promised day has come when every faithful worthy man in the

church may receive the holy priesthood with power to

exercise its divine authority and enjoy with his loved ones

every blessing that flows therefrom including the blessings
of the temple

f t he ot her cont i nuedaued t 0 gr ow

64
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over the previous several months the general

authorities had discussed the possibility 0 all worthy male

members receiving the priesthood and president spencer W

kimball had often sequestered himself in the salt lake

temple to plead for guidance from the lord on the subject

after extended meditation and prayer president kimball

received a revelation that this was the time on I11 june

1978 in a meeting with the first presidency and council of

the twelve president kimball again brought up the subject

expressing hope that all might receive a clear answer all
present were asked to express their feelings on the matter

and after two hours of discussion it was clear that the

brethren were of one mind they then prayed with president

kimball serving as voice and during the prayer the revelacevela

tion came and the first presidency and council of the twelve

all heard the samesane voice received the same message and

became personal witnesses that the word received was the

mind and will and voice of the lord 40

by the following thursday 8 june 1978 a letter had

been written to local leaders announcing this change in

policy and this letter was later incorporated into the

doctrine and covenants as official declarat1ondeclaration 2 the

bruce4bruce R mcconkie the new revelation on the
priesthood priesthood salt lake city deseret book
1981 p 1281268 as cited in cowan the church in the twenawen
tiethliethbieth centurycericeticerl p 391

of
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following day the first presidency held its news confer
ence

few will forget where they were when they first
learned of this grand new revelation some were at home and

heard it on radio or television some were driving in their
cars others were in the temple and still others learned of

the change through the phone calls and personal visits of

excited friends both members and non members many of

those in their cars pulled over to the side of the road to

consider what it meant and to offer prayers of thanksgiving
many saints wept tears of joy others hugged each other and

jumped about their rooms with unbridled happiness some

leaders first heard of the revelation from local members

robert L jachens bishop of the wilshire ward heard it
from andrew pulley a young black member of his ward who had

heard it from another ward member dont you believe it
jachens told pulley someone has played a very cruel
joke the bishop called salt lake city however then

hurried to tell pulley it was true rejoicing that the black

members of his ward could now enjoy allali the blessings of the

church 4 naturally there were those who said they really
could not believe it until they saw a black member blessing

and passing the sacrament or a black couple being married in

the temple all of which happened a short time later

frances whitney richardson questionnaire p 3

los angeles stake collectionCollect
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the new revelation was also the direct fulfillment
of a prophecy made to a member of the stake A couple of

months earlier president brady had an opportunity to

counsel a recent female convert who after her baptism had

learned that blacks could not hold the priesthood this
upset her greatly because the father of her young daughter

was black and she realized that when her daughter reached

marriageable age she might be denied the blessings of the

temple or at the very least her children might not be able

to hold the priesthood after discussing the matter at

great length with her and realizing that he was going out

on a limb president brady felt inspired to tell her this
may appear to us to be a problem now but I11 assure you that
by the time it makes a difference to that young lady it
wont be a problem 4741

As a result of the new revelation on priesthood

active missionary work was begun among blacks throughout the

world and missions were opened in nigeria and ghana in

los angeles missionary work began in earnest and in 1987 a

sizeable percentage of the wilshireWllwil wardshire was black

by coincidence two days following the announcement

of the revelation on the priesthood the los angeles

california stake was scheduled to hold stake conference and

as part of that conference the wilshireWllwil wardshire chapel was

scheduled to be rededicateddedicatedre the building was originally

brady oral history ppap 18 19
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scheduled for dedication in july 1977 but this had been

postponed for nearly a year because of delays in the

building schedule this combination of events however

served almost as a confirmation of the decision of stake

leaders not to sellselseilseiisei the1 beautiful stately building but to

keep it as if it was intended to be used by minority

members elder legrand richards had been invited back to

the stake for the conference and to rededicate the building

he had known and loved as stake president on friday he

called president brady to inform him of the details sur

rounding the revelation and to ask him to read the first
presidency letter as part of stake conference 48

present at this memorable conference were about ten

black members of the stake and the sister who had been

promised by her stake president that the restriction on the

priesthood would not affect her daughter at the conclusion

of the meeting these saints were among the first to reach

the stand there they threw their arms around president

brady and elder richards with emotion packed gratitude and

shared a special spiritual moment with an apostle of the

lord as4s

since the rededication all the members of the high

council who initially fought against the decision to keep

the wilshire ward have said to the stake presidency were

ibid
p 18

t 0

481bid
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glad you hung tough and you didnt give in to our object

ions 1150 the wilshire ward is used more todayoday than it ever

was and by more diverse groups the importance of the

decision can also be seen in the fact that over the last
several years the neighborhoods around the chapel have

started on the upswing and the building has been a conven

lent gathering point for the minorities in that area

perhaps president carmack best summed up the outlook of

stake leaders and members towards the importance of the

stake center when he wrote for the rededication program

we dont look back in this stake there are too many
young people to train saints to serve converts to
baptize organizations to perfect and create our
faith and energy are equal to our challenges the los
angeles stake center stands as a symbol of the solid
faith of our people in this great community which is
southern california this is its center historically
and the signal continues to go forth from here bil01511811

tanner oral history p 38

rededicationisirededication program p 11
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A VISION THAT WE MUST CAUSE TO BE FULFILLED

even though it was natural that the largest growth

of the latter day saints in southern california should come

among the anglo saxon english speaking population the

large spanish speaking minority was not forgotten the

history of the hispanic saints in los angeles is one of

small beginnings sporadic growth exemplary faith
questions over how to deal with linguistic and cultural
differences within the church and finally the organiza

tion of a spanish speaking stake
missionary work among the spanish speaking people in

los angeles began in the mid 1920s by 1929 a spanish

branch later known as the dittman branch had been estab-

lished under the jurisdiction of the california mission 1

in the early 1950s the dittman branch and other spanish

speaking branches were placed under the jurisdiction of

stakes however these branches were located in the eastern

portion of the city outside the stake boundaries where the

lcampbellampbell history of the church in california
ppap 399 402

310
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vast majority of the hispanic population resided since few

stake leaders spoke spanish the saints attending these
branches were left virtually to themselves to carry on as

best they could except for the occasional stake leader who

spoke spanish and was willing to work closely with branch

leaders the branches were also helped though infrequent

ly by spanish speaking missionaries assigned to los

angeles most contact was limited however for while the

spanish american mission was in existence nearly all its
missionaries were assigned to texas or to border towns

in the early 1950s missionary work among the

hispanics in los angeles gained new vitality and by 1953 at

least six full time missionaries were working with them

because the spanish speaking population in the western half
of the city was so small most efforts continued to be

directed towards the eastern half in april 1953 the

missionaries tried to conduct a spanish sunday school class
at the adams ward 2 very few people attended however and

those who did seemed to be more interested in hearing

spanish spoken than in hearing the gospel in spanish

in time other branches were established including

the arroyo branch in glendale and the belvedere branch in

the east los angeles stake those few spanish speaking

saints who lived within the los angeles stake usually had

their memberships transferred to the arroyo branch or else

california intermountain news

ef forts
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were required to attend the english speaking ward in whose

boundary they resided
at the same time the spanish speaking population

was growing throughout the western united states and in

1958 the church established the west spanish american

mission with responsibility for missionary work among the

spanish speaking population in the western states the

hispanic community was also growing in the western half of

los angeles and missionary work was undertaken there but no

effort was made to open a branch of the church in that part

of the city instead as new converts were made their
records continued to be transferred to the arroyo branch 3

the story of trinidad reyna and her family who

moved from el salvador to los angeles in 1963 suggests the

difficulties faced by some spanish speaking saints in

southern california during this time seven years earlier
trinidad and her daughters carmen and yolanda had been

baptized members of the layco branch of the church

trinidad was sustained as the layco branchsbrancesBranc reliefhs society
president shortly following her baptism and her daughter

yolanda fulfilled a mission in the central american mission

once in los angeles the reynasregnas became members of

the arroyo branch but attended only a handful of times

because of transportation difficulties nevertheless still

A marden duke history of the los angeles spanish
branch los angeles stake collectionif
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having a strong desire to continue fellowshippingfellow withshipping the

saints in their new country the family occasionally
attended the wilshireWllwil wardshire in whose boundaries they

resided since trinidad spoke no english however and her

daughters very little they became irregular in attending
t theirheir meet ings

in 1964 josefina gallardo who had known the reynasregnas

in el salvador came to los angeles to attend her daughters
wedding and sought out the reynasregnas to renew acquaintances

when sunday came josefina was interested in how the church

functioned in the united states and asked the reynasregnas to take

her to the ward they usually attended trinidad admitted

that they could not attend the spanish speaking branch

because it was too far away and that they attended the local

wards services only infrequently because they were con-

ducted in english josefina suggested nevertheless that
they should be attending every sunday to partake of the

sacrament and feel the spirit josefina and the reynasregnas not

only began attending the allshirewllshirewilshirewilWll wardshire but they contacted

members of the arroyo branch living in the area and invited

them also to attend
some began to do so and it was not long before they

met orestes rodriguez a ward member who spoke both spanish

and english he not only made them welcome but also
arranged with wilshirewilWll wardshire bishop varnell rozsa to organize

ibid
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a spanish speaking sunday school this class metnet in the

baptismal room of the wilshirewilWll wardshire and rodriquez served as

teacher attendance at these early spanish speaking sunday

schools averaged about ten 05

anxious to increase their numbers members of this
sunday school began doing door to door missionary work in

the evenings and on weekends they worked dutifully for

two years and were rewarded with success as membership in

creased
by the end of 1964 the spanish speaking saints were

holding their own sacrament meeting and the members of the

spanish speaking sunday school class had organized them

selves into the spanish group edward T aaron a returned

missionary whose wife was from el salvador served as group

leader with quenten P goodman first counselor and mario

russo second counselor

As the spanish speaking population grew an imporimbor

tant step for the hispanic saints in the los angeles stake
was taken on 5 june 1966 when the spanish group was or

ganized into a dependent spanish speaking branch of the

wilshire ward under the direction of stake president

winfield Q cannon 7 mario russo of argentina was selected

bid

0
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marlomariomartosarlosario russo continued as branch president with sarlomarlomariosario
vivanco first counselor alberto medina second counselor

and orestes rodriguez as branch clerk luisa lopez was

sustained as relief society president As a result of this

mario G and anabella vivanco oral history
interview by chad M orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape
los angeles stake materials

losolos angeles stake manuscript history 30 october
1966
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as the first branch president carlos vivanco of chile
served as arstfirstirst counselor with roberto de leon of central
america second counselor and george solorzano of mexico

secretary josefina gallardo who was so instrumental in

laying the groundwork for the branch was sustained as its
first relief society president the branch continued to

meet in the baptismal room

during these early days spanish speaking saints
came from throughout the western portion of los angeles

county and from the san fernando valley to attend branch

services because of the distances they had to travel many

were forced to make a day of it bringing lunches to eat

between meetings and giving their children naps on the

floor tt8

on 30 october 1966 only four months after the

dependent branch was created president sant presided at an

all important meeting where the spanish speaking saints were

organized into the independent los angeles spanish branch

f
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important change these saints were able to worship together
more fully in the language in which they prayed and had the

opportunity for greater growth through church callings
they could also worship in an environment relatively

free of prejudice unfortunately however some stake
members recalling the stakes glory days publicly objected

to associating with the hispanics and to the changes they

were bringing to the stake in the wilshire ward for

example prejudice had grown to the point that a few ward

members even suggested that the bishopric should not accept

tithing from the spanish speaking saints 0

even after the creation of the los angeles spanish

branch there was still opposition to the hispanic saints
because minor problems arose such as crumbs being left on

the floor after they ate their sack lunches some members of

the wilshire ward tended to blame the spanish for all
problems at the meeting house charges ranged from causing

the ceiling tiles in the recreation hall to come loose

because they played so much basketball to stealing the

microphones from the chapel

dialogue 15 winter 1982 120 the ceiling titles had
actually been loosened by water damage caused by the
wilshire ward state of disrepair

10
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in spite of such opposition from some anglos

however and in spite of all the other challenges associated
with being a minority attempting to live the gospel in a new

land this small but enthusiastic group of spanish speaking

saints was determined to make their new branch a success

their efforts were made easier through the steady support

given them by the leadership of the los angeles stake and

through spanish speaking missionaries although for a time

the structure of the missionary program often hindered the

work as much as it helped it 12

four full time missionaries of the west spanish

american mission were assigned to the los angeles spanish

branch at the same time there were also english speaking

missionaries who often labored in the same area the

feeling at the time was that missionaries who spoke differ
ent languages such as spanish and english should be in

separate missions even though they might be laboring in the

same area As a result both the california mission and the

west spanish american mission operated on an overlapping

basis in los angeles

in theory whenever english speaking investigators were

found they were to be taught by missionaries of the califor-
nia mission and spanish speaking investigators were to be

taught by missionaries of the west spanish american mission

in practice however things were far from ideal potential

edmunds oral history p 137
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investigators were often lost in the process of sending the

names between the missions in addition cooperation

between the missions often got lost in competition over

which mission could baptize the most this resulted in many

hispanic investigators with marginal english skills being

taught by english speaking missionaries in hopes of getting

credit for the baptism regardless of the facttact that the

investigator would have been better served by spanish

speaking missionaries in addition while each missions
responsibility seemed clear cut on the surface there
developed a problem of distinguishing which mission would

handle missionary work among families in which only one

spouse was hispanic it was decided that the fatherfathers
nationality would be the determining factor but competition

again prevented the theory from working in practice 13

such problems associated with two missions operating

in the same area were not limited to los angeles and in

1970 the decision was made to disband the west spanish

american mission the spanish speaking missionaries were

then transferred to the various missions in whose boundaries

they were working and this solution seemed to be welcomed

by all concerned As a result around forty spanish

speaking missionaries were transferred to the california
mission

ibld
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to assist him in overseeing the work of the spanish

speaking missionaries california mission president john K

edmunds asked david G clarkdarkmark a former mission president in

the guatemala el salvador mission to serve as his counse

lor clarkdarkmark not only helped the comparatively small number

of spanish speaking missionaries from being lost in the

shuffle but also helped lay the successful foundation for

conducting joint missionary work among anglos and his-

panics x2

during these early days of missionary work among the

hispanics in the los angeles stake spanish speaking people

joined the church at a lower rate than those who spoke

english the los angeles spanish branch nevertheless
experienced a steady growth largely as a result of immigra

tion from latin america some came for economic reasons

some for family reasons and others to escape political
upheaval

within a year of its organization the los angeles

spanish branch had outgrown its quarters in the baptismal

room under the wllshirewilshireallshireWllwil wardshire chapel the branch then moved

into the annex of the stake center which it shared with the

deaf branch 11511115

late in 1968 president russo unable to find

suitable employment returned with his family to argentina

ibidbid p 138
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william F jackson a former missionary in the spanish

american mission former bishop of both westwood wards a

man of financial means who could greatly assist the strug

gling branch and a man greatly respected in the english

speaking community was sustained as branch president

because he was so well respected jackson further aided in

giving the spanish speaking saints a greater feeling of

identity with the rest of the saints in the area as well as

an image of legitimacy in the windsminds of anglos he also
helped the spanish branch become permanently established at

the wilshireWllwil wardshire chapel

shortly after jackson became branch president

attendance at sacrament meeting often exceeded one hundred

the decision was then made to move branch meetings into the

wilshire ward chapel because their numbers were small

relative to the capacity of the chapel the first ten rows

were roped off for sacrament meeting while this move

better served the general needs of the spanish the fact

that there was no office space available for the branch

created a major problem consequently president jackson a

successful contractor by profession and not one to be pushed

around moved his construction crews into the wilshire ward

without even asking permission and built offices for the

branch in a classroom across from the chapel ae110

tanner oral history ppap 35 36
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in 1968 another important anglo leader A sardenhardenmarden

duke became associated with the spanish speaking mormon

community duke was a local chiropractor a member of the

hollywood ward one of the first missionaries to serve in

argentina and a member of the los angeles stake high

council when president sant became aware that he had an

ex spanish speaking missionary on his high council he

assigned him to oversee the spanish branch 37173 although7 duke

had not made a concentrated effort to maintain his spanish

he had found occasion to use it infrequently when spanish

speaking saints visited the hollywood ward because so few

anglos spoke spanish a high council representative whose

spanish needed refreshing was better than one who spoke

none

calling duke to oversee the growth of the hispanic

saints within the los angeles stake proved to be an impo-

rtant boon to them in addition to serving as the branchsbrancesbranc

high

hs
council liaison duke served twice as its president

he also served as bishop of the spanish speaking los angeles

fourth ward while many anglos have exhibited great love

towards the hispanics most of the spanish speaking saints
living within the boundaries of the los angeles stake would

agree that few have shown that love as deeply as has mardenharden

duke it has been reciprocated fully

duke oral history untanscribeduntranscribed
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because the stakes efforts to provide translation
services during the early days of the branch were less than

adequate anglo leaders such as jackson and duke were

important in teaching the hispanic saints how to manage all
aspects of local church organization to help him refresh
hisbis spanish duke read whatever church handbooks and other

publications that had been translated into the language As

a result he not only remasteredmasteredre spanish but also became an

expert on the programs of the church a

on 7 june 1970 william jackson was released as

branch president and A sardenhardenmarden duke was called to serve in

his place under his direction the branch was more fully
organized as efforts were undertaken to establish a primary

and a seminary program when the branch was organized

there were almost no children and few youth but by 1970

there were seven primary aged children 10att

efforts to organize a primary in the branch were

frustrated more than once because most parents worked

primary could not be held on weekday afternoons as were

most primaries throughout the church at the same time

after the MIA was organized in the branch it met on friday

night and as in many of their homelandshom mostelands members

attended MIA thus became an organization for those from

tanner oral history p 37
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twelve to 102 not just for young people 20 with ex-

perience it eventually became an activity just for the
youth but meanwhile since many children were already

coming with their parents it was decided also to hold a

primary that night and florentin bustillos was called as

primary president it soon became clear however that
holding primary at such a late hour was unsatisfactory for

the children primary was then tried on saturday mornings

but so many other activities conflicted that the parents did

not always have time to bring their children to primary

next the branch tried holding primary and relief society on

sunday at the same time as priesthood and this proved to be

very successful however after one member of the general

primary board in salt lake city found that the branch was

holding primary on sunday a strong directive was received

by stake leaders stating that it was not church policy to

hold primary on sunday and also that it was not being done

anywhere else in the church 21211251 consequently primary was

again tried on saturday morning and again it was unsuccess-

ful
president duke finally brought to the attention of

the stake presidency the difficulty branch leaders were

having in starting a primary and presented a plan to again

vivanco2ovivanco oral history
duke history of the los angeles spanish branch
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hold it on sunday president sant understood the problem

and in spite of church tradition authorized the branch to

do so beginning in the early 1970s therefore the los

angeles spanish branch adopted a form of consolidated

meeting schedule with all meetings except youth activities
being held on sunday the meetings were also scheduled

back to back to better facilitate the attendance of the many

spanish speaking saints who came great distances other-

wise they would have to spend all day at the wilshireWllwil wardshire
or miss some of their sunday meetings As a result the

only change the branch needed to make when the church later
adopted the three hour consolidated meeting schedule was to

shorten the time branch members spent in sunday meetings 22

just as the los angeles branch served as an impo-

rtant source of spiritual and social strength in the early
days of the church in los angeles so also have the spanish

branches and wards there through association with others

the spanish speaking saints have found great comfort and

spiritual hope amid the problems of an everydayevery lifeday often

associated with minimum wages and the consequent sub

standard living conditions association with the church has

become at least a partial replacement for family left
behind at the same time even though they share the bond

of a common language and most share the experience of

starting over in a new land the spanish speaking saints

ibid221bid
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over the years this fiestaiestaflestalesta has served four important

functions first it has helped the spanish speaking saints
to overcome differences through sharing cultures and

backgrounds second it has served as an important mission

ary tool church members often bring non member relatives
and friends to the fiesta where they are not only treated to

an enjoyable evening but are also exposed to the gospel

next as the anglo community has begun attending these

A nardenhardenmarden duke history of the los angeles fourth
branch and ward

325

represent many different cultures and countries their
great diversities therefore must be bridged but without

undermining their ties to the best aspects of their native

cultures because of these special social and cultural
needs certain unique activities have been given great

emphasis

one important activity begun by president duke

continues to help the spanish saints fulfill their social
needs and share their different cultures this is the

annual fiesta folkloricaFolk herelorica in a colorful atmosphere of

native dress and decorations food typical of the various

countries is served and this is followed by a program of

traditional folk dances and music often this program ends

with the singing of the national anthem and god bless

america

los angeles stake collection LDS church
archives
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activities the talents of the hispanic members and the

beauty of their heritage has helped to erode many prejudices

against them finally the fiesta has served as an imporimbor

tant fund raising activity for branch and ward budgets

in october 1972 A sardenhardenmarden duke was released as

branch president and called again to the high council he

continued to associate with the branch however serving

again as high council liaison antonio feitzfeltzfeliz was sustained
as the new branch president but after a year his work took

him out of state duke was appointed in november 1973 to

supervise the branch until a new president could be called
and in february 1974 president john K carmack called duke

to serve as branch president for a second time

during this time the church implemented a policy

with respect to missionary work that at least for a time

slowed down the spread of the gospel among hispanics in the

american southwest in texas the church had run into

problems with US immigration officials when it was

discovered that some of its missionaries were actually
illegal aliens as were many of those they were baptizing
many converts had been made from among those who were

entering the united states illegally in order to escape the

trying economic and political conditions at home and whose

circumstances had made them especially receptive to the

gospel this was interpreted however as church encourage

ment of illegal immigration and american officials threat

af ter
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ened legal action to stop it in order to avoid further
problems therefore church leaders adopted a policy that
missionaries were not to work with those illegally in the
country 24 instructions were issued that missionaries were

not to baptize those who could not prove their citizenship
or demonstrate that they were in the country legally
missionaries then began asking for green cards and proof of

citizenship the result was that the number of baptisms

greatly declined

following the implementation of this policy

however many local leaders began to question its wisdom

the gospel was meant for all people they said regardless
of where they might be living they also observed that
under the new policy missionaries were to a certain extent

assigned to act as immigration officials and enforce the

laws of the nation by checking up on citizenship further
more they said the church had taken too drastic a step

for under the old policy it was not really encouraging

illegal immigration it was only providing immigrants with

the blessings of the gospel once they had come if they

should be required to leave the country they would at least
take those blessings with them 2025 hispanics observed that
even though the immigrants had broken mans law by crossing

ibid frederick S williams oral history
interviewed by chad M orton 1986 untranscribed audiotape
los angeles stake materials

williams oral history untranscribed
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the borders remaining in their native countries often kept

themthen from obeying a higher law that of providing fortor their
families 20 such cruel dilemmas were not easy to resolve

either in or out of the church

in 1976 the matter was reconsidered by the brethren

in salt lake city and the policy was changed 27 once again

the gospel was made available to all spanish speaking people

in los angeles regardless of their status in the country

and the work among them was accelerated in 1977 there were

158 baptisms in the spanish branch and in the first four

months of 1978 there were fifty eight

As political unrest became more intense throughout

central and south america the branch as well as wards

received greater strength in numbers and church experience

from members fleeing to the united states many came as

political refugees others to improve their economic

conditions and to find a better life while still others
came to be reunited with family members who had already
come all came with great hope regardless of the fact that
they were unable to speak english and had no prospects or

employment almost all found themselves in difficult
situations when they arrived and the stories of hardship

rafael N Seminseminarioarto oral history interview by
chad M orton 1986 rough transcript ppap 32 33 the james
moyle oral history program LDS church archives

williams9twilliams oral history untranscribed duke oral
history untranscribed
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will probably never be fully told most came without legal
papers or money and with only the few personal items they

could carry and many were robbed of the few possessions

they began with others were exploited by ruthless coyo

tes unscrupulous people who bring illegal aliens over the

border for profit while others were abandoned in the

deserts by those who were supposedly helping them 2

somehow many made their way to los angeles and once

they arrived they sought out the church relatives friends
and shelter because most of the hispanic saints already

there had once been in similar dire circumstances they

looked out for the new arrivals with the kind of special

love that grows only out of hardship apartments already

crowded as several families shared to economize always had

room for the new ones until they could get established

there was always room for one more at the table no matter

how meager the days meal might be one sisteristerlster oftenof

greeted

ten

those in need by leaving money in their palms

without a word of explanation or wanting a word of gratl
tude 2 she did this although her situation was not much

better than those she was helping

by april 1978 almost five hundred people were

regularly attending the sacrament meeting of the los angeles

tanner2otanner oral history p 78 duke oral history
untranscr ibedabed

duke history of the los angeles fourth branch
and ward
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spanish branch an increase of three hundred over fiveivetivelve years

earlier As a result the decision was made to divide the

branch and on 23 april 1978 the los angeles third ward and

the los angeles fourth branch were created by president

rodney brady rafael seminario who had been in the church

for only five years was made bishop of the new los angeles

third ward while president duke was retained as president

of the los angeles fourth branch the third ward continued

to meet at the wilshireWllvilvii wardshire but the fourth branch moved

into the hollywood ward at the time of its division
membership in the third ward was over four hundred while the

membership of the fourth branch was around two hundred

five months later on 17 september 1978 the fourth branch

became the los angeles fourth ward and duke was sustained as

its first bishop

those who made up the leadership of the los angeles

third ward presented a very interesting picture as almost

allaliail including bishop seminario had been converted in the

los angeles spanish branch A few had been members when

they arrived in los angeles but only samuel robles the

ward executive secretary had been born in the united

states 30

an important event in the integration of the

spanish speaking saints into the latter day saint community

A sardenwardenmarden duke history of the los angeles third
ward los angeles stake collection LDS church archives
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occurred during the may 1980 southern california area

conference held at the rose bowl there before a huge

audience president spencer W kimball gave a memorable

address in which he commented warmly on the place of the

hispanic saints
more than thirty years ago while in arizona I1

caught something of the vision of the future of our
hispanic brothers and sisters at that time they were
few in number had very little education and very
little of this worlds goods they were struggling to
indfindtind their way in the church in my heart and in my

minds eye I1 could see a better day dawning for themthenthew
lately I1 have begun to see some fulfillment of that
vision for we find these brethren and sisters coming
to the temple in great numbers they are loving
fathers and mothers many of them are well educated
and excelling in many of the areas of business
industry and education but this is just the begin
ning they are but a vanguard of the vast numbers who
will follow in their footsteps we must do our part to
help them to lift them up to call them to the
positions of responsibility and leadership and give
them opportunities to serve so that they and their
people can come into the church by the thousands and
then tens of thousands for that is my vision and it
is a vision that we must cause to be fulfilled 311

when president kimball spoke of his vision and gave

this charge concerning the hispanic people it provided in

a way dramatic support for the direction the los angeles

stake was already taking in promoting their growth and

development some stakes in the area seemed to view the

hispanics almost as a plague feeling that they ought to

president3president spencer W kimball address to the
southern california area conference 18 may 1980 as cited
in conferenciaConfer deencia organization estacaestaba para miembrosembrosmi de
habla hispanahispano de los angeles california 3 de juno de
1984 p 1 los angeles stake collection LDS church
archives
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learn english and attend english speaking wards 32 even if
spanish speaking units were created the hispanics were

often left on their own with little energy being exerted to

explain to themthenthew how the church should be run early in

their association with the spanish speaking saints however

los angeles stake leaders adopted the attitude that while

one might complain about the inconveniences caused by the

hispanic saints they were here to stay and should be

treated as brothers and sisters in the gospel 33 the church

was for all people they believed and these saints had just

as much right to its programs as did anyone else because

they had special needs and problems therefore the stake
must accommodate them not vice versa

stake leaders adopted this attitude because they

recognized that even though hispanics could learn english

and attend english speaking wards many would fall away

before that would happen because of the size of the los

angeles spanish speaking community it was more difficult to

bring them fully into american society than it was with

other minority groups for the only time they really needed

english was when they attended church since everyone in

their neighborhoods spoke spanish signs were often posted

in the spanish sectors of the city which read english is

tanner32tanner oral history p 44 notes of a conversa
tion with skip drinkwater 1986 los angeles stake mate-
rials

tanner oral history p 44
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spoken with little motivation for learning english
therefore there was also little desire to learn it and

many would not go through the struggle preferring instead
to drop out of church activity

los angeles stake leaders placed great emphasis on

trying to meet the special needs of the hispanics follow

ing president kimballsKim addressballs many stake members began to

catch hisbis vision and stake leaders caught it to an even

greater degree there were some in the stake who had

opposed expending so much energy working with the spanish

saints stake leaders had listened patiently to their
complaints but then pushed ahead in spite of the objecobject

tionseions and the area conference provided warm confirmation

that their decision was right
in the wilshire ward where the anglos had the

greatest contact with the spanish and where the opposition
was strongest ward leaders were selected from among members

who not only had the necessary leadership abilities but who

had also exhibited a willingness to work with the minorities
and to treat the spanish speaking occupants of the building

as equals rather than just tolerating them

spanish speaking members of the stake were given

assignments at the stake level not just for what they could

do for the stake but also because of what the calling could

do in training them to be leaders initially most of those

ibid
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who filled positions on the high council and auxiliary
boards were bilingual such as rafael seminarioSemi whonarionarlo was

called as a member of the high council in 1976 however as

means of translation improved non english speaking members

were also called and a translator was provided at any

meeting that even one non english speaking person was to

attend
from the beginning stake conference sessions were

translated but this required the hispanics to sit in

special areas such as the balcony of the wilshireWllwil wardshire
chapel where special ear phones were installed eventually

however the stake purchased new receivers that allowed the

spanish speaking members to sit any place rather than

forcing them to sit as a group 30 these receivers con

tributedtributestri greatlybuted to their growing sense of belonging to the

stake as a whole rather than being an isolated part of it
many hours were also put into training the spanish

speaking saints in all the programs of the church even if
this required additional time and meetings the stake

relief society under the direction of ella farnsworth for

example held additional training meetings just for hispan

JCS 37 farnsworth was bilingual and had spent much of her

married life in spanish speaking countries shortly after

tanner conversation
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she moved into the stake president tanner called her atsas

president a position with which she was very familiar fortor
she had served several times previously as a ward or stake

relief society president

after analyzing the situation concerning the

spanish farnsworth instructed her board to make low cost

teaching aids such as posters made from brown grocery bags

and crayons and to prepare for leadership meetings to be

held entirely in spanish the anglo sisters on the stake

board were apprehensive as they prepared for the first all
spanish speaking leadership meeting but they were given the
names of members who could translate for them and could

coach them on correct spanish pronunciation also many

prayers were offered fortor the success of the meeting

the training meeting and its prayer meeting were

conducted entirely in spanish most attending did not

understand a word later however board members reported

that this experience had helped them to understand more

fully the problems of the language barrier and a member of

the spanish relief society presidency commented at last we

can finally understand what you have been trying to teach us

to do 3 through this and subsequent meetings the bonds

betweenbotweenbotteen anglo and spanish sisters were made stronger

mareen3omareen keeler questionnaire los angeles stake
materials BYU
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the stake presidency high council and other stake

organizations also devoted many extra hours to help in the

training process because bishop seminario had no experiexpert

ence in running a ward he called upon stake leaders to help

him and they willingly responded often meeting with him

until 100 AM 3 during the firstirstarst part of president

william W tanners administration a great portion of his

time and that of other stake leaders was spent working with

the spanish speaking saints president tanner counts as one

of the greatest achievements of the stake the way so many

stake members unselfishly responded to the call and how all
this not only helped create a solid core of well trained
leaders but also contributed to the growth of an impressive

spiritual strength in the spanish speaking LDS community 40

by june 1983 the number of spanish speaking saints
in the stake had grown to almost one thousand with the

majority residing in the los angeles third ward the

decision was made to create three spanish speaking wards

ataltait a special meeting of the los angeles third and fourth
wards on 26 june 1983 the boundaries of the wards were

changed and the los angeles sixth ward was created from the

southern portion of the los angeles third ward like the

third ward the sixth ward also shared the wilshire ward

chapel gustavo velasquez a former high councilor in

seminario2oseminarto oral history p 12

tanner oral history p 65
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guatemala who came to the united states to escape political
persecution was sustained as bishop of the new ward at

the samesanesawe meeting bishop A mardenharden duke was released after
twelve years of presiding over the los angeles spanish

branch and the los angeles fourth branch and ward and was

again called to be a member of the high council nariomarionarlo
mendoza former second counselor in the los angeles fourth
ward was sustained as the new bishop

not only was work increasing among the spanish

speaking people in the los angeles stake but it was also
growing in the surrounding stakes in 1969 a spanish branch

was established in the santa monica stake the huntington

park ward was organized as a ward on 16

april 1978 with english speaking members transferred to

other wards in the huntington park stake three years

later in august 1981 the grant ward was created from a

division of the huntington park ward in the inglewoodginglewoodIng

stake

lewood

the inglewoodginglewoodIng secondlewood ward was organized 21 december

1980 in addition ten other spanish speaking units were

operating in the greater los angeles area a total of

seventeen units scattered between torrance and hacienda

heights

because of the tremendous growth among the spanish

speaking the need for special leadership training became

apparent and a special multi regional auxiliary training
meeting was held at the los angeles stake center on 10

mar i 0
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december 1983 this meeting demonstrated that there were

sufficient numbers of strong hispanic leaders who could

assume stake leadership positions As a result the stake

presidenciespresiden ofcies the huntington park inglewoodginglewoodIng loslewood angeles

and santa monica stakes began taking the steps necessary for

the creation of the first spanish speaking stake in the

united states
As early as 1972 a recommendationrecommendat was made that a

spanish speaking stake should be created in los angeles 41411

no action was taken at the time however for even though

there were enough members sufficient leadership had not

been developed nevertheless it was the general feeling

that it would be only a matter of time until the first
spanish speaking stake was created and that this would take

place in the eastern portion of los angeles where the

hispanics were more well established the spanish speaking

saints in the western portion of the city however had

greater support from english speaking leaders who envisioned

their potential and had prepared them for that day

in 1984 the brethren in salt lake city finallyinallyanally gave

approval for the creation of a spanish speaking stake on an

experimental basis 42 on 3 june the spanish speaking saints

william4williamwiiiiamwiiliamawilliam oral history p 15

first presidency to the stake presidenciespresiden ofcies the
los angeles california stake los angeles california
inglewoodginglewoodIng stakelewood los angeles california santa monica stake
and huntington park california stake I11 may 1984 los
angeles stake collection LDS church archives
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from the huntington park inglewoodginglewoodIng loslewood angeles and santa
monica stakes gathered in the huntington park stake center
for the momentous occasion

the new stake with a membership in excess of 2200

consisted of seven wards grant huntington park inglewoodginglewoodIng

la

lewood

cienega name changed from the santa monica spanish

branch at this time and the los angeles third fourth and

sixth wards the new stake was named the huntington park

west stake and its offices were located in the huntington

park stake center the stake presidency consisted of

president rafael N seminarioSemi formernarlonario bishop of the los

angeles third ward first counselor francisco yanez former

bishop of the grant ward second counselor ramon riquelmeRiquelriguelme

former president of the santa monica spanish branch and

edger orellana as stake clerk 3

As the number of hispanics in los angeles continues

to increase many projections concerning the church suggest

that they will become the largest group in the central city
and that the anglos will to a certain degree turn the

guardianship of the church in that area over to the spanish

speaking saints itif the past is any indication they will
be equal to the task in spite of the many challenges they

face

an account of the organization of the huntington
park west stake is found in the latter day sent inel 23 june
1984

43
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after one stake conference president seminarioSemi

found

narlonario
one of his stake members an older sister standing on

the corner when he asked her what she was doing still
there she told him that she had come to the conference on

the bus that this had required several hours and numerous

transfers and now she could not remember how to get back

home

t-

his sisters faithfulness in coming to stake

conference regardless of the inconvenience is typical of

that seen throughout the spanish speaking population in the

church and it has helped the hispanics average over 60

percent attendance at sacrament meeting before the stake was

created and over 65 percent following its creation 0 these

figures stand in stark contrast to the surrounding wards and

stakes where the average is around 40 percent

since its organization the huntington park west

stake has averaged over half of the regions baptisms

enough to create a ward a year many of these new converts

however move out of the stake following their baptism

nevertheless the stake has a fineinelne record of retaining its
converts in the church largely through the dedication of

such men as luis arteaga the los angeles sixth ward mission

leader who has visited as many as thirty new families each

month 0 such fellowshlppingfellowshippingfellow effortsefshipping areforts essential to the

seminario44seminarioseminari oral history p 14

ibidbid p 23
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vitality of the church and here the hispanics take a back

seat to no one

the accomplishments of the spanish saints are truly
amazing when the challenges they have had to overcome are

considered at the same time major problems and challenges

remain some of which are unique to the stake the greatest
of these is its poor economic situation when the hunting

ton park west stake was created a majority of the poorest

saints from the huntington park inglewoodginglewoodIng loslewood angeles and

santa monica stakes were brought together into one stake
consequently the four stakes from which it drew provided

the new stake with a sizeable financial base from which to

operate however this base will not be sufficient for all
the expenses and the hispanic saints eventually must find a

way to make their stake fully sufficient 7

the idea of organizing a spanish stake was of

course controversial but everything that has happened so

far suggests not only that it will work but also that it
was the desirable thing to do hispanics still need

patience as they strive to reach their full potential but

the vision of president kimball is beginning to be ful-

filled with the continued patience and understanding

efforts of hispanic and anglo alike that vision will be

president47president SeminSemiseminarionarloartonarioario feels that the stakes
greatest long range need is for the members to obtain
college educations so that they can become self sufficient
seminario oral history p 25
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realized already prophecy Is being fulfilled in a grand

and humbling way
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chapter 13

MICROCOSM OF A WORLDWIDE CHURCH

at a regional meeting held a week after the rededi-

cation of the wilshirewilWll wardshire chapel president rodney H

brady announced that he had accepted the position of

president of weber state college in ogden utah on 30 july
1978 william W tanner was set apart by elder L tom perry

of the council of the twelve as the eleventh president of

the stake
president tanner retained robert H millard and

stephen eldredge as counsellorscoun whensellors president eldredge

moved from the stake however royal peterson was called to

take his place and when president peterson died of cancer

lynn 0 poulson was called into the stake presidency

later howard B anderson replaced president millard
president tanner a native of salt lake city was

the grandson of henry S tanner the mission president who

established the los angeles branch from 1956 58 he served

a mission in the southern atlantic states where his

grandfather and brother had previously filled missions

following his mission he graduated from the university of

343
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utah and entered the USC dental school where his brother
was on the faculty in august 1959 shortly before moving

to los angeles he married elizabeth findlay in the salt
lake temple

following williams graduation from dental school

the tanners decided they wanted to live in the santa monica

stake they soon discovered however that the apartment

they had rented was two blocks within the boundary of the

westwood second ward so they remained members of the los

angeles stake 1

when L tom perry spoke at the stake conference

where president tanner was sustained he summed up the

situation in the stake very well by saying that it repre-

sented a microcosm of the world since the nations of the

world were found within its boundaries he further stated
that stake members had the responsibility to take the gospel

to those people so that they could then take it to their
homelandshom 2elands

by the 1980s the diversity within the los angeles

stake indeed made it a microcosm of a worldwide church

within the hollywood ward for example at least twenty

seven languages were spoken often the first impression

one received of the stake was its international flavor
when the primary children sang I1 am a child of god at

tanner oral history ppap 12 13
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stake conference for example they presented a rainbow of

the colors of people and seemed to represent all races and

nationalities this variety gave the true meaning to the

song which was co authored by mildred T pettit a one time

member of the stake

today not only in the stake where mildred pettit
once lived but throughout the world children of different
races and national origins sing that song together rein
forcing its truth that all are god s children such an

attitude did not come easily in los angeles but in the two

decades before 1987 the stake watched prejudices melt away

as people of various races and nationalities were brought

together and learned to know and love each other in spite of

d A fferencesdifferences 3

stake leaders under president tanner continued to

strive to develop a sense of pride in the makeup of the

stake and to teach the value of all people regardless of

skin color they were concerned that the gospel remain

relevant in the lives of members by having the stake serve

the people who lived within its boundaries rather than being

concerned with the way the stake used to be following this
leadership the members took increasing pride in their
stake recognizing that its ethnic diversity made it unique

amongarong stakes in the church they were willing to allow the

stake to be different rather than trying to make everyone

tannerbannerhanner oral history p 113 116
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the same the challenge they recognized was to become

unified in action and faith not dress and language 4

because of these efforts most of the minorities
were made to feel that they were loved wanted accepted and

important to the success of the stake it was clear that
any criticism of a minority would not have a sympathetic

reception among stake leaders if tensions arose stake

leaders tried to respond quickly by expressing love and

support the minority groups because of their enthusiasm

became the life blood of the stake

the changing nature of the stake however created
some significant challenges it became difficult for

example not only to keep positions filled but to keep them

filled with experienced church members one of the things

stake leaders had to learn was to do away with the classical
image of a leader in the church older married financially
secure and steeped in the LDS tradition

in april 1979 the new institute of religion building

adjacentafoaaflaaola tocent USC was dedicated by elder paul H dunn prior

to the beginning of actual construction ironically
president kimball had received the revelation on priesthood

and the church was in a position to sign the non discriminadiscriminal

tion clause and thereby retain the old institute building

tanner4tannerstanner conversation
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but by that timetine the process was too far along the change

nevertheless may have been or the best for with the
continuing expansion of the university the institute would

have been an uncomfortable little oasis in the middle of the

large campus 7

with the continued growth of the church it became

ever more complicated to have representatives from around

the world gather at the semi annual general conferences in

salt lake city church leaders therefore began a series
of area conferences where church leaders went to various
parts of the world to meet with the saints initially they

were held only outside north america with the first one in

manchester england in 1971 but beginning in 1979 they

were also held in the united states rapidly improving

technology however soon resulted in the increased use of

satellite broadcasts and these provided greater access to
general conference area conferences were discontinued

therefore by 1981

in may 1980 an area conference was held at the rose

bowl in los angeles this was the largest gathering of

cormonsmormons in history as over 30000 attended the saturday

womens session and the 100000 seat rose bowl was filled to

near capacity for the sunday sessions in addition a four

ibidbid p 29
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thousand voice choir provided the music on sunday the

conference was translated into seven languages

in his keynote address president kimball not only

charged leaders and members to reach out and lift the

minorities but he also stressed the importance of mission-

ary work this included not only preparing every young man

for a mission and praying that the lord would touch the

hearts of the leaders of nations so that missionaries might

be allowed to enter but also carrying the gospel message to

the people of california
there is a great possibility that we the members of
the church may not have been doing our total duty to
some extent we have been bypassing our neighbors
the lord has said that when you have been warned warn
your neighbor now that comes as a command to you and
me it is not left to our discretion or to our
pleasure or to our convenience every man and women
should return home from this conference with the
determination that they will take the gospel to their
relatives and their friends

immediately following the conference the wards and

stakes throughout the los angeles region took president

kimballsKim messageballs to heart and held informal open houses in

their chapels to introduce non cormonsmormons to the churchschurche
family oriented way of life films exhibits and talks
highlighted such things as athletics cultural arts

president spencer W kimball address to the
southern california area conference 18 may 1980 as cited
in ferren L christensen to stake presidents in the los
angelesangelesange andle venturai regionsReg 10lowi june 1980 p 3 los angeles
stake collection LDS church archives
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genealogy welfare services missionary work youth and

church educational programs

even prior to the area conference the changing

makeup of los angeles gave missionary work an added impo-

rtance because so many saints had moved out and so few had

moved in great emphasis was placed upon missionary work

for the seven years prior to the creation of the huntington

park west stake the los angeles california stake led the

los angeles california mission in baptisms after the

creation of the spanish speaking stake however the los
angeles stake became consistently the second highest

baptizing stake in the area

much of the missionary success was due to the

leadership of michael grilikhesgrillkhesgriliches stake mission president ao110510

through his efforts the saints were motivated to move

forward with missionary efforts when roy richardson was

bishop of the wilshire ward for example he had a goal of

twenty stake missionaries and one year there were over

seventy baptisms in the ward to help missionary work move

forward in the UCLA ward a book of mormon project was

begun

because of the affluent nature of some areas in the

western portion of the stake such as beverly hills
westwood bel air and cheviot hills many people there were
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satisfied with their position in life and saw no need for a

change especially regarding religion As a consequence

the results from regular missionary work such as actingtradingtr
were not highly successful in hesethese areas A major mission

ary effort was made therefore among the part member

families and this became an effective program in the

westwood wards for example both first counsellorscoun johnsellors B

cahoon and david L scoliscoll originally came from part member

families xa

while the stake worked to bring new members into the

gospel it also worked to ensure unity among the stake
family something that was becoming more difficult to

maintain as the stake became a mini united nations

unfortunately people from different cultures were not only

the victims of prejudice from angloanglangioangi americans but also
often had biases against each other just as brigham young

struggled in the early days of the church to unityunify english

danish and swedish converts in utah so also los angeles

stake leaders worked to unify the spanish speaking orien

tais and anglos their philosophy was that if you get to

know someone you learn to love him if there were problems

with prejudice they felt it was a matter of getting to

know one another a

ibid p 134

ibid p 57
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to accomplish this the stake adopted several low

risk activities one was a series of international food

fairs which were actually an extension of the spanish

fiestas and focused attention on the fact that there were

many cultures represented in the stake these were initial
ly started by the stake young womens presidency under the

direction of louise lacount and the first one was held 14

may 1981 they brought together people from every culture
and allowed them to demonstrate special things about their
culture in addition to the food fairs wilshireWllwil wardshire
sponsored an all nations night which continued the

tradition of native costumes and unique and exotic cuisine
at christmas time the stake primary sponsored an

international christmas party at the wilshireWllvilvii wardshire chapel

where the different nationalities decorated christmas trees
in the traditional manner of their country in addition a

variety of holiday foods tromfromfroetroe the different nations were

served and examples of christmas as celebrated in the wanymany

countries were represented the first was held at the stake

center in december 1980 and all those who came were asked

also to donate a wrapped present fortor the needy

another event that helped unify the various ethnic
groups was the stake priesthood dinner meeting in 1951

president russon introduced this tradition in hopes of

richard romney A feast for all the world

1
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increasing attendance at the monthly priesthood meetings

which each of the stakes were required to hold the

dinners proved so successful that they were continued until
president carmackcarnack was installed at which time elder howard

W hunter suggested that they might have outlived that
purpose AB110 under president tanner however they were

reinstated as opportunities for stake members to get

together for brotherhood 17 by that time the church had

changed its priesthood meeting schedule so that these stake

meetings were held only twice a year on saturday night As

the dinners were re inaugurated responsibility for them was

rotated among the wards when the koreans had the responsirespons1respondires

bilityability

ponsi

the stake ate korean food when the hollywood ward

had its turn it often prepared armenian food the chinese

branch served chinese food these dinners provided marve

lous opportunities for priesthood members to get to know one

anotheriotherlotherai better and afterward they all moved from the

cultural hall into chapel for priesthood meeting

one man who provided tremendous help to the stake in

its work among the minorities was president britton mcconkle

of the california los angeles mission who hadbad a great

vision of what could be done missionary work among the

english speaking people was not going too well anyway so

15

t ime

ilochurch
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when he took over the mission in 1978 he decided to focus

his attention on the minorities he believed that one of

his special missions was to strengthen existing minority

units and establish new minority ones in los angeles AB he

worked diligently to carry forward that work

following the revelation on the priesthood mission

ary work among members of the black community increased and

there was a rapid growth of black members of the church

president mcconkiemcconkle therefore was anxious to have a branch

of the church established in the watts area the center of

the black community in los angeles just as branches hadbad

been established for other minority groups he felt that

blacks would gain a great deal of strength from such an

organization and thus lay the groundwork for continuing the

great strides being made in their community XB292 eventually9

the southwest branch of the huntington park stake was

established
when the southwest branch was initially organized

black members from throughout los angeles were invited to

attend in order to give it sufficient strength president

tanner and his counsellorscoun recognizedsellors that such a branch was

necessary in the watts area but they also felt that the

strength provided by black members was greatly needed in the

los angles stake they felt that as the complexion of the

ibidbid p 40
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community changed the complexion of the ward should also
change because there were no cultural or language barriers
that would prevent blacks from functioning in traditional
wards stake leaders felt that they should attend the wards

in whose boundaries they lived and receive leadership

training in an established ward rather than being placed by

themselves to learn how the church was run 20

neverthelessNevert thebeless southwest branch was organized

but unfortunately wise and proper procedures were not

always followed in recruiting possible members As a

result some black saints in the los angeles stake became

disenchantedenchanteddisenchanterdis with the church interpreting the invitation to

attend this branch as an attempt to segregate themthen out 21

in spite of such problems however the southwest branch

proved a blessing to the blacks in the watts area and in

the los angeles stake the wilshire ward in particular soon

began to enjoy the blessings of its growing black member

ship

another ethnic group to be incorporated into the los

angeles stake was the chinese though the branch actually
had its beginnings in 1978 in the elysian park ward of the

glendale stake 22 A member of that ward david honey had

ax
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recently returned from a mission to hong kong and had come

to live in chinatown and was one of the few non asians to
be fully accepted into that community there were several
chinese families in the elyslanelysianelystan park ward and honey took

the initiative to organize a family home evening group for

the membership of the ward the lessons
were taught in chinese with each member taking a turn

shortly thereafter permission was given to start a chinese

sunday school class in the ward 2313

president mcconkiemcconkleConkleNc had served as the churchschurchchurche legal

council in asia where he developed a great love for the

asian people and be hadbad a special desire to strengthen the

work among themthenthea in los angeles under his direction
cantonese speakispeakingspeake and mandarin speaking missionaries were

transferred from hong kong and taiwan to labor in los

angeles the success and personality of the chinese group

during these early times was usually directly related to the

missionaries for they often represented half of the

pr iesthoodiestlest
by

hood

1979 the heart of the group had moved from

elysian park ward to huntington park ward under the

direction of president mcconkie and with the approval of

president R don smith of the huntington park california
stake a chinese group was organized in february 1979 the

ibid
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chinese retained membership in their home wards but could

attend meetings with the group 2025 the first meeting was

held on 19 february 197919t9 with elder kent flake a full time

missionary serving as presiding elder

following its organization the group struggled to

maintain its existence for it hadbad little local leadership

and the missionaries were unable to give the necessary time

and still do the required missionary work in addition
meeting in huntington park had proven less than ideal

realizing the importance of helping to improve the situation
fortor the chinese saints however the los angeles california
stake gave its assistance among other things the stake

provided a more central location for investigators and

members and the group moved into the annex of the wilshirewilWll

ward

shire
shortly after that on 3 august 1980 the los angeles

fifth branch the first independent chinese branch in

southern california was organized branch boundaries

included the confines of the california los angeles mission

and drew membership from the san fernando valley on the

north to orange county on the south 20 fifty one people

attended the organizational meeting held under the direcdiorec

tion of president william W tanner ted hi ong an

american born oriental who was serving as a counsellor to

wilshireWllwil wardshire bishop roy richardson was sustained as branch

ong history of the los angeles fifth branch
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president with david honey and da we I11 zhang as counsellorscoun

mo

sellors
ping nomo was called as relief society president

the branch faced some severe difficulties and

challenges during the early years of its existence
membership was very limited as half those in attendance
were investigators within its first six months two females

and nine malesmaies allaliail singleingle and mostly in their twenties
were baptized but unfortunately most of the potential
priesthood holders eventually went inactive 27 on 31

december 1980 membership stood at twenty five
through these difficult times the branch maintained

its progress largely because of the hard work and sacrifices
of ted and ameliaameita ong and anglo americans such as david

honey and james and donna jean moore the moores had

developed an initial interest in the chinese branch because

their son had served a mission to taiwan because the

chinese lacked priesthood james moore helped themthen prepare

the sacrament each sunday following his regular meetings at

the wilshireWllwil wardshire he then approached the stake presidency

stating that he and his wife had a great love for the

chinese and wondered if there was something they could do

for them 2 james was soon called to be branch clerk even

though he was also a member of the stake high councilcounci

ibld
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donna jean moore was called to be the branch primary

president and a successful primary program began although

the active primary membershipmembershimembership in the branch had been only

four or five children the ranks occasionally reached

twenty ivefivelve or thirty as members brought their friends it
was at this primary in fact that many asians were taught

of jesus christ fortor the first time

the moores were a great strength to members of the

branch most of whom were comparatively young as they

provided counsel stability and the comfort of an older

generation they also brought the open warm affection
common among americans to a culture noted for its discipline
and where affection was shown through personal sacrifice
rather than emotional attention

by early 1982 the branch was still struggling as

attendance at sacrament meeting was often as low as thirteen
or fifteen persons including children and thought was

given to dissolving the organization during the summer

however a number of strong priesthood holders moved into

the branch As a result the branch moved from having only

two melchizedek priesthood holders when organized to

sufficient numbers for full priesthood leadership including

a full elders quorum presidency the relief society also
grew and had a strong membership and an excellent spirit
by the end of the year the chinese branch was a viable unit

as sacrament meeting attendance averaged forty people

al t hough
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with the growing numbers of hispanics using the

wilshireWll wardshire chapel however it soon became apparent that
the chinese branch must again search for a permanent home

and bishop edward nadle of the hollywood ward offered

assistance 2 As a result the members of the hollywood

ward put that arms around their chinese brothers and

sisters making them feel that they were part of the larger
great work frequently for example they included the

chinese branch in their activities and invited the chinese

their meetings in naymay 1982 the branch began meeting in the

hollywood chapel on sunday morning simultaneously with the

hollywood ward and this allowed for the children of the

branch and the ward to meet together in primary and sunday

school classes this arrangement was also more favorable

for investigators and members alike and made it easier for

those who had to use public transportation to come to

meetings in addition the chinese youth began to meet with

the youth of hollywood ward for their various activities 80

there were few families in the chinese branch since
most of the converts were single and only two families were

baptized prior to 1984 several marriages however

resulted from the fact that young men and women became

acquainted with each other at the branch

tanner oral history ppap 424342
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traditional holidays such as the chinese new year

continued to be celebrated in the chinese branch as well as

new holidays such as thanksgiving and christmas the 24th

of july celebrated by the cormonsmormons as pioneer day took on

great meaning for like other minorities many chinese

members could relate to the great trials and concerns of the
mormon pioneersplopio 31311neers many of them too had left their houeshoneshomes

leaving behind all but what they could carry not knowing

exactly what lay ahead or when they would reach their
dest inatoinat1 on

what started out basically as a chinese branch

eventually become an asian branch responsible for the

spiritual needs of saints from china hong kong taiwan

vietnam cambodia malaysia laos thailand and the

philippines accommodating such a change in the face of the

obvious language difficulties became a major challenge to

the branch

shortly following the establishment of the los
angeles fifth branch two more chinese branches were also

created though outside the boundaries of los angeles stake

the one established in long beach has since become almost a

cambodian branch the monterey park chinese branch con

tinuedlinued to flourish and soon grew to the point that it was

divided and a fourth branch the hacienda heights chinese

branch was created

ong history of the los angeles fifth branch M
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sarchmarch 1981 marked the twenty fifth anniversary of

the los angeles temple when the temple first opened only

four daily sessions were offered by the mid 1980s it
offered at least twenty it was not unusual during the

evenings and on saturdays fortor all the parking on the temple

grounds to be filled and members desiring to attend the

temple having to park outside the complex

over the years the temple had indeed blessed and

enriched the lives of the members of the los angeles stake

they were able frequently to attend the temple to perform

baptisms endowments and seal ingslings for themselves and for

the dead by the mid 1980s most active members of the

stake married in the temple in addition stake members

volunteered their time to work in the genealogical library
and spent countless hours extracting names from microfilm

records

during june 1983 several changes took place in the

makeup of the los angles stake in addition to the creation
of the los angeles sixth ward the korean branch was split
for the second time with the new branch becoming part of

the chatsworth california stake in the san fernando valley

the branch had been divided previously when membership

reached about 150 and the second branch became part of the

torrance stake though later it was transferred to the

cerritos stake this initial division was undertaken

without the knowledge of president tanner and in so doing

mar ch t he t went y f I1 f t h ann I1 ver sar y 0 f
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reduced the critical mass and hence the strength of the

branch in los angles and slowed its growth rate 3 the

chatsworth branch grew at a faster rate because many koreansK

saw

dreans

better opportunities for integrating into america and

helping their children become americanized by moving into

the valley by 1987 the number of koreans in the three
branches had grown to around 250 members who frequently
came together for social activities and the koreans had

proposed that a district type organization be established
for them in preparation for a korean stake

meanwhile there were certain practices among the

koreans stemming from the patriarchal aspects of their
culture that conflicted with church practice and needed to

be addressed the korean branch presidency for example

began to conduct relief society meetings so the sisters
would see that the priesthood holders were in charge even

though it was church policy that the women themselves should

take charge of their own meetings the problem was overcome

with patience teaching correct principles and then leaving

themthenthew alone but it represented the complications that might

arise because of differing cultural perspectives 3313

another manifestation of the same cultural dif
ference came when the stake began to emphasize the pursuit

minority unit report of the los angeles second
branch los angeles stake collection
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of excellence program each ward was to report to the

stake relief society how many sisters were involved and

what they had accomplished but it was then learned that the

korean sisters were not able to report their achievements

this way since korean culture would not let them report to
anyone but their husbands 3 As stake relief society presi-

dent ella farnsworth and her counsellorscoun camesellors to understand

the problem they looked for ways to solve it on 13 aprilapuli

1985 the stake relief society sponsored a cultural evening

at which the handicraft of the sisters in the korean branch

were displayed of the thirty seven sisters in the branch

thirty five completed the pursuit of excellence program and

displayed their work without having to report

another major challenge to the los angeles stake was

that of meeting the needs of the youth one youth program

for which it was well known was scouting in 1963 for

example wilshireWllxii wardshire was chosen as the best scout troop in

the church and president john UV russon was awarded the

silver beaver award one of the highest awards given by the

boy scouts in recognition of service to youth

there was a period of time however when scouting

did not enjoy such a high level of achievement in the los

angeles california stake and considerable credit for the

renewed emphasis goes to walt parker an administrator in

the los angeles school system and in the late 1960si960s the

ibld41bid
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non LDS scout master of the arlington ward where his wife

was a member his scout troop was composed largely of young

men who were wards of the court and as part of their
penalties were required to participate in spite of this
he had a marvelous troop while the others in the stake

clearlylearly left something to be desired parker was not

reluctant to let stake leaders know his feelings concerning

scouting and it problems in the stake 3

As a result members of the stake presidency

carefully examined the scouting program and the needs of the

youth and decided they were going to make the program work

they determined that the greatest work they could do was in

the area of preventing the youth from becoming inactive and

building future leaders they resolved to put a high

priority on the youth program particularly scouting and

place quality people in these programs As a result
several prominent leaders were released to work in scouting

lynn poulson was a member of the westwood second ward

bishopric when he was released to be that wards scout-

master paul weenick and C burton stohl were released from

the high council tom andersonandersen who had become an eagle

scout as a youth in the wilshireWllxii wardshire was put on the high

council with the responsibility of overseeing the youth

programs 3 in addition the youth programs also had two

tanner oral history p 17
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strong advocates in the stake presidency in william W

tannerranner and rodney H brady both men were avid shoutersscootersscoutersscoscou

received
otensoterstersutenstens

the silver beaver award and served at the local
regional and national levels of the boy scouts in addition
to their duties in the stake presidency the search or

quality leaders interested in the youth often led stake

leaders outside church membership to find quality men such

as walt parker

As the stake was revitalizing its scouting program

the church was running into problems concerning its affilia-
tion with scouting in november 1972 as part of a major

correlation program the first presidency combined the

mutual improvement association and aaronic priesthood

programs and placed scouting directly under the supervision

of the churchschurche presiding bishop following this the

presiding bishopric announced that in each ward the deacons

quorum president should be the senior patrol leader in

scouting and the deacons quorum advisor should be the scout

master

As a result of these changes a suit was brought

against the church stating that the new practice was

discriminatory for blacks would be precluded from being

senior patrol leaders in LDS unit because they could not

hold the priesthood and therefore could not be deacons

quorum presidents the suit argued that it was against

scouting policy to determine leadership positions on the
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basis of religion and brought into question the churchschurche
continued relationship with the boy scouts scout officials
worked with church leaders to see if the matter could be

resolved and church leaders searched for minority members

in leadership positions in church units in order to support

their argument that the change was a suggestion not policy

when president tanner learned of the suit he informed the

brethren in salt lake city of how scouting was run in his

stake information that eventually proved vital to the

churchschurchchurche s pos it lonion 31

because of the limited number of youth in the stake

stake leaders had gone outside stake membership to keep

scouting functioning if there were only two or three ward

members of scouting age the stake reached out into the

community and brought non LDS boys into the program in

doing this it developed strong troops that met the needs of

the youth both inside and outside the church in the

wilshire ward in the summer of 1986 for example only three
of a troop of thirty two scouts were church members

significantly the troops of los angeles stake were them

selves microcosmusmicrocosms of the world with blacks koreans

chinese armeniansArmen caucasiansians and hispanics all enjoying

the benefits of church sponsored scouting activity 3
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because of the diverse nature of the stakes
scouting program stake leaders felt that while makingbaking a

deacons quorum president also senior patrol leader would

work well in areas where mormansnormonsmormons were a majority that
policy would not work in their stake because of the large

numbers of non cormonsmormonsMor consequentlymons they chose the senior
patrol leader by looking for the best leader in their
troops regardless of his religious affiliation at the

time of the law suit the wilshire ward had a troop composed

largely of minorities and blacks were serving in leadership

positions including that of senior patrol leader 3

partially as a result of this information the law suit was

dropped and the church continued to be the largest sponsor

of scouting in the united states
several young men joined the church as a result of

their scouting experiences and so also did several non-

member scoutmastersscout includingmasters walt parker glen johnson

thor dockwiler and john stockman 40 the latter eventually

became bishop of the wilshire ward thus as stake members

served the los angeles community through scouting they also

served the church both through convert baptisms and through

the skills the young men acquired as scouts for stake

leadersadersIE the emphasis on improved scouting also had other
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measurable effects as almost every LDS eagle scout eventual
lyilylly filled a mission

fathers and sons outings also played a prominent

role in the stake activities for youth and the young men

whether members or non members of the church who had no

fathers were often taken to these outings by stake members

who volunteered to be their fathers for those occasions at

the 1986 outing at least twenty non LDS youth who were part

of LDS scout troops and their fathers attended 1

the young womens program also received considerable

attention though many in the stake felt that this was not

always the case As with the young men there were great

concerns about raising young women in an urban environment

when frances W richardson first moved into the stake she

was called as young womens president in the hollywood ward

raised in suburban california where there were many teen-

agers highly active families and the church functioned

much as it did in utah she was not prepared to deal with

inner city youth who camecane from broken homes or part member

families who were exposed to the world in some of its worst

forms and were often headed for serious trouble many of

them had no parents at all and other had parents who simply

did not support the efforts of leaders ward leaders tried
everything they could think of but in spite of their best

ibid p illliilil
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efforts and the hours they spent they tasted failure more

often than not a

to help bring the girls of the stake together so

they could get to know each other and also to show them

that stake leaders were interested in them two stake wide

slumber parties were held in 1982 in july 1985 the young

women of the stake attended a camp at big bear much like
boy scout camp which featured whitewater running boating

water skiing swimming wind surfing and other activities
designed for good wholesome fun

the stake young womens presidency also developed an

award designed to encourage personal achievement among the

girls of the stake it captured the ideals of the boy scout

merit badge and rank advancement as the young women set

goals they wanted to achieve in seven areas and were

rewarded for their accomplishments 43

the los angles stake suffered in comparison with

other stakes in the area from a shortage of youth because

of this it became a leader in bringing together the youth

of all stakes in the region for youth conferences dances

and special youth outings so that they would have a larger

LDS group to associate with

during these years the relief society of the los

angeles stake also developed new programs for the benefit of

richardson questionnaire

tanner42tanner oral history p 75
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the adult sisters on 12 october 1985 for example it
hosted a voyage of discovery which consisted of a lovely
program and dinner the purpose of the event was to show

off the talents of women in the stake and to honor those who

had achieved through music poetry and other artistic
activities it had the effect not only of honoring the

women who had worked in the pursuit of excellence program

duringluring the year but also bringing considerable of talent
out of the closet

not only did the relief society try to honor their
own but the priesthood holders of the stake also tried to

honor them when the church instituted a general womens

meeting prior to its annual general conference members of

the stake presidency decided that they wanted full participartica
pationpatlon on the part of the sisters and also to make it a

special event like general conference and other special

church meetings the womenwomensromen conference was televised via

satellite from salt lake city and picked up by satellite
dishes installed at stake centers around the world where the

women of the church were invited to participate borrowing

from the success of the stake priesthood dinners therefore

the stake presidency began having a beautiful banquet for

the sisters in the stake at each of these meetings the

only responsibility the sisters had was to determine the

number who would attend and then show up for a fine dinner

wallace oral history untranscribed
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which featured lowersflowers on the tables that they could take
home

stake leaders felt that these dinners helped stake
members feel good about the stake and also helped the

stakes sisters have a more positive attitude towards the

priesthood leaders often the perception of the priesthood
was one of a willingness to delegate assignments to the

relief society but through these dinners stake leaders

tried to change that perception to one of a group of

brethren willing also to serve

As the los angeles california stake began its
sixtieth year in 1987 it was apparent that it was a

microcosm of a world wide church in ways other than its
racial diversity within its boundaries were some of the

greatest evils on the earth and in great abundance also

within its boundaries however was one of the holiesthollest
places on earth the house of the lord showing that even

amidst great wickedness there can also be great righteous-

ness the temple symbolized the fact that holy places can

be found wherever the saints of god are regardless of

surrounding evils A common theme in the stake was that if
members would live within the lords bounds satan could

have no influence over themthen

tanner oral history ppap 155157155
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another way in which the stake became a microcosm

was in the effort of the saints to build up zion where they

reside for there to be zion in los angeles the saints
mustdust stay and stand strong in that area it was not an easy

placeilaceliace to live but the members felt a commitment to helping

the church remain strong in the area as well as a commit

ment to the community the well being of los angeles they

felt was directly related to the church remaining strong as

a bulwark against evil 47 when the saints first came they

were told that they must be the leaven in the bread

through the activities of the los angeles california stake

they were indeed a leaven while the church in los angles

was quite different in many ways from the church found on

the east bench of salt lake city it was meeting the needs

of a wide variety of people in a large metropolitan

cosmopolitan area

stake members were doing the best they could with

what they had and were not trying to create the traditional
stake realizing that their environment necessitated a

certain uniqueness indeed the stake survived and grew

because it did whatever was necessary including becoming a

stake of specialties because of the conditions of the

inner city for example it was difficult and often danger

ous to do visiting teaching and home teaching somesoae membersberbers

lived in areas where it was not safe for two women to go out

ibid
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after dark many of the sisters in the wilshire ward were

elderly and not able to get out because of age and lack of

transportation to overcome this problem the ward devel-

oped a system of telephone networking to replace the

standard visiting teachers under this system the sisters
were each assigned to call other sisters each month to see

how they were doing and to make sure that their needs were

taken care of while not the traditional approach the

percentage of sisters contacted each month usually exceeded

90 percent 48

between 1950 and 1987 there was an average 2.424
percent annual decrease of membership in the los angeles

basin while the los angeles stake did not escape this
trend after 1970 it was reversed largely because of the

growth of minorities and the changing nature of the inner

city in 1982 only the wilshire ward and the minority wards

and branches showed growth or maintained population yet the

stake was growing membership at the end of the year stood

at 4372 a nearly 25 percent increase over the figures for

ten years earlier when membership barely exceeded 3300

projections in 1982 of future growth estimated membership

living within stake boundaries would reach five thousand at

the end of 1987 but that figure was exceeded a year earlier

notes of a conversation with loislolslots boswell 1986
los angeles stake materials

24
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than expected although actual stake membership was just
over 3300 on 31 december 1986 the members of the three
spanish wards who were living within the stake boundaries

but assigned to the huntington park west stake brought the

total church population to over five thousand the total
membership within stake boundaries hadbad almost reached the

level of the early i950s1950s before white flight took its toll
although the ethnic mix was considerably different this
unprecedentunprecedented growthgrowt led to preparations for building a new

chapel for the first time since the dedication of the

westwood ward chapel nearly one quarter of a century

earlier it was anticipated that when completed thlthisthi
chapel would be used by the huntington park west stake and a

steadily growing spanish membership not only did the

spanish membership grow so also did los angeles stake

population increasing by over two hundred in the two and

one half years between the creation of the huntington park

west stake and the end of 1986 activity of stake membe-

rship as measured by sacrament meeting attendance also rose

to over 40 percent up from the 37 percent average recorded

after the spanish had been divided from the stake

it is difficult to anticipate what the los angeles

california stake will be like ten twenty five or fifty
years down the road when the stake was organized sixty

los angeles stake five year plan 1982 p 1 los
angeles stake collection LDS church archives

49
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years ago no one envisioned the diversity that charac-
terizes it today it Is not unlikely that other groups will
join with the saints living in the area making the stake
even more of a microcosm of the world As in the past and

the present those strong in testimony and leadership

ability will still be desperately needed for the church to

remain strong in the area as will those who can provide

strong financial support although there has been a trickle
of membership particularly young anglo families moving

into the stake over the last few years it is far from a

stream missionary work therefore must still be a major

concern not only to increase numbers but also to fulfill the

charge the saints have been given to take the gospel to all
people

if the past is prologue the los angeles california
stake will continue to be a vital force in the los angeles

metropolitan area in meeting the needs of the church and its
members if its leaders can learn from the past be

relevant to the present and maintain a vision of the

future the stake will continue to weather the storms and

grasp the opportunities that lie before it
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bibliographic ESSAY

on the day that the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints was organized a revelation was received
by the prophet joseph smith that a record shall be kept

among you DAC 211 since that time records have been

kept by the various units throughout the church until 1978

stake and mission minutes and selected ward minutes were to

be sent into the churchschurche historical department where they

were placed into one of several series for each unit in

addition each unit was to send in a quarterly historical
report which was placed in a series known as the manuscript

history the manuscript histories of the california mission

prior to 1923 and the hollywoodlosHollywood angelesLos stake have been

the major source for gathering information compiling a

chronology and understanding the important issues the

value of the manuscript history depends upon the clerk who

kept it often the stakes manuscript history would give

only a listing of officers or events or would not have been

sent more frequently however it would not list subjects

discussed in conferences presidency and other meeting but

would include minutes as well as miscellaneous items such as

376
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newspaper clippings in addition several of the stakes
early publications were also sent to the historical depart-

ment and are available on microfilm

beginning in 1978 as the church continued its
growth and the feasibility of storing all the records of the

various units diminished wards were no longer asked to send

in reports and only a year end report of the stake was to

be sent in however not only was the quantity of stake

records available after 1978 greatly diminished but there
was also a corresponding decrease in the quality of the

record the stake was asked to keep

in addition to stake records events dates

statistics and names have been supplied by the church owned

deseret news and church news and through member operated

LDS newspapers in southern california such as the calicallcail torniafornia

intermountain news newsnemsneys n nurgtsnuyyetsnueNuy andyets latter day

sent inel during the first thirty years of the stakes
existence the deseret newsnew church news newsnelsneis nin nuggetsnuggetsNug

and

getsgels

california1fornia intermountain news regularly carried

articles on the stake often in great detail in the

1950s19501s for example the californiaCalif intermountainunlaunia news ran a

bi weekly column on happenings in the los angeles stake

however as the church expanded both throughout california
and the world happenings in the stake are seldom mentioned

in the church owned newspapers and the only southern

california newspaper still in publication latter daxday

california

CA

d

sentinel

d ax&x
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sent inel must cover an increasing number of stakes in the

southland indexes are available for both the deseret newsnewa

and the church news

church magazines and publications have also been an

important source liahonaLlalia thehona elderselderaeiders journal the official
publication of the missions of the church during the first
quarter of this century reported major events in the

missions and featured a regular column on the california
missionhilsbliskils frequentlysion the saints in los angeles were the

subject of general conference talks which addresses were

then published in the annual conference report of the church

of jesus christcristC ofrist latter daydav saintsS prioraint to 1925 mission

and stake presidents were often invited to report on

happenings in their area the improvement era ensirnensign and

newblewhiew era have also run articles concerning the stake the

ostmostwost helpful of these have been gustive 0 larson the los

angeles stake of zion improvement era 26 march 1923

467 476 adele cannon howell forward hollywood improve-

ment era 32 july 1929 751755751 richard755 rowneyromneyrooney A feast

for all the world new era 11 november 1981 22 27 and a

series of articles in the improvement era concerning the los

angeles temple which not only chronicled its construction
and detailed its dedication but also covered such diverse
subjects as the history of the temple site except fortor the

LlaLiahiahlaliahonahona

130r n t i ne 12
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A wide variety of information has been furnished by

present and past stake members in anticipation of this
history the stakes history committee sent out question

narles asking for stake members to write their memories

the replies came back in many forms but are simply identi-

fied as questionnaire in the notes many stake members

also sat for oral history interviews or provided other taped

information while most have not been transcribed several
of the interviews have been included as part of the james

noyle oral history program of the churchschurche historical
department additionally several stake members by assign
mentrent fromtroatrom the stake history committee wrote histories of

various aspects of the stake the most helpful of these
were kathleen P alienallenailen the history of the los angeles

first ward A hardenmardennarden duke history of the los angeles

spanish branch history of the los angeles third ward

history of the los angeles fourth branch and ward and

history of the los angeles sixth ward michael ensign

evans the buildings of the los angeles stake erma lunt

the southern california group and ted ong history of the

los angeles fifth branch A wide range of materials was

also gathered from the files in the stake presidents office
and included correspondence of the stake presidency

statistical reports and financial records

under agreement with the family and community

history center at brigham young university information

E vans
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supplied by stake members whether written or oral have

been placed in the center these materials have been noted
as los angeles stake materials stake records and

selected materials generated by stake members have also been

placed in the churchschurche historical department these

materials have been noted as los angeles stake collection
at the time of publication these materials have not been

placed in a depository and therefore are designated only

as being part of the los angeles stake collection
under arrangements with the historical department several of

the oral histories have been or will become part of its
james moyle oral history program

in addition to stake and mission records in the

historical department the joseph E robinson and george W

mccune collections were valuable sources of information

concerning their administrations the journal history of

the church of jesus chrsitchusit of latter day saints a daily

history of the church composed largely of newspaper clip
pings has several refrencesfrencesreferencesre to the church in los angeles

the john K edmunds oral history was helpful in understand-

ing the challenges associated with missionary work among the

minoreinor it iestes

while much has been published regarding the church

in the nineteenth century little has been published

concerning the church in the twentieth century the

narrative literature dealing with the twentieth century

minorities
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focuses largely on the church in the intermountain area and

only mentions los angeles and california in passing

however four works have been helpful in placing the stake

within the framework of events happening in the church

russell R rich ensign to the nations A history of the LDS

church from 1846 to 1972197 provoproveprovo brigham young university
press 1972 was written as a college level text but

focuses largely on the nineteenth century church in utah
james B alienallenailen and glen tf leonard the storistory of the latter
daxday saints salt lake city deseret book 1986 is a

scholarly one volume overview of the history of the church

from 1830 to 1976 an important aspect of this work is its
extensive chapter bibliographies richard 0 cowan the

church in the twentieth century salt lake city bookcraft

1985 is an indepth study of the administration of the

contemporary church thomas G alexander mormonismmoraonisnormonismor inmonism

transitionTran Aaltion history of the latter daydax saints 189019301890

urbana

1930

university of illinois press 1986 concentrates on

trends accomplishments and problems in the church and the

social and intellectual life of latter day saints during

this pivitolpinitol period

two helpful overviews of the church in california
have been eugene campell A history of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints in california 184619461846 phd1946

diss university of southern california 1952 and leo J

suirmuir A venturycenturyentury of mormon activity in california 2 vols

if
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salt lake city deseret press 1951 campell concentrates
largely on the church during the first ten years in califor-
nia and presents the essential histories of the brooklyn

saints the mormon battalion the cormonsmormons and the gold rush

the san bernardino colony and the establishment of the

california mission but only briefly discusses the reestabrelstab
lishmentlishaentlishlisha ofentmentwent the california mission and the expansion of the

church in the state muir focuses on the church in southern

california since the reestabiishmentreestablishmentestablishment of the california
mission volume one is largely a compilation listing
officers and important dates of wards and stakes miscel-

laneous events and professional activities of selctedselsted
members through 1950 volume two is a collection of

biographies of california saints
A number of miscellaneous works deal specifically

with los angeles or the hollywoodlosHollywood angelesLos california
stake chapter 10 of lucille C tate legrand richards
beloved apostle salt lake city bookcraft 1982 gives

valuable insights into the tenure of legrand richards an

important source for the church in los angeles in the 1930s

is G byron done the participation of the latter day

saints in the community life of los angeles phd diss
university of southern california 1939 which is based

largely upon surveys taken among stake members in 1937 the

board of temple architects is brieftly discussed in paul L

anderson mormon dernemodernemodeaneMo saint architecturelatter day

re
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1925 1945 journal of mormon history 9 1982 708470 A84

scholarly look at missionary endeavors among jews in los

angeles is chapters 4 and 6 of arnold H green A survey of

latter day saint proselyting efforts to the jewish people

masters thesis brigham young university 1967 an

outstanding personal essay on the challenges facing stake

members is frances W richardson south of olympic

dialogue 15 winter 1982 116122116 122Dialogge
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beginning in 1847 and continuing to the turn of the
century seabersaeabers of the jesus christ of latter day saints

mormansmoraonsmormonsMoraMor wereonsmonswons encouraged to gather to utah where they
formedforced communities seperatedseparatedsepe fromtroatromtrowrated the evils of the world
around themthen while mormonism continues to be closely
associated with utah in 1989 it is a worldwideworld midewidenide church with
nearly seven billionmillion ebersmembers most residing outside of utah
and manynanywany of these in major urban areas nevertheless few
studies have been madebadewade of how the church has developed
outside of utah

when the los angeles stake was organized in 1923 it
was the firstirstarst stake in a major urban area in its sixty
year history the stake has flourished although not
necessarily in the traditional utah sense by adapting to
its cosmopolitan setting because of its inner city
location the stake has been forced to the forefront of the
changing nature of mormonism in general and urban mormonism
in part icularicolar
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